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     You know, it’s kind of funny. Usually when a politician wins a race, the first thing he
does is to try to consolidate his base, maximize his support and clout. Trump appears
to doing everything in his power to dismantle the coalition that propelled him to the
White House.

     First Trump came right out and said in one of his recent “Thank You” rallies and told
his audience could get lost now. He told thousands of his devoted supporters directly
to their face, “I don’t need your vote anymore. In four years I might need it again, but I
don’t need it anymore now”. For some reason this didn’t get the coverage it should
have, although MSNBC caught it and gave it circulation, including a 9 minute segment
on “The Last Word”.

 But that’s one thing about the Orange Julius, when he’s serious about something, like
getting rid of the chaff, he goes in whole hog. A few days ago he tweeted out holiday
greetings, including;
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Happy #Hanukkah (https://twitter.com/hashtag
/Hanukkah?src=hash) pic.twitter.com/UvZwtykV1E
(https://t.co/UvZwtykV1E)

Ã¢ÂÂ Donald J. Trump (@realDonaldTrump)
December 24, 2016 (https://twitter.com
/realDonaldTrump/status/812775995837218816)

      The rabid supporters on the alt-right are not taking this laying down. And they
immediately took to Twitter to express their displeasure to him in a context he fully
understands. This one pretty well sums it up;

@realDonaldTrump (https://twitter.com
/realDonaldTrump) You better be fucking kidding
me! I voted for you and you saidyou were a "good
christians" and we dont support satanic jews

Ã¢ÂÂ Frank Salazar (@Frankie92th) December 24,
2016 (https://twitter.com/Frankie92th/status
/812791155964465152)

     Frank wasn’t the only one who was bummed. Another Tweeted a simple “WTF?!”,
while a third stated “wtf, I hate Trump now!” You can read more of the Nazi outrage at
their turncoat leader at the PoliticusUSA ARTICLE (http://www.politicususa.com
/2016/12/27/trumps-support-israel-challenges-alt-right-supporters.html) here.

      Why are these people surprised? Trump’s whole campaign was a long con. If any of
them needed a warning shot across the bow, it should have come when he scraped his
most slavish supporters, Giuliani, Christie and Gingrich off the bottom of his shoe as
soon as he was done with them. The only things that are not expendable to Trump are
his family and his money.

     This has to be a bitter blow to the alt-right. Back during the campaign, when he
disavowed them and their beliefs, they nodded and winked at each other. He had to
say that publicly, but they were getting his subliminal messages loud and clear, kind of
like Charlie Manson getting secret messages from the Beatles through their songs. This
is a direct slap to their faces, first Trump slammed Obama for allowing the UN Security
Council resolution to go through, and now he Tweets “Happy Hanukkah”  to one of
their greatest enemies. What are they suppo0sed to do with their bed sheets and
torches now?

     Trump will prove to be horrible at bringing this diverse country together, but he
sure as shit is proving to be adept at tearing his own base apart from the inside out.
Can we take this as a clue that he already has no intention of running for another term
in 2020? If so, it would be a classic Trump middle finger to the GOP. Play his base for
chumps, then come right out and call them chumps to their faces, destroying what he
built so that nobody else in the GOP can use it in the future.
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Pretzel-nit — twists it any way he wants.

Hippy Gnu Ear, murfs ;)
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And a Hippy Gnu Ear to you as well my friend, thanks so much for your support!!!
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   Trump will prove to be horrible at bringing this diverse country
together, but he sure as shit is proving to be adept at tearing his
own base apart from the inside out. 

I think you missed he essential truth in his statement that he could shoot
someone in Times Square and they’d still vote for him.

Thats one of the few true things he said but he also could have said he could
rape someone in Times square, beat the shit out of old ladies, evict oprphans on
Christmas and run over nuns with his limo and they’d still vote for him.
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His supporters are praising Putin and saying that the US isn't a great
country but Russia is. I wish we could buy them one way tickets to
Russia so they can see what Russia is really like. 
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I’ll be happy to kick in a few bucks.  But be sure dTrump is on 
that train.  (no boat or plane ..please)
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Crazy train
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Cattle car.
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Ha ha!
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...the train that the GOP’s been trying to dismantle for
years.
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What is even more crazy is that they were just screaming about
Bernie being a socialist “jest lahk them thar Ruskies!”
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USSR Ruskies- commies. Russia- fascists.
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Run by the same USSR Ruskies.
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You’re right.  There was once a murderer who defected to
Russia to escape capture.  A few years later an FBI agent
emailed the felon and asked if he was ready to face justice. 
The felon so hated living in Russia that he chose to confess in
order to come back to the U.S. and go directly to prison.  Even
an American prison sentence is better than living in Russia!
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That may be true but in last 16 years since bush , The
Rep have made sure our country so uneducated, That
are own dum people think Trump running our country
like Russia is the way to go , That why Trump cutting
media off as liers , That way only thing being Reported
is he's lies , same dum people believe it , I can't
believe the d people voted against their own
Interested ,To d to see it , against kids school
everything , ,Got dum people thinking it all about free
stuff why Dem complaining ,These same people
gonna be whining , Come next month when he takes
control ,REP take rest of their freedom away what we
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have left,They already talking about passing the law if
you get in fight at school than automatic fenoly ,Dum
ass people don't get it they starting with kids school
that how they take your rights away , Just like they
drug testing kids school ,If they are loss they turn into
the cops ,,We losing all are rights people just voted for
rest them to be gone in next four years ,Than Trump
right he won't need no one votes ,Bec he's done got
all these d people thinking anything you read about
him fake news lier , what joke Just show what kind con
he's pulling , gonna get away with it because people to
d to see it
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I understand your fears. Remember too that
there are some good Democrats in or about
to be in Congress. While they may be in the
minority, its a strong minority in the Senate.

It isn’t going to be pretty. But more
Democrats are catching on that giving in all
the time doesn’t work with this crowd.
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If your spelling and grammar made any
sense I would have read your comment, but
since it didn’t I didn’t try to wade through it.

... 
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 CHICKEN !!!
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So he was homesick. It's hard for adults to switch
countries, especially if they don't know the local
language very well.

But there is plenty to like about Russia and Russians.
Soviet citizens (including Russians) managed to force a
huge change in government without firing a shot, just
by exercising the power that was in their Constitution
for decades (voter quorum needed, so voter boycotts
forced new elections; they were voting yes or no to
Party candidates, forcing the Party to come up with a
better candidate -- we need both those things
desperately!). The underground samizdats had always
been carefully read by Party officials because it gave
them an idea about how far they could and could not
go. More people in the USSR read such alternatives
and listened to international broadcasts than here in
the USA - not only is our literacy rate much lower than
theirs, Americans tend to distrust non-US media and
dismiss the opinions of foreigners. The Russians still
have more social safety nets than we do and decent
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medical care that doesn't bankrupt people.

I don't know why the Russian people are allowing the
Putin regression into czarism. I suppose economic
difficulties anywhere make people want to retreat. We
can hardly complain, considering who was just elected
President here.
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Cute analogy, but not true.  If you have money and
connections, you will do fine.  Same as US prisons.  If
you have money and connections, it’snot so bad.
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Only problem is Russia would not allow it as it would seriously
drop there country's IQ level
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I dont know that just gave Steven Segal citizenship. 
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LOL, you dis a country’s IQ level while you misuse the
word “there”. Hilariously sad.
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Recommended 16 times

Something else his supporters have apparently failed to learn
— “Great” does not necessarily imply “good.”  They may believe
his proposals will make us "great” again.  I know that they will
make us less “good.”
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Recommended 6 times

Given Trump’s command of the English language I had
assumed it was “Make America Grate Again”  

... 
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[new]
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c4714dy (/user/c471 angrysquirrel
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Make pre-shredded cheese illegal.

... 
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Recommended 1 time

Hitler promised to make Germany great again......how
did that work out. Politics without morality is fascism.
Trump appears to be on a similar trajectory. He
should scare us all and motivate us to become
activists against the coming tyranny.

... 
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Recommended 14 times

You don’t understand. Most of his online “supporters” are not
really Americans! There are so many paid Russian trolls online
posting via proxy servers it’s pathetic. You don’t NEED to “buy
them one way tickets to Russia”; they’re already IN Russia!
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I understand but this was out of someone’s mouth
that I know personally.I got an earful.  How the media
is corrupt. Get your news from Youtube. Russia is
great and Putin is a better leader than Obama. Russia
is a great country. It’s not just people online. 
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Yea their reasons behind him taking that Jill to court &
stopping the recount ,I don't think he really won , I
think Hillary did the rep our covering it up , I don't
think Russia hacked us either I think Rep insider that
just won all 3 branches , Their should of been recount
by the lawyers courts for both parties , Then if he won
fine ,I don't think he did , That why Rep Refused to
investigate it , That why Russia Laughing calling us all
stupid for even believe them I think
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Dec 28 · 06:27:14 PM (/comments/1614959
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Russians are actually quite adept capitalists.  The
Soviet era black market is what kept the country alive.
 I have heard stories from Soviet era refugees from
places like Moldova who would get a truck load of
potatoes  smuggled out of collective farms, drive to
Moscow and sell the potatoes and have enough for
three families to live during the winter.  The Russian
trolls are just taking advantage of the system.  Trump
admires folks who take advantage of the system.

... 
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I had never heard that so much online posting comes
from Russia. I had heard that there was a great
positive response from white nationalists abroad
when Trump was elected.

How do you know that?
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Take a look. http://www.thedailybeast.com
/articles/2016/11/07/how-samantha-bee-s-
full-frontal-tracked-down-russia-s-pro-trump-
trolls.html (http://www.thedailybeast.com
/articles/2016/11/07/how-samantha-bee-s-
full-frontal-tracked-down-russia-s-pro-trump-
trolls.html)
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I’d be willing to allow return tickets, but there would be some
serious groveling required.

Signed retractions, community service for some high profile
groups like the ACLU or SPLC, NAACP, GreenPeace, somebody
cool like that. 
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Amen
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About the only other true thing he said was it was a rigged election……..
Of course not in the way he was suggesting.
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What he did con Dem party not to challenge he's win , that why
he claimed rigged against him , Bec he done knew that the Rep
rigged it for him , Than blaming on Russia to get heat off them
from hacking releasing DNC email that didn't amount to
nothing ,Bec DC head of security didn't do nothing to stop it , If
Rep would of been hacked they wouldn't of let none of it out ,
they would of had investigation immediately, Rep office was
the one counting every state , They made big deal about Jill
recounting Bec they knew if it was counted he really didn't
win.I don't see map being off like that , they claim , Their no
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way the one state try to get Hillary to recount said none of it
was adding up tried to her recount she didn't, Bec Rep done
played it if she would of way Trump lied whole time no one
would of believe it anyways ,He pulled biggest con on everyone
got away with it , He was Never draining no swamp they are
the swap that getting ready screw everyone ,
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So right.
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                                        (see larger version)
(http://oi68.tinypic.com/dnyqf9.jpg)

attribution: by Raven
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I believe that the election was rigged.

After those millions of dollars the Green Party paid for
recounts in three states, the persistent blocking by officials and
Trump attorneys of the most questionable parts that
prevented a fair recount indicates they knew it. For example: In
the Detroit, Michigan area, 75,000 voters, mostly minority,
supposedly failed to vote for president. Trump won by fewer
than 11,000 votes. There was no examination of the paper
ballots permitted even as they sat there in the containers.

Variations of that song and dance were performed by the
officials in PA and WI.
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What is sad the dum people that voted against their own Interested ,
Probably would of still voted for him if he would of done that, he would
of said news making it up dummies would of believe it
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His base is almost mind-bogglingly stupid, isn’t it?
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Stupid or uneducated.

The truth is that Trump has been conning people, even
supposedly smart people, out of their money for decades. So
now he applied that skill to getting votes.

“There’s a sucker born every minute” is a famous American
saying. Another is the one about selling a gullible person the
Brooklyn Bridge. Trump is a one trick pony, a congenital liar
who knows how to play the game.

His problem is that he invariably burns his bridges because of
his emotional and neurological difficulties. He has no
discernible conscience, no empathy. He has a need for power.
He seems unable to understand nuances in relationships with
people or nations.

Donald J. Trump terrifies me. He is totally unsuited to hold any
position of authority. He is dangerous. Being commander in
chief of the most powerful military force in the history of the
world and having the nuclear launch codes with the authority
to launch in a six minute window is unthinkable. Yet come Jan.
20, that is what we will have.
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I totally agree with everything you said. Anyone that is
not terrified of what is to come after January 20th,
there is something totally wrong with them and are
definitely dumb and stupid to be able to see the type
of individual that was elected president for the first
time in the history of this great country. 
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You know Hitler said almost exactly the same thing.

Fortunately he shot himself.



(/user/Human Adulthood)

[new]


Human Adulthood (/user/Huma Broinarms

Dec 28 · 03:37:32 PM (/comments/1614959/64954618#comment_64954618)

Recommended 0 times

LOL!

... 

(/user/earthsong)

[new]


earthsong (/user/earthsong) Broinarms

Dec 28 · 09:35:32 PM (/comments/1614959/64957579#comment_64957579)

Recommended 0 times

Interesting that you mention Hitler. A former household
employee said that Trump kept a book of Hitler’s speeches by
his bed for a long time.
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(/user/symboybot)

[new]


symboybot (/user/symboy earthsong

Dec 29 · 02:16:15 AM (/comments/1614959

/64958179#comment_64958179)

Recommended 0 times

Actually it was his previous wife who said that he kept
a book of Hitler’s speeches next to his bedside.

... 

(/user/LNK)

[new]


LNK (/user/LNK) exlrrp

Dec 28 · 03:48:49 PM (/comments/1614959/64954741#comment_64954741)

Recommended 3 times

White Republicans...leading figures….only expressed concerns about
Trump when he used vulgar language. (pussy-grabbing). The vulgarity,
not the actions/crimes displeased them.



(/user/PeedeeWyre)

[new]


PeedeeWyre (/user/PeedeeWyre) exlrrp

Dec 28 · 09:17:30 PM (/comments/1614959/64957495#comment_64957495)

Recommended 1 time

With a stubby middle finger at that.



(/user/Bulldawg)

[new]


Bulldawg (/user/Bulldawg) Murfster35

Dec 28 · 10:32:19 AM (/comments/1614959/64950903#comment_64950903)

Recommended 19 times

We fish ewe a mare egrets mouse, We fish ewe a mare egrets mouse, We fish
ewe a mare egrets mouse, and a hoppy gnu deer.



(/user/c4714dy)

[new]


c4714dy (/user/c4714dy) Bulldawg

Dec 28 · 11:10:06 AM (/comments/1614959/64951419#comment_64951419)

Recommended 3 times

That’s one I haven’t heard before. Thanks for sharing. I needed the
laugh.



(/user/Bulldawg)

[new]


Bulldawg (/user/Bulldawg) c4714dy

Dec 28 · 11:17:33 AM (/comments/1614959/64951511#comment_64951511)

Recommended 1 time

The first time I saw it, it had corresponding animal pictures
with it, with a bunny for “hoppy.” 



(/user/Murfster35)

[new]


Murfster35 (/user/Murfste Bulldawg

Dec 28 · 12:51:44 PM (/comments/1614959

/64952727#comment_64952727)

Recommended 1 time

I agree, I needed the laugh, thanks for sharing!!! lol

... 

(/user/Leftfacing)

[new]


Leftfacing (/user/Leftfacing) Bulldawg

Dec 28 · 12:25:00 PM (/comments/1614959/64952390#comment_64952390)

The way I saw it on wrapping paper was “Wee fish ewe a mare egrets
moose, wee fish ewe a mare egrets moose, wee fish ewe a mare egrets
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Recommended 4 times

moose, panda hippo gnu deer,” all in animal pictures.

There was also birthday wrapping paper in animal pictures: Hippo
birdies two ewe, hippo birdies two ewe, hippo birdies deer ewe, hippo
birdies two ewe.  Sandra Boynton is so clever!

(/user/SillyMama)

[new]


SillyMama (/user/SillyMama) Murfster35

Dec 28 · 10:33:43 AM (/comments/1614959/64950921#comment_64950921)

Recommended 10 times

  The real way to say this is “they are not taking this lying down”.

Lay is used when a person puts something down, such as laying down a card. Lie
or lying is used when it is your whole body is doing the action. 



(/user/wanderer2)

[new]


wanderer2 (/user/wanderer2) SillyMama

Dec 28 · 11:07:29 AM (/comments/1614959/64951380#comment_64951380)

Recommended 1 time

Now I lay me down to sleep, I pray the Lord my soul to keep, If I should
die before I wake, I pray the Lord my soul to take.



(/user/ksmoore777)

[new]


ksmoore777 (/user/ksmoore777) wanderer2

Dec 28 · 11:19:29 AM (/comments/1614959/64951540#comment_64951540)

Recommended 15 times

“Lay” here denotes the putting down of one’s self, with
the pronoun “me” used as the direct object of the verb “lay.”
 Note that the prayer does not say “Now I lay down . . . “  That
would be, rather, “Now I lie down . . .”

SillyMama is fastidiously correct; most english speakers do not
use lie/lay correctly.



(/user/Sailor Jo)

[new]


Sailor Jo (/user/Sailor Jo) ksmoore777

Dec 28 · 11:35:39 AM (/comments/1614959

/64951738#comment_64951738)

Recommended 2 times

Thanks for the help. English is only my second
language and I am grateful for people who know and
share.



(/user/Broinarms)

[new]


Broinarms (/user/Br Sailor Jo

Dec 28 · 03:08:23 PM (/comments/1614959

/64954319#comment_64954319)

Recommended 4 times

It’s our second language too.

We just have no first language. 

We twisted England’s language because we
pissed them off.

... 

(/user/Wee Mama)

[new]


Wee Mama (/user/Wee Ma ksmoore777

Dec 28 · 12:13:58 PM (/comments/1614959

/64952238#comment_64952238)

My English major parents are smiling at you from
heaven!

... 
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Recommended 2 times

Hello, new user at Daily Kos! Our site guidelines and
unique community moderation system are
explained in the Rules of the Road
(http://www.dailykos.com/rules-of-the-road).

If you have any questions about how to participate
you can learn more at the Knowledge Base
(http://helpdesk.dailykos.com/kb) and the Site
Resource Diaries (http://www.dailykos.com/story
/2013/01/08/1177381/-New-Diarists-
More-Resources-for-All?detail=hide). Diaries
tagged Open Thread  (http://www.dailykos.com
/search?status=&species=&
search_type=search_tags&text_expand=contains&
text_type=tag_compare&text=open+thread&
time_type=time_last_story&time_begin=Start+Date&
time_end=End+Date&count_min=%28min%29&
count_max=%28max%29&submit=Search)are also
great places to ask any questions.

~~ from the DK Partners & Mentors Team
(http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/03
/22/1196175/-Announcing-Partners-
Mentors?detail=hide)

(/user/Mary Rhubarb OBrien)

[new]


Mary Rhubarb OBrien (/us ksmoore777

Dec 28 · 12:30:35 PM (/comments/1614959

/64952459#comment_64952459)

Recommended 6 times

As long as we’re waxing pedantically, English requires
an upper case E.  I often see “breath and breathe”,
“loose and lose” “to and too” and “there and their”
used incorrectly, too.  If we care enough to share our
thoughts, we should also care enough to proofread
before entering. Haste makes waste.

My parents were a reporter-editor/info officer and a
teacher.  Both were good at grammar and writing. My
dad was a good speller, but my mom was not. She
often beat my dad at Scrabble, because she had the
patience to get the big word scores, even though she
forfeited turns for misspelled words. He tried to
unload his choice letters quickly, and thus lost more
often.  

HRC and BHO are thoughtful and think before they
speak.  DJT has no filter and doesn’t think before he
speaks.  Loose lips sink ships.  Trump’s ship of state
will not be enviable transportation.

... 

(/user/AgrippinaMinora)

[new]


AgrippinaMinora (/u Mary Rhubarb OBrien

Dec 28 · 02:17:31 PM (/comments/1614959

/64953800#comment_64953800)

Recommended 3 times

To wax even more pedantically, “english”
(lower case e) is proper when describing the
spin of a pool or billiard ball.

... 

(/user/nottaplecostomus)

[new]


nottaplecostomus (/ Mary Rhubarb OBrien

Dec 28 · 09:21:14 PM (/comments/1614959

/64957513#comment_64957513)

Mary Rhubarb O'Brien, with all that
background in English, surely you would not
knowingly use the adverb "pedantically" after
the verb "waxing" as "I wax pedantically"
would mean a pedantic application of wax to
the automobile, refrigerator, or floor – not
that one "waxes" "pedantic" i.e.increasing
one's own 'pedanticism' if I may coin a word.
Although I suppose a person could wax
pedantically insipid, or wax pedantically

... 
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Recommended 1 time

poetic etc.

Since I am So. Not. An English major. I will
definitely defer to any responsible
correction. But I am fairly sure that "wax" in
this usage is an intransitive verb requiring an
adjective that applies to the subject "I," like,
"I am verbose" or "I am pedantic." (In this
instance, the verb wax is implying some kind
of an increase and so does not require LY as
in pedantically, since "pedantic" is an
adjective modifying the pronoun "I" when "I
wax pedantic."

However, even though I may be "waxing"
pedantic, I may also be pedantically
"varnishing" the truth or the accuracy <grin>

And so now I wax overly
pedantic…pedantically pedantic…

<runs screaming from the room… >

(/user/earthsong)

[new]


earthsong (/user/ear Mary Rhubarb OBrien

Dec 28 · 09:42:32 PM (/comments/1614959

/64957616#comment_64957616)

Recommended 0 times

My Swedish sister-in-law had been in the US
for over 20 years, a smart, literate person.
Just as they were about to leave for Sweden, I
had to correct her about “tear” and “tear”
which she mistakenly read the wrong way. \

... 

(/user/jeffreydj)

[new]


jeffreydj (/user/jeffr Mary Rhubarb OBrien

Dec 28 · 11:05:21 PM (/comments/1614959

/64957891#comment_64957891)

Recommended 0 times

All those waxed pedants ought to loosen up.
Capitals beginning terms of nationality are
fine, until they are relegated to describing
adjectively another, more significant term.
For years now, as a music student, I have
been griping about naming instruments such
as valve trombones and bass violins, but
when I attempt to mention the english horn,
Oh No! it must be the English horn. IT it is a
horn (a bigass oboe, really), but there is
nothing particularly English about it. As an
adjective, the term does not deserve such
prominence.   

Meanwhile, I loved your comment about
Trump’s ship of state. ‘Tis not a seaworthy
vessel. 

... 

(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) ksmoore777

Dec 28 · 02:56:14 PM (/comments/1614959

/64954194#comment_64954194)

Recommended 0 times

That is the LEAST of their problems, IMO.



(/user/hokieduck13)

[new]


hokieduck13 (/user/hokieduck13) wanderer2

Dec 28 · 11:30:30 AM (/comments/1614959/64951681#comment_64951681)
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Recommended 6 times

In this instance, wanderer, the actor is laying himself down, as
an object.  The verb “lay”  is transitive and always acts on an
object.  Lay a book down.  Lay a blanket across the bed.  Lay
cards down.  Lay me down.

The intransitive verb “to lie” never takes an object.  The dog lies
down (down is an adverb describing where the dog lies).  The
snow lies on the ground (adverbial phrase, where it lies).  My
hair lies across my forehead adverbial phrase adverbial phrase,
how it lies).  I lie down.

So Silly Mama is still correct.  Your example would have to have
been “Now I lie down to sleep”, rather than “Now I lay me down
to sleep.”  The first is intransitive (no object of the verb just an
adverbial phrase or describer of the how the verb acts
... “down to sleep”); the second is transitive (takes the object
“me”).

And before you guys go all “You are a grammar nazi” on me, I
just enjoy grammar and am enjoying the discussion of
language.   Happy New Year to all.

(/user/Sailor Jo)

[new]


Sailor Jo (/user/Sailor Jo) hokieduck13

Dec 28 · 11:38:47 AM (/comments/1614959

/64951774#comment_64951774)

Recommended 3 times

Thank you so much! I like any language to be a
precision tool and I enjoy the subtleties that make all
the difference when it comes to the beauty of a
language.



(/user/SillyMama)

[new]


SillyMama (/user/SillyMama) wanderer2

Dec 28 · 04:37:50 PM (/comments/1614959/64955184#comment_64955184)

Recommended 5 times

If you live long enough, you will see that the lack of a comma or
the misuse of a word changes the meaning of a sentence. We
need to keep mistakes down so as to understand what is being
said. 



(/user/Raven)

[new]


Raven (/user/Raven) SillyMama

Dec 28 · 06:15:29 PM (/comments/1614959

/64956104#comment_64956104)

Recommended 1 time

And of course the meaning of a sentence can change
simply by viewing it from a different angle.

TIME FLIES.

NO MAN CAN.

THEY GO TOO FAST.



(/user/PeedeeWyre)

[new]


PeedeeWyre (/user/P Raven

Dec 28 · 06:52:32 PM (/comments/1614959

/64956473#comment_64956473)

Recommended 1 time

Right you are. Many's the time that even with
a stopwatch and my one good weather-eye
peeled, I'm not fast enough to coordinate
seeing a horse-fly or deer-fly go from
zero-to-zoom, the buggers are too damned
quick. Nature!!

... 

(/user/c4714dy)

[new]
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c4714dy (/user/c4714dy) SillyMama

Dec 28 · 11:11:54 AM (/comments/1614959/64951439#comment_64951439)

Recommended 5 times

As in ‘tRump lies his lying a** off.’



(/user/Karen TS)

[new]


Karen TS (/user/Karen TS) SillyMama

Dec 28 · 11:18:09 AM (/comments/1614959/64951522#comment_64951522)

Recommended 5 times

It seems a bit picky to comment on a grammar fault in such a good
piece, but in general I’m with you 100%. The misuse of lay & lie is so
common — I’ve heard teachers & PBS hosts get it wrong! — that I
reckon that the transitive/intransitive distinction will soon go the way of
the dodo and the universal “lay” will become standard, i.e., considered
grammatically correct. 



(/user/OHdog)

[new]


OHdog (/user/OHdog) Karen TS

Dec 28 · 11:33:21 AM (/comments/1614959/64951717#comment_64951717)

Recommended 1 time

In sixth grade a teaching intern came to teach us the proper
use of lay, lie, laying, etc. Before the lesson 60% of the class got
the correct answers on the pre-test and 25% were correct
when measured by the after-test.



(/user/Sailor Jo)

[new]


Sailor Jo (/user/Sailor Jo) OHdog

Dec 28 · 11:44:50 AM (/comments/1614959

/64951839#comment_64951839)

Recommended 2 times

I guess part of the problem is the phonetic similarity
to lying,

The English language is horrible when it comes to
pronunciations. There are just too many homonyms
and other -nyms.



(/user/Karen TS)

[new]


Karen TS (/user/Karen TS) OHdog

Dec 28 · 03:21:46 PM (/comments/1614959

/64954443#comment_64954443)

Recommended 2 times

I have to admit that during my brief teaching career
lessons on apostrophes tended to result
in essays littered with the things, like bird shit
scattered on statues.



(/user/earthsong)

[new]


earthsong (/user/earthsong) OHdog

Dec 28 · 09:47:02 PM (/comments/1614959

/64957647#comment_64957647)

Recommended 0 times

What about further and farther? I used to think that
was straight forward.

Sometimes I need to stop and think.
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(/user/acmuse)

[new]


acmuse (/user/acmuse) SillyMama

Dec 28 · 11:40:23 AM (/comments/1614959/64951791#comment_64951791)

Recommended 1 time

You are 100% correct, and the distinction between the words “lie” and
“lay” is not all that difficult.



(/user/Wee Mama)

[new]


Wee Mama (/user/Wee Mama) acmuse

Dec 28 · 12:16:31 PM (/comments/1614959/64952280#comment_64952280)

Recommended 2 times

What makes it hard is the common misuse of them, so people
have to go against the stream of errors.

Hello, new user at Daily Kos! Our site guidelines and unique
community moderation system are explained in the Rules of
the Road (http://www.dailykos.com/rules-of-the-road).

If you have any questions about how to participate you can
learn more at the Knowledge Base
(http://helpdesk.dailykos.com/kb) and the Site Resource
Diaries (http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/01/08/1177381
/-New-Diarists-More-Resources-for-All?detail=hide). Diaries
tagged Open Thread  (http://www.dailykos.com
/search?status=&species=&search_type=search_tags&
text_expand=contains&text_type=tag_compare&
text=open+thread&time_type=time_last_story&
time_begin=Start+Date&time_end=End+Date&
count_min=%28min%29&count_max=%28max%29&
submit=Search)are also great places to ask any questions.

~~ from the DK Partners & Mentors Team
(http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/03/22/1196175
/-Announcing-Partners-Mentors?detail=hide)



(/user/Jules0845)

[new]


Jules0845 (/user/Jules0845) SillyMama

Dec 29 · 03:01:48 AM (/comments/1614959/64958242#comment_64958242)

Recommended 0 times

The way I remember it is: hens lay eggs, people lie down.



(/user/magnetics)

[new]


magnetics (/user/magnetics) greenbird

Dec 27 · 07:11:15 PM (/comments/1614959/64946395#comment_64946395)

Recommended 119 times

I will take notice if he shitcans Bannon— not before.



(/user/Deep Dark)

[new]


Deep Dark (/user/Deep Dark) magnetics

Dec 27 · 07:29:03 PM (/comments/1614959/64946516#comment_64946516)

Recommended 86 times

Amen. Although with the oligarchs surrounding him, Bannon may be feeling a
little less sanguine these days. His voice may be a little more muffled from
underneath all the wealthy ass sitting on his face and shitting in his mouth.

As for whether he plans another run in 4 years

he can barely manage planning for this afternoon and be able to stick to it
he will expect them to come running next time he dog whistles them. And
they will because the words “learn” and “experience” don’t belong in the
same dictionary for them, let alone the same sentence.



(/user/voidstuff)

[new]


voidstuff (/user/voidstuff) Deep Dark

Dec 28 · 12:23:12 AM (/comments/1614959/64947583#comment_64947583)
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Recommended 57 times

Trump’s Cabinet picks seem right out of Bannon’s playbook. Bannon
said he wants to destroy the State. Trump picks guys who want to
destroy the departments they head. Makes sense.

(/user/PissedGrunty)

[new]


PissedGrunty (/user/PissedGrunty) voidstuff

Dec 28 · 06:27:42 AM (/comments/1614959/64948407#comment_64948407)

Recommended 24 times

Yes, but that part matches the Republican playbook perfectly.



(/user/HughJazscheens)

[new]


HughJazscheens (/user/HughJazs voidstuff

Dec 28 · 11:05:56 AM (/comments/1614959/64951362#comment_64951362)

Recommended 7 times

It worked for Putin, it’ll work for Trump. Disassemble all the
government’s assets and sell/give them to your friends (who
must swear perpetual total allegiance, or they go to prison and
lose everything). Putin has some of his enemies murdered; let’s
hope Trump draws the line there.

... 

(/user/voidstuff)

[new]


voidstuff (/user/voidstuff) HughJazscheens

Dec 28 · 01:48:37 PM (/comments/1614959

/64953453#comment_64953453)

Recommended 4 times

That makes it a win/win for the Republicans and the
Leninists.



(/user/Miiiisha)

[new]


Miiiisha (/user/Miiiisha) voidstuff

Dec 28 · 11:45:52 AM (/comments/1614959/64951853#comment_64951853)

Recommended 5 times

It may be right out of Bannon’s playbook, but don’t forget the
Mercer’s had Bannon and Kellyanne first, and funded all of
these puppets… and probably making the calls on who the
cabinet nominees are as well.



(/user/voidstuff)

[new]


voidstuff (/user/voidstuff) Miiiisha

Dec 28 · 01:48:10 PM (/comments/1614959

/64953448#comment_64953448)

Recommended 3 times

I doubt that Bannon and Conway have any qualms
about using whoever they can to achieve their
personal objectives. That would include the Mercers.
But the Mercers will probably do very well, anyway,
from the Trump/Bannon plan.



(/user/polliwonk)

[new]


polliwonk (/user/polliwonk) Deep Dark

Dec 28 · 12:55:36 AM (/comments/1614959/64947637#comment_64947637)

Recommended 55 times

You mean he’s treating his “posse” just like he treated his contractors
and suppliers when he was burning through real estate and the
contestants on his reality show. Whoda thunk? Most of them don’t even
know they’ve been fired.



[new]
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(/user/lynb) lynb (/user/lynb) polliwonk

Dec 28 · 09:25:46 AM (/comments/1614959/64950041#comment_64950041)

Recommended 19 times

True to himself at all costs.  Love it.



(/user/MARTHA STILES)

[new]


MARTHA STILES (/user/MARTHA polliwonk

Dec 28 · 10:11:15 AM (/comments/1614959/64950638#comment_64950638)

Recommended 20 times

You would think that his business shenanigans would have
been a clue that NO ONE can trust him except his family.  And
I’m wondering about poor Melania here.  She seems lately to
be relegated in line behind his kids.  Not WITH them.

... 

(/user/wildduce)

[new]


wildduce (/user/wildduce) MARTHA STILES

Dec 28 · 10:38:40 AM (/comments/1614959

/64950992#comment_64950992)

Recommended 11 times

Who wants to take the bet that the Donald divorce is
Melania within four years, while she remains in New
York the whole time?



(/user/nipit)

[new]


nipit (/user/nipit) wildduce

Dec 28 · 01:43:28 PM (/comments/1614959

/64953399#comment_64953399)

Recommended 3 times

Are you suggesting a red dress scandal?
Donald does like  red.,,,red states, red hats,
red countries that fly red flags. 



(/user/Raven)

[new]


Raven (/user/Raven) nipit

Dec 28 · 06:21:56 PM (/comments/1614959

/64956196#comment_64956196)

Recommended 0 times

Except Russia hasn’t been “red” (Communist-
ruled) since 1991, and its flag is now a
tricolor (white/blue/red).



(/user/wideeyed1)

[new]


wideeyed1 (/user/wideeye MARTHA STILES

Dec 28 · 11:46:22 AM (/comments/1614959

/64951857#comment_64951857)

Recommended 3 times

And Tiffany is nowhere to be seen at any of these
do’s. It’s as if she doesn’t exist.

... 

(/user/earthsong)

[new]


earthsong (/user/earthsong) MARTHA STILES

Dec 28 · 09:53:09 PM (/comments/1614959

/64957666#comment_64957666)

Recommended 0 times

Trump has always treated his women like that. They
are toys for show.



(/user/bronxdem)

[new]
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Dec 28 · 07:18:45 AM (/comments/1614959/64948732#comment_64948732)

Recommended 6 times

Don’t let yourself believe that, look how many years he was planning the
run for president. 

(/user/lurch394)

[new]


lurch394 (/user/lurch394) bronxdem

Dec 28 · 10:22:00 AM (/comments/1614959/64950779#comment_64950779)

Recommended 5 times

No, I think running for president was just a wild hair to him.



(/user/Raven)

[new]


Raven (/user/Raven) lurch394

Dec 28 · 06:29:19 PM (/comments/1614959

/64956263#comment_64956263)

Recommended 1 time

“To have a wild hair (up one's butt) is a vulgar
expression indicating an obsession or fixation of
some sort.” (http://www.cbsnews.com/news/a-
wild-herr/) — doesn’t say how many years that
obsession or fixation may last, so you’re not
contradicting bronxdem.



(/user/earthsong)

[new]


earthsong (/user/earthsong) bronxdem

Dec 28 · 09:54:58 PM (/comments/1614959/64957672#comment_64957672)

Recommended 0 times

I think Trump got truly serious when Putin started working on
him five years ago.



(/user/paulahik)

[new]


paulahik (/user/paulahik) Deep Dark

Dec 28 · 09:38:37 AM (/comments/1614959/64950200#comment_64950200)

Recommended 13 times

Although he keeps saying he’ll have 8 years to do whatever he wants, so
either he doesn’t know how long a term is for—entirely possible—or he
just assumes he’s going to win—also possible—or his handlers have
already figured out how they’ll steal it this time—definitely possible.



(/user/polliwonk)

[new]


polliwonk (/user/polliwonk) paulahik

Dec 28 · 09:57:14 AM (/comments/1614959/64950440#comment_64950440)

Recommended 25 times

Well it worked this time. They hardly need any voters as long as
they have Russia, Wikileaks, the FBI and Repug ownership of
election — machines, software, minions (inc. SC)
and gerrymandering. Actual voters are old school and tots
passé when you own the system.



(/user/LNK)

[new]


LNK (/user/LNK) polliwonk

Dec 28 · 03:55:28 PM (/comments/1614959

/64954796#comment_64954796)

Republicans DON’T WANT VOTERS. Proof:
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Recommended 4 times

 Founder of the modern Conservative movement said:
"Now many of our Christians have what I call the
goo-goo syndrome — good government. They want
everybody to vote. I don't want everybody to vote.
Elections are not won by a majority of people, they
never have been from the beginning of our country
and they are not now. As a matter of fact, our
leverage in the elections quite candidly goes up as the
voting populace goes down."

(/user/KonaSusan)

[new]


KonaSusan (/user/Ko LNK

Dec 28 · 09:19:00 PM (/comments/1614959

/64957499#comment_64957499)

Recommended 0 times

Spoken by Paul Weyrich, the founder of both
the Moral Majority and the Heritage
Foundation.

Paul Michael Weyrich was an American
religious conservative political activist and
commentator, most notable as a figurehead
of the New Right. ~Wikipedia

... 

(/user/mrswhipple)

[new]


mrswhipple (/user/mrswhi polliwonk

Dec 28 · 05:41:49 PM (/comments/1614959

/64955742#comment_64955742)

Recommended 5 times

Wow! Thought I was the only one who got that about
the ownership of the election…...rarely did anyone
agree or rec when i posted on that. Thanks for
showing me that I’m not alone in my view…..

... 

(/user/polliwonk)

[new]


polliwonk (/user/pol mrswhipple

Dec 28 · 11:54:19 PM (/comments/1614959

/64957981#comment_64957981)

Recommended 0 times

Ditto! I’ll watch for your posts.

... 

(/user/earthsong)

[new]


earthsong (/user/earthsong) polliwonk

Dec 28 · 10:00:12 PM (/comments/1614959

/64957693#comment_64957693)

Recommended 1 time

Don’t forget all the Republicans’ efforts to prevent
minorities and students from voting. Then there were
those million voters dropped from 31 states’ voting
rolls. There were likely several million prevented from
voting, one way or the other.



(/user/polliwonk)

[new]
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Dec 28 · 11:57:02 PM (/comments/1614959

/64957991#comment_64957991)

Recommended 0 times

Totally agree. Till we get free and fair
elections, it doesn’t matter who the Dems
nominate. The Repugs own the system and
make the rules, the Rules being,

#1 — Repugs rule

#2 — see #1

(/user/MARTHA STILES)

[new]


MARTHA STILES (/user/MARTHA paulahik

Dec 28 · 10:17:34 AM (/comments/1614959/64950729#comment_64950729)

Recommended 25 times

The Republicans across the country think they have a mandate
to gerrymander anyway they want to.  It’s already one of the
reasons they do so well within each state.  I’m in California and
we took it out of the legislature’s hands and put the district
decisions in a non political committee’s hands.  They
redistricted it fairly according to census figures.  I wish we
could secede from the union. I am a proud Californian.  We can
stand on our own and don’t need the rest of the states telling
us what to do. We came in 67% for Clinton because we know
who butters our bread and it’s not the Republicans.

... 

(/user/earthsong)

[new]


earthsong (/user/earthsong) MARTHA STILES

Dec 28 · 10:06:18 PM (/comments/1614959

/64957714#comment_64957714)

Recommended 0 times

I’ve heard that a lawyer and Constitutional law expert
named Barak Obama has decided that he wants to
pursue eliminating gerrymandering after he retires
next month.

He seems to think it might help us recover democracy
by 2020, just in time for the redistricting.



(/user/magnusfl)

[new]


magnusfl (/user/magnusfl) paulahik

Dec 28 · 10:21:45 AM (/comments/1614959/64950777#comment_64950777)

Recommended 5 times

He got no chance at reelection as when his choice of EPA
 director gut the EPA and turn us into the country of flint



(/user/Ceri Cat)

[new]


Ceri Cat (/user/Ceri Cat) magnusfl

Dec 28 · 02:18:08 PM (/comments/1614959

/64953808#comment_64953808)

Recommended 4 times

Don’t bet on it, remember you have a country that has
a ridiculous number of people that think regulating
stuff like that is not the answer, that self policing
works.



(/user/RoundPonda)

[new]


RoundPonda (/user/RoundPonda) Deep Dark

Dec 28 · 09:56:17 AM (/comments/1614959/64950429#comment_64950429)

Recommended 19 times

What could possibly be wrong with The Grabber In Chief and his cabinet
having 35% of American's wealth...???



[new]
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(/user/coolgram) coolgram (/user/coolgram) Deep Dark

Dec 28 · 10:18:46 AM (/comments/1614959/64950741#comment_64950741)

Recommended 10 times

How can they learn anything?  They disdain learning as the realm of
their detested coastal “elites.”  Being dumb is honorable to Trumpsters.



(/user/oregonlaw)

[new]


oregonlaw (/user/oregonlaw) coolgram

Dec 28 · 11:02:19 AM (/comments/1614959/64951315#comment_64951315)

Recommended 9 times

I believe the phrase you are looking for is “contumacious
ignorance” — Ignorant and hell-bent on staying that way. 



(/user/LNK)

[new]


LNK (/user/LNK) oregonlaw

Dec 28 · 03:59:06 PM (/comments/1614959

/64954839#comment_64954839)

Recommended 2 times

Until we can communicate at a 3rd or 4th grade
reading level, we will lose elections. Public opinion
needs lower common denominator. . . .



(/user/LNK)

[new]


LNK (/user/LNK) oregonlaw

Dec 28 · 03:59:19 PM (/comments/1614959

/64954840#comment_64954840)

Recommended 2 times

contumacious (adjective)

obstinate: indocile, hard-mouthed, stiff-necked,
contumacious, impenitentwilful willful:
unpersuadable, incorrigible, contumacious
impenitent: contumacious, obdurate, inveterate,
stubborn, obstinate schismatical: rebellious, rebel,
contumacious, disobedient

The Original Roget's Thesaurus of English Words and
Phrases (Americanized Version) is licensed from
Longman Group UK Limited. Copyright © 1994 by
Longman Group UK Limited. All rights reserved.



(/user/HughJazscheens)

[new]


HughJazscheens (/user/HughJazs coolgram

Dec 28 · 11:09:20 AM (/comments/1614959/64951409#comment_64951409)

Recommended 11 times

W bragged about not reading and getting all his information
from TV newscasts. I’m not convinced Trump can read. His
replies to important questions certainly show he has not read
about them.

... 

(/user/earthsong)

[new]


earthsong (/user/earthsong) HughJazscheens

Dec 28 · 10:14:48 PM (/comments/1614959

/64957748#comment_64957748)

Recommended 0 times

Trump read off the teleprompter. His problem seems
to be one of attention span. It was demonstrated
clearly in all three debates with Hillary. After about 25
minutes, he became incapable of debate and went off
each time into aggressive, bullying mode, his fallback.



(/user/OHdog)

[new]


OHdog (/user/OHdog) Deep Dark

Dec 28 · 11:36:34 AM (/comments/1614959/64951747#comment_64951747)
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Recommended 5 times

Bannon is already off to lend a hand to Putin in Germany bringing down
Angela Merkel. Question: whether it will be easier to re-Nazify Germany
than it was to Nazify Amerika.

(/user/Sailor Jo)

[new]


Sailor Jo (/user/Sailor Jo) OHdog

Dec 28 · 11:57:09 AM (/comments/1614959/64951980#comment_64951980)

Recommended 6 times

I am afraid it is easy to renazify Germany. After 70 years
without a war in Western/Northern Europe the current young
generation does not want to learn the lessons any more.
Especially in East Germany there is a right wing tendency which
may be a reaction to the formerly enforced “communism”.

It is sad that every Jewish place of worship in Germany  has to
have 24h police presence. There are still idiots around who do
damage to old Jewish cemeteries.



(/user/Ceri Cat)

[new]


Ceri Cat (/user/Ceri Cat) Sailor Jo

Dec 28 · 02:22:13 PM (/comments/1614959

/64953845#comment_64953845)

Recommended 4 times

It’s not even necessarily the young, there’s a strong
cohort of old fascists who dodged the noose still
roaming Europe, the nationalist trend has been
growing stronger by the year in part thanks to
politicians and the media pushing an us vs them
narrative empowering the far right groups.



(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) Deep Dark

Dec 28 · 02:58:10 PM (/comments/1614959/64954211#comment_64954211)

Recommended 3 times

Maybe the oligarchs can use Bannon as a shoeshine boy?  Then wipe
their feet on him.  That’s the only good use for a piece of crap like him,
anyway.



(/user/Mercy Ormont)

[new]


Mercy Ormont (/user/Mercy Ormont) magnetics

Dec 27 · 08:37:29 PM (/comments/1614959/64946889#comment_64946889)

Recommended 46 times

Sooner or later, he will.  Bannon will do or say something annoying, or he won’t
grovel whole-heartedly enough, and he’ll be out.  The only people he can’t toss
out are his family and Pence.



(/user/yunohu)

[new]


yunohu (/user/yunohu) Mercy Ormont

Dec 27 · 10:10:43 PM (/comments/1614959/64947286#comment_64947286)

Recommended 36 times

He may rue the day he chose Pence as his running mate.



(/user/droslovinia)

[new]


droslovinia (/user/droslovinia) yunohu

Dec 28 · 08:27:33 AM (/comments/1614959/64949446#comment_64949446)

Recommended 44 times

The rest of us rue it already!



[new]
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(/user/lynb) lynb (/user/lynb) droslovinia

Dec 28 · 09:26:28 AM (/comments/1614959

/64950049#comment_64950049)

Recommended 40 times

My thoughts exactly.  Trump is a jerk and a fool but
Pence is evil.



(/user/LABobsterofAnaheim)

[new]


LABobsterofAnaheim lynb

Dec 28 · 10:29:18 AM (/comments/1614959

/64950863#comment_64950863)

Recommended 2 times

I wouldn’t say he’s evil, but he’s a true
believer and also a smooth liar, and that can
be dangerous. Still, on the whole, I’d prefer
him in office. He’s stable. It’s a small but
important distinction.

... 

(/user/mikeytee)

[new]


mikeytee (/user/mik LABobsterofAnaheim

Dec 28 · 10:38:49 AM (/comments/1614959

/64950994#comment_64950994)

Recommended 7 times

Given the choice I think I’d rather have
Trump.  Pence is a slicky boy.

... 

(/user/jwoolman)

[new]


jwoolman (/user/jw mikeytee

Dec 28 · 04:23:31 PM (/comments/1614959

/64955060#comment_64955060)

Recommended 1 time

Two words: nuclear codes.

And that's why Pence would be a relief. We
could fight his policies without wondering
when he will launch those missiles in a snit.

... 

(/user/earthsong)

[new]


earthsong (/user/ear LABobsterofAnaheim

Dec 28 · 10:21:22 PM (/comments/1614959

/64957768#comment_64957768)

Recommended 0 times

Pence is a theocrat.

It concerns me that Pence seems to align
with the same Dominionist hates as Cruz.  If,
for some reason, Pence winds up president
at some point, he could be more dangerous
if he’s a Dominionist.

... 

(/user/Greg Logan)

[new]


Greg Logan (/user/Gr lynb

Dec 28 · 10:56:32 AM (/comments/1614959

/64951248#comment_64951248)

Recommended 6 times

Lynb — Funny — I have said the exact same
since I was first “introduced” to Pence...

... 

(/user/Reallysuperscrappy)

[new]


Reallysuperscrappy ( Greg Logan

Dec 28 · 12:11:04 PM (/comments/1614959

/64952192#comment_64952192)

... 
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Recommended 11 times

I’m from Indiana.  Yeah. He is quite evil.  But
someone cut the rattler off his tail so people
don’t hear him coming…

You can still see it in his eyes, though.
 Particularly when you know your lethal
reptiles...

(/user/mary123123)

[new]


mary123123 (/user/ lynb

Dec 28 · 12:49:46 PM (/comments/1614959

/64952698#comment_64952698)

Recommended 5 times

I think you give Trump too much credit.
Pence is a smooth talking stage hypnotist
sort of evil, while Trump is utterly amoral.

He cares for nothing except his own
self-gratification.His reckless inhumanity
surpasses his lackey, who would be out on
his ass in Indiana soon if Trump hadn’t
rescued him.

... 

(/user/LNK)

[new]


LNK (/user/LNK) mary123123

Dec 28 · 04:01:44 PM (/comments/1614959

/64954865#comment_64954865)

Recommended 1 time

Actually, Pence was not Trump’s choice.
Manafort manipulated Trump into taking
Pence.crooksandliars.com/...
(http://crooksandliars.com/2016/10/paul-
manafort-staged-airplane-malfunction)



(/user/coolgram)

[new]


coolgram (/user/coolgram) yunohu

Dec 28 · 10:20:30 AM (/comments/1614959/64950766#comment_64950766)

Recommended 8 times

It may be his life insurance policy.  If Trump were to be
assassinated the next in line would be even worse.



(/user/wideeyed1)

[new]


wideeyed1 (/user/wideeye coolgram

Dec 28 · 11:51:27 AM (/comments/1614959

/64951909#comment_64951909)

Recommended 7 times

And should that happen, dear Speaker Paul Ryan will
then be in position #2, ready to be of service to Pres.
Pence.  Now that’s shudder-worthy.

... 

(/user/Equal Opportunity Cynic)

[new]


Equal Opportunity Cynic (/ coolgram

Dec 28 · 01:13:36 PM (/comments/1614959

/64953030#comment_64953030)

Recommended 1 time

Maybe worse as a static list of policy positions. Better
in the sense that Pres. Pence likely isn’t going to take
to Twitter and get us in a nuclear war or have China
invade Taiwan to test him. I’ll take my chances with
Pence; bad policy can be reversed.

... 

(/user/Kyoto Kid)

[new]
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Dec 28 · 03:40:12 PM (/comments/1614959

/64954652#comment_64954652)

Recommended 2 times

...except with regards to the Supreme Court,
that damage won't be reversed for decades
as appointments are lifetime.  I shudder
when I think about the types of justices he’d
load the court with.   Decades of civil rights
progress could be wiped out and we could
wind up with just as dark a future for much
longer.   Separation of church and state
could even be at risk.

If the Dems would grow a spine and stand up
to Trump, offer candidates in the midterms
that would actually be electable and entice
citizens to get out and vote, and truly change
direction to become the “party of the people”
instead of the banks and corporation
interests, the Trump administration would be
rendered ineffective and out in four years.

Right now, that seems a big “if” though.

(/user/a2phil)

[new]


a2phil (/user/a2phil) Kyoto Kid

Dec 28 · 03:43:02 PM (/comments/1614959

/64954682#comment_64954682)

Recommended 1 time

Democrats??? With a SPINE???

Haven’t seen or heard of one since JFK….



(/user/LNK)

[new]


LNK (/user/LNK) a2phil

Dec 28 · 04:02:49 PM (/comments/1614959

/64954876#comment_64954876)

Recommended 0 times

And ever since then, look what happened. . . .



(/user/mrswhipple)

[new]


mrswhipple (/user/ Kyoto Kid

Dec 28 · 05:50:33 PM (/comments/1614959

/64955826#comment_64955826)

Recommended 3 times

That train has long ago left the station. Dems
don’t stand a chance for at least 25
years….when the whole country will be hell
to live in politically and environmentally. The
seas will rise and the easily propagandized
will learn they have been bamboozled, and it
will be too late to push back the
tides, re-clean the air, and replace congress.
DC will most likely be a big swamp again, by
the time the light dawns. Simple justice for a
simple-minded nation, IMO. 

... 

(/user/KatmaTally)

[new]


KatmaTally (/user/Ka Kyoto Kid

Dec 29 · 04:13:23 AM (/comments/1614959

/64958323#comment_64958323)

Recommended 0 times

We need to change the leadership of the
Dem Party from business-as-usual
NeoLiberals to “a new hope” Progressives.

... 

(/user/Mustang3)

[new]
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Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) coolgram

Dec 28 · 02:59:20 PM (/comments/1614959

/64954216#comment_64954216)

Recommended 0 times

That didn’t work for Dan Quayle, though.



(/user/Mercy Ormont)

[new]


Mercy Ormont (/user Mustang3

Dec 28 · 08:18:54 PM (/comments/1614959

/64957182#comment_64957182)

Recommended 1 time

Quayle quickly became a laughingstock.  In
fact I’m guessing that not dumping Quayle
was part of the reason for Bush # One’s loss
of a second term.

We need a concentrated effort to make
Pence look ridiculous.

... 

(/user/earthsong)

[new]


earthsong (/user/earthsong) coolgram

Dec 28 · 10:28:53 PM (/comments/1614959

/64957798#comment_64957798)

Recommended 0 times

With the extensive guarding of Trump, I think he’ll die
of Alzheimer’s rather than assassination, just like his
dad. Unless some fool flies a plane into Trump Tower,
that is.

Of course, I expect Trump structures around the
world to become prime targets. The Trump brand
may become a pariah.



(/user/c4714dy)

[new]


c4714dy (/user/c4714dy) yunohu

Dec 28 · 11:30:02 AM (/comments/1614959/64951678#comment_64951678)

Recommended 0 times

He’ll probably be the one pulling the trigger.



(/user/Jozef361)

[new]


Jozef361 (/user/Jozef361) Mercy Ormont

Dec 27 · 11:18:44 PM (/comments/1614959/64947477#comment_64947477)

Recommended 26 times

About Pence, not so fast.  Remember, Trump could make life so difficult
for Pence that he might decide to resign for his own well-being.

I also wouldn’t put it past Trump to have something he can hold over
Pence.



(/user/Rumaikiya)

[new]


Rumaikiya (/user/Rumaikiya) Jozef361

Dec 28 · 03:39:53 AM (/comments/1614959/64947799#comment_64947799)

Recommended 35 times

I am nervous to make any predictions given how things have
gone, but I’d expect the GOP to support Pence before they
support Trump. It is very likely the GOP will be able to impeach
Trump any time they choose, and a certain percentage of
Trump’s votes were evangelical Dominionists and forced
birthers who were really supporting Pence.  

Now that this does much of us any good.



(/user/woodchuck mom)

[new]
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Dec 28 · 04:34:31 AM (/comments/1614959

/64947922#comment_64947922)

Recommended 28 times

The zombie eyed granny starver is holding the sword
of impeachment over Trumpigulia's orange head.  The
moment his puny fingers don't put pen to legislation
as fast as they'd like . . . 

(/user/dylanfan)

[new]


dylanfan (/user/dyla woodchuck mom

Dec 28 · 06:04:30 AM (/comments/1614959

/64948284#comment_64948284)

Recommended 9 times

that is why predator will sign whatever crap
they put before him.

... 

(/user/Mercy Ormont)

[new]


Mercy Ormont (/user dylanfan

Dec 28 · 08:20:10 PM (/comments/1614959

/64957187#comment_64957187)

Recommended 0 times

I doubt that he’d believe that they could or
would impeach him.

... 

(/user/KatmaTally)

[new]


KatmaTally (/user/Ka woodchuck mom

Dec 29 · 04:18:13 AM (/comments/1614959

/64958334#comment_64958334)

Recommended 0 times

Pence has the same creepy eyes as Pope
Benedict. Brrrr.

... 

(/user/KatmaTally)

[new]


KatmaTally (/user/KatmaT Rumaikiya

Dec 29 · 04:17:06 AM (/comments/1614959

/64958330#comment_64958330)

Recommended 0 times

I suspected, as soon as Pence became the VP
nominee, that this was the RightWingReps’ long-term
strategy. They know Trump will shoot himself in the
foot, and the nominee they really wanted will step up
to the plate. [shiver]

... 

(/user/exlrrp)

[new]


exlrrp (/user/exlrrp) Jozef361

Dec 28 · 05:22:50 AM (/comments/1614959/64948072#comment_64948072)

Recommended 15 times

I don’ think he’ll get rid of pence, pence is the only one in his
administration who has the faintest clue  how the government
is supposed to run



(/user/Vexxd)

[new]


Vexxd (/user/Vexxd) exlrrp

Dec 28 · 05:49:15 AM (/comments/1614959

/64948193#comment_64948193)

Recommended 28 times

Pretty sure he could care less about running the
government. This is about making him the 10 billion
dollars he thinks he is worth.
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(/user/exlrrp)
[new]


exlrrp (/user/exlrrp) Vexxd

Dec 28 · 06:18:57 AM (/comments/1614959

/64948365#comment_64948365)

Recommended 18 times

Imagine yourself taking over a huge
business with the intention of looting it.
You’d REALLY want to have someone who
knew how the business works



(/user/paulahik)

[new]


paulahik (/user/paul Vexxd

Dec 28 · 09:40:27 AM (/comments/1614959

/64950219#comment_64950219)

Recommended 24 times

I’ve been saying that all along.  He wants to
take a page from the Bush/Cheney book of
running a business—run it into the ground
and walk away richer.

... 

(/user/cminus)

[new]


cminus (/user/cminus) exlrrp

Dec 28 · 08:24:15 AM (/comments/1614959

/64949405#comment_64949405)

Recommended 12 times

Also, Pence is just dumb enough to be not dangerous
to Trump — dangerous for SCOTUS, civil rights,
healthcare: of course! but not for Trump. 



(/user/Mistlethrush)

[new]


Mistlethrush (/user/Mistle exlrrp

Dec 28 · 10:11:07 AM (/comments/1614959

/64950635#comment_64950635)

Recommended 7 times

That may or may not be true (Pence is a dangerous
dunderhead IMHO) but it isn’t like Trump gives a crap
about the government one way or another.

... 

(/user/exlrrp)

[new]


exlrrp (/user/exlrrp) Mistlethrush

Dec 29 · 06:19:40 AM (/comments/1614959

/64958829#comment_64958829)

Recommended 0 times

Only for what  he can get out of it but he’s
smart enough to know he needs
knowledgeable people to help him. He’s
made a whole career out of using other
people.



(/user/wideeyed1)

[new]


wideeyed1 (/user/wideeye exlrrp

Dec 28 · 11:55:58 AM (/comments/1614959

/64951964#comment_64951964)

Recommended 5 times

He’s already indicated that he will “turn over” the
day-to-day running of things to Pence. He’s more
interested in tweeting and rallies than to be confined
to the Oval Office.  We’ve already heard his evaluation
of the Daily Briefings … why listen to the same things
every day — if something new happens, he will be told
(by Pence?).

... 

(/user/Sailor Jo)

[new]
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Dec 28 · 12:00:40 PM (/comments/1614959

/64952030#comment_64952030)

Recommended 6 times

That may be the case but the morons around Trump
do not want to run the government. They want to
dismantle it and take the trophies home.

(/user/LNK)

[new]


LNK (/user/LNK) Sailor Jo

Dec 28 · 04:04:14 PM (/comments/1614959

/64954890#comment_64954890)

Recommended 3 times

Or stash the trophies in overseas tax
shelters. . .



(/user/exlrrp)

[new]


exlrrp (/user/exlrrp) Sailor Jo

Dec 29 · 06:22:18 AM (/comments/1614959

/64958852#comment_64958852)

Recommended 0 times

I really don’t think so—why kill the goose that
lays the golden eggs?

They said they wanted to dismantle the
government but that was only pablum for
the morons. theyre in a position to loot like
never before—and they control all the
LE agancies too. This is the culmination of all
their efforts---why would they give it up now?



(/user/earthsong)

[new]


earthsong (/user/earthsong) exlrrp

Dec 28 · 10:33:31 PM (/comments/1614959

/64957809#comment_64957809)

Recommended 1 time

I think Trump gave Pence the same offer he gave
Kasich. You preside over the government and I’ll make
America great again.



(/user/exlrrp)

[new]


exlrrp (/user/exlrrp) earthsong

Dec 29 · 06:24:24 AM (/comments/1614959

/64958865#comment_64958865)

Recommended 0 times

I think he told pence (and the others) You do
anything you want. I’ll only be there for the
beauty pageants



(/user/coolgram)

[new]


coolgram (/user/coolgram) Jozef361

Dec 28 · 10:21:42 AM (/comments/1614959/64950776#comment_64950776)

Recommended 2 times

Of course, some might assume that Pence is a genuine
Christian and not one of the Christian opportunists out to run
everybody  else’s lives.
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(/user/IheartBigfoot)

[new]


IheartBigfoot (/user/Iheart coolgram

Dec 28 · 10:44:41 AM (/comments/1614959

/64951063#comment_64951063)

Recommended 1 time

I know my mom does.

... 

(/user/LNK)

[new]


LNK (/user/LNK) IheartBigfoot

Dec 28 · 04:04:56 PM (/comments/1614959

/64954899#comment_64954899)

Recommended 1 time

Please ask your mom to talk about Jesus and
the Bible and Christianity. And report back
here.



(/user/paz3)

[new]


paz3 (/user/paz3) coolgram

Dec 28 · 11:05:05 AM (/comments/1614959

/64951350#comment_64951350)

Recommended 5 times

There are some ‘Christians,’ mainly the end times
types, that want their lives ‘run.’ This fact is, of course,
true of all authoritarians, religious or not (Most
authoritarians are nominally Christian, but many are
so for ‘soul insurance’ purposes.)



(/user/earthsong)

[new]


earthsong (/user/earthsong) coolgram

Dec 28 · 10:34:30 PM (/comments/1614959

/64957812#comment_64957812)

Recommended 0 times

What’s the difference?



(/user/lurch394)

[new]


lurch394 (/user/lurch394) Jozef361

Dec 28 · 10:23:33 AM (/comments/1614959/64950800#comment_64950800)

Recommended 10 times

Anyone that anti-gay must be hiding something.



(/user/Equal Opportunity Cynic)

[new]


Equal Opportunity Cynic (/ lurch394

Dec 28 · 01:19:48 PM (/comments/1614959

/64953120#comment_64953120)

Recommended 0 times

I don’t really get why this rumormongering tactic is
considered OK when done by our side.

... 

(/user/LNK)

[new]


LNK (/user/LNK) lurch394

Dec 28 · 04:05:38 PM (/comments/1614959

/64954907#comment_64954907)

Recommended 0 times

Or using it for political gain which is convenient.
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(/user/nela1872)

[new]


nela1872 (/user/nela1872) Jozef361

Dec 28 · 10:54:34 AM (/comments/1614959/64951222#comment_64951222)

Recommended 1 time

If Pence resigns, I think that would leave us with Ryan as vp.



(/user/OHdog)

[new]


OHdog (/user/OHdog) nela1872

Dec 28 · 11:40:25 AM (/comments/1614959

/64951793#comment_64951793)

Recommended 1 time

No Pence gets to choose VP probably with Senate
confirmation (See: LBJ after Kennedy, Ford after
Nixon, Nixon after Agnew)



(/user/Mercy Ormont)

[new]


Mercy Ormont (/user OHdog

Dec 28 · 08:26:35 PM (/comments/1614959

/64957236#comment_64957236)

Recommended 0 times

I believe LBJ didn’t get o use that
Amendment.  He chose Humphrey as his
running mate when he ran in ‘64, but
between the assassination and Jan. ‘65 when
Humphrey was inaugurated as VP, there was
no VP.  At least, that’s how I remember it.

... 

(/user/Mercy Ormont)

[new]


Mercy Ormont (/user/Merc nela1872

Dec 28 · 08:24:32 PM (/comments/1614959

/64957217#comment_64957217)

Recommended 0 times

No, the president chooses a new VP if he loses the old
one.  The new one has to be confirmed by the Senate. 
This was due to an Amendment passed at some point
after the Kennedy assassination.  The first one to use
it was Nixon, when Agnew resigned in disgrace.

Even before that, the Speaker did not become VP,
though he was next in line.  The country just went
without a VP until the next election.

... 

(/user/Equal Opportunity Cynic)

[new]


Equal Opportunity Cynic (/user/E Jozef361

Dec 28 · 01:18:23 PM (/comments/1614959/64953098#comment_64953098)

Recommended 4 times

How exactly can Трамп make life difficult for Pence? Трамп is
not his boss. VPOTUS is a Constitutional office that doesn’t
serve at the pleasure of the President. Pence can tell him to
take a flying fuck. Better yet, he can start the 25th amendment
process and, if Congress agrees, get Трамп declared unfit for
office without needing impeachment.

... 

(/user/Mercy Ormont)

[new]


Mercy Ormont (/user/Merc Equal Opportunity Cynic

Dec 28 · 08:27:20 PM (/comments/1614959

/64957240#comment_64957240)

Recommended 0 times

That’s a possibility.

... 

(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) Jozef361

Dec 28 · 03:00:12 PM (/comments/1614959/64954228#comment_64954228)
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Recommended 1 time

Even COMPARED to all the shit that hangs over TRUMP
himself?  My Lord, Pence would have to be a serial pig fucker
or something!

(/user/Ceri Cat)

[new]


Ceri Cat (/user/Ceri Cat) Mustang3

Dec 29 · 02:15:29 AM (/comments/1614959

/64958176#comment_64958176)

Recommended 0 times

Did that shut down Thad Cochran? *checks* Nope still
in his seat.



(/user/polliwonk)

[new]


polliwonk (/user/polliwonk) Mercy Ormont

Dec 28 · 12:56:22 AM (/comments/1614959/64947639#comment_64947639)

Recommended 8 times

And Putin



(/user/Mercy Ormont)

[new]


Mercy Ormont (/user/Mercy Or polliwonk

Dec 28 · 08:28:49 PM (/comments/1614959/64957249#comment_64957249)

Recommended 1 time

True, unless we can find out what Putin is holding over Trump’s
head and bring it out in the open to neutralize it.

... 

(/user/polliwonk)

[new]


polliwonk (/user/polliwonk) Mercy Ormont

Dec 28 · 11:52:35 PM (/comments/1614959

/64957972#comment_64957972)

Recommended 0 times

If only we could see those tax returns. I say he doesn’t
get to take office till they’ve been reviewed and we’ve
been reassured there are no Russian business links.
We had to follow the election rules and so does he.



(/user/Mercy Ormont)

[new]


Mercy Ormont (/user polliwonk

Dec 29 · 11:31:29 AM (/comments/1614959

/64962055#comment_64962055)

Recommended 0 times

Unfortunately there are no rules, just
customs.

... 

(/user/polliwonk)

[new]


polliwonk (/user/pol Mercy Ormont

Jan 04 · 01:54:23 PM (/comments/1614959

/65021394#comment_65021394)

Recommended 0 times

How else to prove no conflicts of interest,
which I believe is not allowed? Take his word
for it?

... 

(/user/earthsong)

[new]


earthsong (/user/earthsong) polliwonk

Dec 28 · 10:39:17 PM (/comments/1614959/64957821#comment_64957821)

And that brings up the fact that Manafort was behind Pence’s
selection for VP. Manafort has a strong connection to Putin.
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Recommended 1 time

(/user/RASalvatore)

[new]


RASalvatore (/user/RASalvatore) Mercy Ormont

Dec 28 · 05:39:19 AM (/comments/1614959/64948146#comment_64948146)

Recommended 18 times

No chance. Bannon is the best propagandist in the world, and he uses
race-baiting as a tool to his ends, nothing more. Bannon, Conway, and
Luntz for the three legs of GOP illusion.



(/user/The Truth)

[new]


The Truth (/user/The Truth) Mercy Ormont

Dec 28 · 07:16:54 AM (/comments/1614959/64948719#comment_64948719)

Recommended 28 times

Not too sure he can’t shytcan family members.  Example one: Melania.
 The excuse about moving Barron from his school is flimsy, so that
means he plans to keep her out of sight as much as possible.  The only
family member who’s safe is Ivanka, for obvious reasons….



(/user/IheartBigfoot)

[new]


IheartBigfoot (/user/IheartBigfo The Truth

Dec 28 · 10:46:18 AM (/comments/1614959/64951085#comment_64951085)

Recommended 7 times

With him leering at her the way he does, I don't know how safe
she really is.

... 

(/user/paz3)

[new]


paz3 (/user/paz3) IheartBigfoot

Dec 28 · 11:50:19 AM (/comments/1614959

/64951894#comment_64951894)

Recommended 6 times

Define “safe,” from what you might think Ivanka’s
perspective is. I know, tough question...



(/user/earthsong)

[new]


earthsong (/user/ear paz3

Dec 28 · 10:41:53 PM (/comments/1614959

/64957830#comment_64957830)

Recommended 1 time

Well, his other daughter has been seen
rejecting her father’s kiss.

... 

(/user/guyachs)

[new]


guyachs (/user/guyachs) Mercy Ormont

Dec 28 · 09:35:26 AM (/comments/1614959/64950152#comment_64950152)

Recommended 22 times

Bannon and the Robert Mercer family have been running this show and
Trump can’t get rid of them. He’s the perfect front man drawing all the
attention while they sit in the shadows planning how to dismantle the
government.



(/user/Mercy Ormont)

[new]


Mercy Ormont (/user/Mercy Or guyachs

Dec 28 · 08:31:07 PM (/comments/1614959/64957260#comment_64957260)

Recommended 0 times

Certainly he can get rid of them.  And if he thinks anyone
considers them more important than Himself, he WILL.  If it
screws up his administration—such as it is—he’s unlikely to
even notice.

... 
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(/user/Bulldawg)

[new]


Bulldawg (/user/Bulldawg) Mercy Ormont

Dec 28 · 10:35:34 AM (/comments/1614959/64950949#comment_64950949)

Recommended 3 times

He can always divorce Melania, especially since Ivanka will be his
FLOTUS. 



(/user/chinakatimir)

[new]


chinakatimir (/user/chinakatimir) Mercy Ormont

Dec 28 · 12:23:15 PM (/comments/1614959/64952370#comment_64952370)

Recommended 6 times

I’ve always felt that Bannon would be the first to go when they
initially butt heads.  But I also thought that Bannon would not just go
gently into the good night.  I’m sure Bannon has something on Trump to
trump Trump’s attempt to pull the plug on his demon seer and
purloiner of souls.  I can just hear Bannon saying, “have a seat.”  No
matter how it goes down, I only wish I could be the fly on the proverbial
wall.



(/user/Mercy Ormont)

[new]


Mercy Ormont (/user/Mercy Or chinakatimir

Dec 28 · 08:32:46 PM (/comments/1614959/64957273#comment_64957273)

Recommended 0 times

Now that’s possible.  So Putin is blackmailing Trump, and
maybe so is Bannon?  So that’s something else that needs to be
found out.

... 

(/user/earthsong)

[new]


earthsong (/user/earthsong) Mercy Ormont

Dec 28 · 10:46:22 PM (/comments/1614959

/64957839#comment_64957839)

Recommended 0 times

I don’t think they are blackmailing Trump. That might
be off putting. I think Trump is being royally
manipulated with praise, financial opportunities and
power.



(/user/2jm1)

[new]


2jm1 (/user/2jm1) Mercy Ormont

Dec 31 · 10:18:29 PM (/comments/1614959

/64984872#comment_64984872)

Recommended 0 times

I totally agree, Putin has something on Trump,
financial or criminal. But we don’t need to worry
about his Jewish connections, we have bigger more
urgent concerns.  I just finish reading "lights out by
Ted Koppel" which describes Putin's ability to shut
down our power grids. Today it was reported that the
CIA found a hack on a power plant in Virginia and it
was traced to Russia. What happens when Trump is
president and he lets Putin take control of our power
grid. Do you realize what that means to our economy,
banks, infrastructure, daily living, etc.,etc. He will
control us without even firing a shot. Trump and Putin
are going to destroy America and all we can do is sit
back and post, tweet and pray!



(/user/mplo)

[new]


mplo (/user/mplo) magnetics

Dec 28 · 08:19:35 AM (/comments/1614959/64949348#comment_64949348)

As if shit-canning Bannon would do any good!  Look at all the other people that
he’s picked for his cabinet!
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Recommended 17 times

(/user/franjipani)

[new]


franjipani (/user/franjipani) magnetics

Dec 28 · 09:40:23 AM (/comments/1614959/64950218#comment_64950218)

Recommended 6 times

franjipani (http://www.dailykos.com/user/franjipani)
Dec 28 · 06:38:16 PM (http://www.dailykos.com/comments/1614959
/64950198#comment_64950198)
Looks like he’s learning to be a politician after all and sucking up to his Israeli
supporters instead (after all, they are more powerful). 



(/user/earthsong)

[new]


earthsong (/user/earthsong) franjipani

Dec 28 · 10:49:40 PM (/comments/1614959/64957847#comment_64957847)

Recommended 0 times

Read Trump’s screwball tweets. He is not becoming a politician. He is
incapable of that. Right wing Israelis, Putin and others are are
manipulating him.



(/user/sanityrules)

[new]


sanityrules (/user/sanityrules) magnetics

Dec 28 · 10:05:21 AM (/comments/1614959/64950560#comment_64950560)

Recommended 4 times

What we need is to shitcan HIM!



(/user/RoundPonda)

[new]


RoundPonda (/user/RoundPonda) greenbird

Dec 28 · 09:54:06 AM (/comments/1614959/64950396#comment_64950396)

Recommended 8 times

Trump:  “Happy Nuke Year”…!!!



(/user/Catte Nappe)

[new]


Catte Nappe (/user/Catte Nappe) Dec 27 · 03:23:52 PM (/comments/1614959/64944615#comment_64944615)

Recommended 114 times

Well, bless their gullible little pea-pickin’ hearts. 

(/user/Murfster35)

[new]


Murfster35 (/user/Murfster35) Catte Nappe

Dec 27 · 03:27:05 PM (/comments/1614959/64944649#comment_64944649)

Recommended 79 times

I love it when they eat their young, don’t you??? lol



(/user/webranding)

[new]


webranding (/user/webranding) Murfster35

Dec 27 · 03:57:59 PM (/comments/1614959/64944928#comment_64944928)

Recommended 38 times

Yes.



(/user/demway)

[new]


demway (/user/demway) Murfster35

Dec 27 · 06:45:44 PM (/comments/1614959/64946242#comment_64946242)
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Recommended 20 times

I would gladly send them free hot sauce!

(/user/Murfster35)

[new]


Murfster35 (/user/Murfster35) demway

Dec 27 · 06:47:33 PM (/comments/1614959/64946253#comment_64946253)

Recommended 12 times

LOL...I was thinking srirachi...



(/user/Holgar)

[new]


Holgar (/user/Holgar) Murfster35

Dec 27 · 08:27:48 PM (/comments/1614959/64946833#comment_64946833)

Recommended 5 times

Six of one...



(/user/paz3)

[new]


paz3 (/user/paz3) demway

Dec 28 · 11:51:57 AM (/comments/1614959/64951918#comment_64951918)

Recommended 2 times

Fine, if it’s habanero pepper or ghost pepper sauce...



(/user/rembrant)

[new]


rembrant (/user/rembrant) Murfster35

Dec 27 · 07:03:34 PM (/comments/1614959/64946341#comment_64946341)

Recommended 40 times

as horrid and destructive as the trum0p era is sure to be.. however long it lasts..
one upside is that it may DEMOLISH the myths and lies and SCAMS this GOP has
now embraced.  If the GOP survives.. you know there’s no divine involvement in
human affairs.. you know evolution is not a one way path.



(/user/Murfster35)

[new]


Murfster35 (/user/Murfster35) rembrant

Dec 27 · 07:41:21 PM (/comments/1614959/64946577#comment_64946577)

Recommended 55 times

Thanks for that...Like I told my daughter when she was crying about
Trump winning, “Honey, in my life I have survived Nixon, Reagan, Bush
and Bush lite...We always come back sooner or later...”



(/user/4CasandChlo)

[new]


4CasandChlo (/user/4CasandChlo) Murfster35

Dec 27 · 11:11:33 PM (/comments/1614959/64947465#comment_64947465)

Rec that sentiment!

One thing troubling me, as bad as all those fkers were (and -
what a list), none had an international foe/opponent, with
intelligence so strong so as to control everything about that
president, from something as petty as always being super
polite when he speaks of Putin, to being pressured into
appointing Putin's pick for Sec of State.

It’s funny (not ha ha) funny that the alt-right has a sad, what’s
not funny is it sure seems like Trump actually still does need
Putin’s “vote” to stay in office, perhaps to stay out of jail. And
that’s an issue we simply must press, every single time.

For every righty with twangs of discomfort, jump in to ask “Do
you like him being controlled by the Kremlin? In addition to
selling you out, I mean?

Keeps them focused and we must keep focused, b/c this man is
unbelievably dangerous. What happens when on Jan 21, Putin
gives Trump his marching orders on Syria?
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Recommended 34 times

(/user/TaxDragonX)

[new]


TaxDragonX (/user/TaxDra 4CasandChlo

Dec 28 · 10:50:56 AM (/comments/1614959

/64951164#comment_64951164)

Recommended 3 times

I’m hoping what happens is cheetojesus tells Putin to
take a flying leap. Then Putin uses his taxes, or
business deals, or whatever-it-is that he has on
TrumpDiddy to force him down a peg.

Then we’ll see what’s what!

... 

(/user/Dirtandiron)

[new]


Dirtandiron (/user/Dirtandiron) Murfster35

Dec 28 · 05:58:47 AM (/comments/1614959/64948248#comment_64948248)

Recommended 42 times

 As much as I disliked Reagan and the Bushes, I never worried
that they would start a nuclear war. In fact didn’t Reagan
actually sign the Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty? Trump’s
comments about an arms race have me worried.



(/user/cminus)

[new]


cminus (/user/cminus) Dirtandiron

Dec 28 · 08:28:18 AM (/comments/1614959

/64949453#comment_64949453)

Recommended 12 times

Reagan toyed with missile defense — and there were
many more close calls with false alarms of incoming
nuclear missiles than we like to admit. But agreed,
they did not INTEND to start a nuclear war, I’ll give
them that.



(/user/Dirtandiron)

[new]


Dirtandiron (/user/Di cminus

Dec 28 · 02:31:53 PM (/comments/1614959

/64953936#comment_64953936)

Recommended 1 time

 True,  they wanted to be ready for war, but
they were not looking for war.

Reagan toyed with missile
defense — and there were
many more close calls with
false alarms of incoming
nuclear missiles than we like
to admit. But agreed, they
did not INTEND to start a
nuclear war, I’ll give them
that.

... 

(/user/lurch394)

[new]


lurch394 (/user/lurch394) Dirtandiron

Dec 28 · 10:34:31 AM (/comments/1614959

/64950930#comment_64950930)

Recommended 5 times

He had the name changed to START—SALT 2 was
infected by Jimmy Carter cooties as far as the Right
was concerned.



[new]
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(/user/Ceri Cat)
Ceri Cat (/user/Ceri C lurch394

Dec 29 · 02:23:15 AM (/comments/1614959

/64958186#comment_64958186)

Recommended 0 times

Not quite, the senate refused to ratify it
owing to the war in Afghanistan. It’s kind of
funny I’ve been hearing a lot about SALT 2
specifically the last couple of days, actually
the US-USSR relations in general specifically
of the late 70s and early 80s. It took 9 years
for the Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty to
finally be signed by Bush Sr. and Gorbachev.

... 

(/user/LNK)

[new]


LNK (/user/LNK) Dirtandiron

Dec 28 · 04:12:36 PM (/comments/1614959

/64954973#comment_64954973)

Recommended 1 time

 MUST-READ about Reagan and Bush and nuclear
war..Armageddon and more: www.alternet.org/...
(http://www.alternet.org/story/149821
/how_reagan_brought_the_world_to_the_brink_of_nuc
lear_destruction)



(/user/Raven)

[new]


Raven (/user/Raven) Dirtandiron

Dec 28 · 06:57:54 PM (/comments/1614959

/64956523#comment_64956523)

Recommended 1 time

Reagan’s snarky “I've signed legislation that will
outlaw Russia forever. We begin bombing in five
minutes.” — as the word seeped out afterward —
came all too close to starting a nuclear war: the Soviet
Far East Army was placed on alert after word of the
statement got out, and two Soviet missile carriers in
the north Pacific were ordered toward the US coast;
the alert was not withdrawn until 30 minutes later. A
very risky half-hour.



(/user/Dirtandiron)

[new]


Dirtandiron (/user/Di Raven

Dec 28 · 07:03:19 PM (/comments/1614959

/64956597#comment_64956597)

Recommended 1 time

I know, Reagan was reckless in that regard.
But I don’t think he wanted to start a war.
Trump just seems too impulsive to have
weapons. I wouldn’t trust him with a .22 rifle,
much less a nuclear arsenal.

... 

(/user/Raven)

[new]


Raven (/user/Raven) Dirtandiron

Dec 28 · 10:12:34 PM (/comments/1614959

/64957741#comment_64957741)

The .22 rifle reference reminds me of Kurt
Vonnegut’s novel Deadeye Dick, which has
deadly consequences for impulsive
recklessness.

Another famed Reagan quote, and character
note, came from when he was California’s
Governor, regarding the Berkeley protests he
ordered the National Guard, in full battle
gear, to put down: “If it takes a bloodbath,
let's get it over with. No more appeasement.”

Many people were injured, one was blinded,
and another (a bystander, not a protester)
was shot and killed. The streets of Berkeley
were shrouded by a blanket of tear gas for
days during the demonstrations. The
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Recommended 1 time

National Guard occupied the city for weeks.

(/user/Dirtandiron)

[new]


Dirtandiron (/user/Di Raven

Dec 29 · 03:53:35 AM (/comments/1614959

/64958292#comment_64958292)

Recommended 1 time

Yes, Reagan was bad. But I am more afraid of
Trump.

... 

(/user/Mercy Ormont)

[new]


Mercy Ormont (/user/Mercy Ormont) rembrant

Dec 27 · 08:39:57 PM (/comments/1614959/64946905#comment_64946905)

Recommended 20 times

I’d say the GOP as a national party is at this moment effectively dead. 
The name survives, and some structure survives, but there is no longer
much of anything to hold them together.  On the other hand, most of
the state Republican Parties seem to be alive and well.



(/user/Josiah Bartlett)

[new]


Josiah Bartlett (/user/Josiah Bart Mercy Ormont

Dec 27 · 11:39:03 PM (/comments/1614959/64947512#comment_64947512)

Recommended 28 times

Their hate will hold them together.  It’s all they’ve ever had.

... 

(/user/rbzbos)

[new]


rbzbos (/user/rbzbos) Josiah Bartlett

Dec 28 · 05:01:25 AM (/comments/1614959

/64947995#comment_64947995)

Recommended 18 times

And fear



(/user/c4714dy)

[new]


c4714dy (/user/c471 rbzbos

Dec 28 · 11:36:05 AM (/comments/1614959

/64951742#comment_64951742)

Recommended 3 times

Fear of this Battle Station. The regional
governors will be in direct control.

... 

(/user/Human Adulthood)

[new]


Human Adulthood (/ c4714dy

Dec 28 · 04:24:57 PM (/comments/1614959

/64955072#comment_64955072)

Recommended 1 time

Yup ... it's definitely "no moon"

... 

(/user/Raven)

[new]


Raven (/user/Raven) rbzbos

Dec 28 · 07:02:03 PM (/comments/1614959

/64956583#comment_64956583)

Recommended 0 times

… and an almost fanatical devotion to the
Donald….
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(/user/Dirtandiron)

[new]


Dirtandiron (/user/Dirtand Josiah Bartlett

Dec 28 · 05:59:35 AM (/comments/1614959

/64948251#comment_64948251)

Recommended 16 times

 And Koch Brothers money. That’s what resurrected
them via the Tea Party.

... 

(/user/lurch394)

[new]


lurch394 (/user/lurch394) Josiah Bartlett

Dec 28 · 10:35:16 AM (/comments/1614959

/64950943#comment_64950943)

Recommended 4 times

Yes, Neil Sedaka was wrong—love won’t keep them
together.



(/user/IheartBigfoot)

[new]


IheartBigfoot (/user/ lurch394

Dec 28 · 10:49:31 AM (/comments/1614959

/64951145#comment_64951145)

Recommended 4 times

Actually, I believe it was the Captain and
Tenille that sang that.

... 

(/user/Hellcat1031)

[new]


Hellcat1031 (/user/Hellcat1031) Mercy Ormont

Dec 28 · 12:44:27 AM (/comments/1614959/64947613#comment_64947613)

Recommended 36 times

I dunno—I think the Republican party must be the party of the
Walking Dead: every time we think it’s dying, it somehow
manages to resurrect itself in some new, hideously mutated
form.

Where’s Abraham Lincoln, Vampire Killer when you need him? 

Of course, as far as I’m concerned, Republicans haven’t been
the Party of Lincoln since, oh, say, Ford’s Theatre.



(/user/derleider)

[new]


derleider (/user/derleider) Hellcat1031

Dec 28 · 08:41:56 AM (/comments/1614959

/64949600#comment_64949600)

Recommended 12 times

There are alot of white people in the US. They are a
supermajority of voters still. Until such time as that is
not true, the party that caters specifically to the wants
and fears of white voters will be a going and
meaningful concern.



(/user/dcnblues)

[new]


dcnblues (/user/dcnb derleider

Dec 28 · 10:52:19 AM (/comments/1614959

/64951193#comment_64951193)

Recommended 4 times

Qualify that as old, pissed off, ignorant, and
bigoted white people.  I’m three of the above,
but I would like to think I’m not bigoted or
ignorant.   Still, that’s a large voting bloc… 

... 

(/user/derleider)

[new]


derleider (/user/derl dcnblues

Dec 29 · 06:35:30 AM (/comments/1614959

/64958960#comment_64958960)

Its not just old. Republicans win young
whites as well. Not by the margins that they

... 
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Recommended 0 times

win older whites — but Millennial white
voters are still marginally pro-Republican and
certainly more so than their non-white peers.
Republicans play white identity politics and
they do it well. 

(/user/dididadadidit)

[new]


dididadadidit (/user/dididadadid Mercy Ormont

Dec 28 · 05:05:24 AM (/comments/1614959/64948006#comment_64948006)

Recommended 18 times

Have to have my doubts about the end of the ReThugLieCon
party as I see they own the presidency, both House and Senate,
the supreme court, 2 thirds of the governorships and a vast
majority of state legislatures.

Add to that the firm hold the DNC still has on the Democratic
party, the DINOs pose no threat of making inroads on the
ReThug dominance.  Absent some movement away from this
DINO control towards more the FDR branch of the Democratic
party, the ReThugs have nothing to fear.

I too wishfully subscribe to the notion the f’n ReThugs were on
their last legs, but facts on the ground sure indicate otherwise. 
Sorry ‘bout that!

?

... 

(/user/Vega)

[new]


Vega (/user/Vega) dididadadidit

Dec 28 · 06:10:50 AM (/comments/1614959

/64948311#comment_64948311)

Recommended 17 times

I remember a cartoon about some huge bully beating
up a wimpy guy while the wimpy guy says “He’s
getting winded.”  That seems appropriate to the
current situation.  I believe the Republicans control
more states than they ever have, along with the
Presidency and both Houses of Congress.  The
Democrats could only wish they were so effectively
dead.



(/user/Mercy Ormont)

[new]


Mercy Ormont (/user/Merc dididadadidit

Dec 28 · 08:13:29 PM (/comments/1614959

/64957146#comment_64957146)

Recommended 0 times

If you use the term DINO, or at least that concept, you
are weakening our party.  (And what’s wrong with ”the
FDR branch”? I’ll take FDR any time.)

As for the Republicans owning the presidency & both
houses—well, we’re going to find out how well that
works when they all may be at each other’s throats.

... 

(/user/nextstep)

[new]


nextstep (/user/nextstep) Mercy Ormont

Dec 28 · 07:02:46 AM (/comments/1614959/64948638#comment_64948638)

Recommended 15 times

Republicans are at their strongest in elected positions
nationally after Trump becomes president and Democrats at
their weakest in the past 100 years.  Soon the SCOTUS will be
Republican as well.

“Effectively dead”, I don’t think so. 



(/user/Kit Springs)

[new]


Kit Springs (/user/Kit Springs) Mercy Ormont

Dec 28 · 11:58:24 AM (/comments/1614959/64951996#comment_64951996)
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Recommended 4 times

I would love that to be true. But it seems that everytime I think
so, they rise zombie-like from the ashes. As my jewish friends
say from your mouth to God's ear!

(/user/Sailor Jo)

[new]


Sailor Jo (/user/Sailor Jo) Mercy Ormont

Dec 28 · 12:08:04 PM (/comments/1614959/64952146#comment_64952146)

Recommended 2 times

Just look at Cruz. He has his head up Trump’s you know what
so high that he does not even see or hear any more who is
giving him orders.



(/user/Mistlethrush)

[new]


Mistlethrush (/user/Mistlethrush) rembrant

Dec 28 · 10:13:18 AM (/comments/1614959/64950665#comment_64950665)

Recommended 7 times

It won’t matter. The people who voted this bozo in will continue to
remain blind to their own interests and continue to be manipulated by
the Republicans.



(/user/c4714dy)

[new]


c4714dy (/user/c4714dy) Mistlethrush

Dec 28 · 11:38:33 AM (/comments/1614959/64951772#comment_64951772)

Recommended 5 times

Right up to the time that Granny’s SS check is cut off.



(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) rembrant

Dec 28 · 03:02:40 PM (/comments/1614959/64954259#comment_64954259)

Recommended 2 times

I sincerely do NOT think that the GOP can EVER be divorced from the
toxic myths they have propagated on this country.  They mean too
much for them and are buried in their cold little ‘souls’, or whatever
passes for a ‘soul’ in GOP-land.



(/user/Human Adulthood)

[new]


Human Adulthood (/user/Human Adul rembrant

Dec 28 · 04:21:16 PM (/comments/1614959/64955034#comment_64955034)

Recommended 1 time

^^^THIS!^^^

... 

(/user/Hellcat1031)

[new]


Hellcat1031 (/user/Hellcat1031) Murfster35

Dec 28 · 12:41:00 AM (/comments/1614959/64947607#comment_64947607)

Recommended 7 times

Just kinda wish they’d eat them faster.



(/user/kiss my left behind)

[new]


kiss my left behind (/user/kiss my left behind) Catte Nappe

Dec 27 · 08:16:53 PM (/comments/1614959/64946776#comment_64946776)

Recommended 19 times

How are they going to feel when he doesn’t lock up Hillary, or send all the brown people
away?
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(/user/Murfster35)
[new]


Murfster35 (/user/Murfster35) kiss my left behind

Dec 27 · 08:35:36 PM (/comments/1614959/64946878#comment_64946878)

Recommended 29 times

Welllllllllllll, he’s already told his crowds when they chant “Lock her up!” that “No,
we don’t care anymore”, which pretty much seems to go over like a lead
balloon...



(/user/Vega)

[new]


Vega (/user/Vega) Murfster35

Dec 28 · 06:14:35 AM (/comments/1614959/64948334#comment_64948334)

Recommended 30 times

In a couple of years, with Hillary still free, the undocumented still here
and the deplorables’ jobs still gone, they might get a clue they’ve been
conned.  But if they were capable of getting a clue, Trump wouldn’t be
President-Elect, so I wouldn’t count on it. 



(/user/paulahik)

[new]


paulahik (/user/paulahik) Vega

Dec 28 · 09:50:54 AM (/comments/1614959/64950356#comment_64950356)

Recommended 15 times

Trump never “told it like it is,” he told them what they thought
it was and what they wanted to hear.  These people just don’t
think when that happens.  Take the coal miners.  They actually
believe Trump will bring their jobs back.  How? 

Out of all the industries that have been outsourced, I highly
doubt that is the main reason coal miners no longer have jobs. 
Advances in technology that allows for cleaner and cheaper
forms of energy is far more likely the reason why the coal
industry is losing ground.  Not outsourcing.  People just aren’t
using coal so much anymore and no one, especially not Trump,
can change that. 



(/user/polliwonk)

[new]


polliwonk (/user/polliwonk) paulahik

Dec 28 · 10:08:02 AM (/comments/1614959

/64950595#comment_64950595)

Recommended 10 times

And automation. And considering the health issues
and hazards with mining, you ‘d think they’d welcome
some new, healthier kind of jobs that have a future in
the new economy. So why don't they?



(/user/Weaving )

[new]


Weaving (/user/Wea polliwonk

Dec 28 · 02:00:22 PM (/comments/1614959

/64953602#comment_64953602)

Recommended 3 times

Because mining is all these families have
ever done. Training for a new job would
mean going to college, and most of them
don't want to do that (nor are they ready for
college) because they have mouths to feed.

... 

(/user/Barbwire1954)

[new]


Barbwire1954 (/user Weaving

Dec 28 · 03:26:37 PM (/comments/1614959

/64954485#comment_64954485)

I had mouths to feed all by my lonesome and
I got my ass down to the community college
to learn another way to get a job. Sick of
hearing about how they can't do it, too.
When the economy tanked again, I went
to.the local university 2 years behind my
oldest daughter. So that means I went back
to the classroom 3 times over my work life
and they can too.

... 
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Recommended 0 times

(/user/a2phil)

[new]


a2phil (/user/a2phil) Barbwire1954

Dec 28 · 03:37:33 PM (/comments/1614959

/64954619#comment_64954619)

Recommended 0 times

So you’re 6 figures in student debt and can’t
find a decent paying job either???

Wish I could get a refund….



(/user/Raven)

[new]


Raven (/user/Raven) Weaving

Dec 28 · 07:04:47 PM (/comments/1614959

/64956609#comment_64956609)

Recommended 0 times

The irony is, Hillary would probably have
sent the jobs with jobs training programs.



(/user/Ceri Cat)

[new]


Ceri Cat (/user/Ceri C polliwonk

Dec 29 · 02:29:23 AM (/comments/1614959

/64958195#comment_64958195)

Recommended 0 times

Not even automation, coal is in a slump the
mines I know are all on skeleton crews, their
main purpose being maintenance of the
pumps and other systems until the prices
pick up enough to make it profitable to work
them again.

... 

(/user/Mistlethrush)

[new]


Mistlethrush (/user/Mistle paulahik

Dec 28 · 10:15:23 AM (/comments/1614959

/64950697#comment_64950697)

Recommended 8 times

Not to mention the coal that is still being mined is
done by relatively few people operating huge
machines and tearing mountains down layer by layer
to get at the coal. They don’t need the manpower any
more...to much eating into the profits, you know.

... 

(/user/karelles)

[new]


karelles (/user/karelles) Vega

Dec 28 · 09:55:04 AM (/comments/1614959/64950409#comment_64950409)

Recommended 16 times

I’ve been saying this everywhere I can, so we can forestall it or
mitigate it, that the rethugs will blame this on the usual
suspects — libtards (that's us), women, Mexicans, people of
color, people of alternate sexuality/gender. The rubes that
believed in the trumpster fire will NEVER accept that they were
stupid/gullible/ignorant enough to get fooled by the long con;
it MUST be something more sinister, like commie trans polar
bears.



(/user/wildduce)

[new]


wildduce (/user/wildduce) karelles

Dec 28 · 10:49:24 AM (/comments/1614959

/64951141#comment_64951141)

Oh, I love "commie trans polar bears"!!! I wish they
would just continue through southern migration, due
to the real climate change, and start eating on the fat
ugly white Republican males…Starting with the few
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Recommended 5 times

Donald already kicked to the curb...

(/user/Vega)

[new]


Vega (/user/Vega) karelles

Dec 28 · 01:15:48 PM (/comments/1614959

/64953057#comment_64953057)

Recommended 2 times

Recced for commie trans polar bears.



(/user/Raven)

[new]


Raven (/user/Raven) karelles

Dec 28 · 07:07:22 PM (/comments/1614959

/64956636#comment_64956636)

Recommended 0 times

What’s been happening on the north Russian coast is
that polar bears are adapting to the climate by
learning to hunt in packs, like wolves, only their prey
definitely includes human settlements….

Suitable for horror movies, only real.



(/user/bigal523)

[new]


bigal523 (/user/bigal523) Vega

Dec 28 · 10:31:39 AM (/comments/1614959/64950893#comment_64950893)

Recommended 6 times

It is possible. It may take that much, and more, for them to
realize they were conned. It takes an awful lot before voters
will admit they voted wrong. Look at the W voters. Granted
Kerry/Democratic campaign of 2004 was incompetent, but W
got elected again.



(/user/Raven)

[new]


Raven (/user/Raven) bigal523

Dec 28 · 07:10:54 PM (/comments/1614959

/64956660#comment_64956660)

Recommended 0 times

But note Ohio’s (R) SecState meddling with the
election system there in terms of who could vote and
how — essentially a small-scale trial version of what
was done this year.



(/user/lynb)

[new]


lynb (/user/lynb) Catte Nappe Dec 28 · 09:28:17 AM (/comments/1614959/64950067#comment_64950067)

Recommended 6 times

Wish we could put them all together in a sack and let them fight it out.


(/user/anon004)

[new]


anon004 (/user/anon004) Dec 27 · 03:24:15 PM (/comments/1614959/64944618#comment_64944618)

Recommended 119 times

His neo-nazi supporters conveniently ignored that Trump’s daughter (the one he turns to for help
and advise) is an Orthodox Jewish convert and her husband (who he has said will play a prominent
role in his Administration) is an Orthodox Jew as well.  They were played.  It’s just a question of how
long before they realize it.

(/user/Murfster35)

[new]


Murfster35 (/user/Murfster35) anon004

Dec 27 · 03:27:58 PM (/comments/1614959/64944666#comment_64944666)
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Recommended 50 times

I think those blinders just came off, and I don’t think they’re going to take it well at all...

(/user/vexed weasel)

[new]


vexed weasel (/user/vexed weasel) Murfster35

Dec 27 · 06:52:32 PM (/comments/1614959/64946278#comment_64946278)

Recommended 19 times

Ok...so when is Steve Bannon fired?



(/user/Murfster35)

[new]


Murfster35 (/user/Murfster35) vexed weasel

Dec 27 · 07:43:02 PM (/comments/1614959/64946588#comment_64946588)

Recommended 13 times

When he says or does something that might create a problem to the
Trump brand if it’s followed through on...Or when he goes up against
somebody like Flynn...



(/user/ttownkeith)

[new]


ttownkeith (/user/ttownkeith) Murfster35

Dec 27 · 08:03:53 PM (/comments/1614959/64946699#comment_64946699)

Recommended 42 times

Or if Bannon gets too much credit for Trump’s success.
Trump’s ego is waaay too fragile!



(/user/Murfster35)

[new]


Murfster35 (/user/Murfste ttownkeith

Dec 27 · 08:37:04 PM (/comments/1614959

/64946886#comment_64946886)

Recommended 14 times

Good point!!! There’s that too...Besides, Trump’s
already gone “One from Column A, and one from
Column B” by pitting Bannon and Priebus against
each other for his ear...

... 

(/user/ttownkeith)

[new]


ttownkeith (/user/tt Murfster35

Dec 28 · 02:57:09 AM (/comments/1614959

/64947758#comment_64947758)

Recommended 14 times

I’m way more worried about Bannon. He’s
diabolical and he is Trumps’s Goebbels.
Priebus is just a dolt IMO. He’s just there to
get congress and the Republican regulars in
line.

... 

(/user/TakeSake)

[new]


TakeSake (/user/TakeSake) vexed weasel

Dec 27 · 09:34:01 PM (/comments/1614959/64947146#comment_64947146)

Recommended 6 times

When he goes from having a perpetual four-day beard to having a
perpetual five-day beard.
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(/user/stevemb)

[new]


stevemb (/user/stevemb) vexed weasel

Dec 28 · 11:06:40 AM (/comments/1614959/64951370#comment_64951370)

Recommended 2 times

Trump doesn’t have the balls to fire Bannon (a good meme to spread,
for obvious reasons).



(/user/Ceri Cat)

[new]


Ceri Cat (/user/Ceri Cat) stevemb

Dec 29 · 02:46:28 AM (/comments/1614959/64958224#comment_64958224)

Recommended 1 time

*whistles the Colonel Bogey March*



(/user/stevemb)

[new]


stevemb (/user/stevemb) Ceri Cat

Dec 29 · 03:19:28 AM (/comments/1614959

/64958256#comment_64958256)

Recommended 0 times

LOL.

But, really, the more you think about it the more
sense it makes. Hell, Bannon’s “hasn’t bathed since
the first Bush Administration” look is just his way of
rubbing the Orange Oaf’s nose in it.



(/user/Ceri Cat)

[new]


Ceri Cat (/user/Ceri C stevemb

Dec 30 · 04:36:36 AM (/comments/1614959

/64968361#comment_64968361)

Recommended 0 times

The fact he’s got a pair while DJT only has
one? Or is Bannon poor ol’ Goebbels in this
one?

... 

(/user/IamtheReason)

[new]


IamtheReason (/user/IamtheReason) Murfster35

Dec 27 · 07:53:09 PM (/comments/1614959/64946646#comment_64946646)

Recommended 15 times

Anybody seen any recent polling on DJT approval? Was only like 42% or so to
start I think. If he fails to sustain a successful propaganda campaign to enable
the regular GOP circus clowns to gut America, they will dump him like a truckload
of cumquats.



(/user/Murfster35)

[new]


Murfster35 (/user/Murfster35) IamtheReason

Dec 27 · 08:38:23 PM (/comments/1614959/64946898#comment_64946898)

Recommended 7 times

Not good...I think the last report I heard was that it was at like
44%...That will never work for Trump, his numbers have to be YUGE!!!
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(/user/iambart)

[new]


iambart (/user/iambart) Murfster35

Dec 27 · 10:17:31 PM (/comments/1614959/64947324#comment_64947324)

Recommended 14 times

“That will never work for Trump, his numbers have to be
YUGE!!!”

 In his eyes, i am sure he sees 44% as 88%. Remember the
inflated head counts he gave for his rallies? ALL the people
(Hispanics, blacks, LGBTs, etc.) who “love” him?



(/user/lurch394)

[new]


lurch394 (/user/lurch394) iambart

Dec 28 · 10:51:59 AM (/comments/1614959

/64951187#comment_64951187)

Recommended 6 times

And he’ll exclude California.



(/user/Raven)

[new]


Raven (/user/Raven) iambart

Dec 28 · 07:16:07 PM (/comments/1614959

/64956702#comment_64956702)

Recommended 0 times

Oh, that number 88 (http://www.slate.com/articles
/news_and_politics/explainer/2008/10
/white_supremacists_by_the_numbers.html) (also the
number of the Reagan Memorial Tollway)….



(/user/paulahik)

[new]


paulahik (/user/paulahik) Murfster35

Dec 28 · 09:54:38 AM (/comments/1614959/64950401#comment_64950401)

Recommended 8 times

He’ll say everyone loves him.  His numbers show this.  He’s at
100%. People have told him he should be dictator for life. 
Everybody wants him to stay on as President forever. 

Reality has never impeded Trump in his hubris and self-love.



(/user/sooner2703)

[new]


sooner2703 (/user/sooner2703) IamtheReason

Dec 27 · 11:12:45 PM (/comments/1614959/64947469#comment_64947469)

Recommended 3 times

Seems like I heard this is spades about a year and a half ago about
Trump. It’s not ringing any bells with me this time what so ever. 



(/user/newdawg)

[new]


newdawg (/user/newdawg) anon004

Dec 27 · 04:24:01 PM (/comments/1614959/64945207#comment_64945207)

Recommended 9 times

I think she actually can’t be Orthodox. One of my daughters converted to Judaism for
some loser that got her pregnant and dumped her a few years later. Her son is not
recognized as Jewish by many people. 



(/user/MufsMom)

[new]


MufsMom (/user/MufsMom) newdawg

Dec 27 · 04:40:30 PM (/comments/1614959/64945362#comment_64945362)

Recommended 5 times

I don’t think Ivanka’s children are considered Jewish by the Orthodox community
even if she converted. 
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(/user/Navy Vet Terp)

[new]


Navy Vet Terp (/user/Navy Vet Terp) MufsMom

Dec 27 · 04:54:42 PM (/comments/1614959/64945480#comment_64945480)

Recommended 23 times

That’s not true.  A child of a Jewish mother is Jewish, and it doesn’t
matter whether she’s Jewish by birth or by conversion.  Heck, unlike me,
Ivanka’s got the papers to prove she’s Jewish!



(/user/vexed weasel)

[new]


vexed weasel (/user/vexed weas Navy Vet Terp

Dec 27 · 06:51:46 PM (/comments/1614959/64946276#comment_64946276)

Recommended 5 times

Even to the Orthodox? Aren’t they the Jewish version of the
Christian Evangelicals?

... 

(/user/Isara)

[new]


Isara (/user/Isara) vexed weasel

Dec 27 · 07:40:09 PM (/comments/1614959

/64946569#comment_64946569)

Recommended 9 times

depends on the group. Ultra Orthodox would have a
really hard time with it. You would have to work very
hard to become Orthodox and be considered Jewish,
but it can be done.



(/user/Rumaikiya)

[new]


Rumaikiya (/user/Rumaiki vexed weasel

Dec 28 · 03:53:08 AM (/comments/1614959

/64947831#comment_64947831)

Recommended 8 times

Yes, they are in a sense, but what does that have to do
with conversion? Generally, Orthodox only recognize
conversions done by other Orthodox rabbis, but they
do recognize those conversions.

... 

(/user/LNK)

[new]


LNK (/user/LNK) Rumaikiya

Dec 28 · 04:20:50 PM (/comments/1614959

/64955030#comment_64955030)

Recommended 1 time

Ivanka and her husband belong to a wealthy,
well-connected congregation. Conversion
issue: “This summer, the New York Modern
Orthodox scene faced twin controversies
concerning Ivanka Trump and the rabbi who
oversaw her conversion, Haskel Lookstein. In
June, Israel’s rabbinical courts rejected
(http://forward.com/sisterhood/344998
/israels-top-rabbinical-court-upholds-
rejection-of-rabbi-who-sponsored-ivank/)
Lookstein’s authority to oversee Jewish
conversions.”  SNIP   “When Israel’s courts
were critiquing the rabbi, “the Orthodox
community in the United States was
overwhelmingly in support of Rabbi
Lookstein’s ability to perform conversions,”
said Zev Eleff, the chief academic officer at
Hebrew Theological College and author of a
history of Modern Orthodox
Jews.”www.theatlantic.com/...
(http://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive
/2016/09/what-should-american-jews-make-
of-ivanka-trump/498476/)
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(/user/Ceri Cat)
[new]


Ceri Cat (/user/Ceri C LNK

Dec 29 · 03:13:09 AM (/comments/1614959

/64958250#comment_64958250)

Recommended 0 times

There’s some biblical basis for the idea
Mufsmom put forward, converts are not
welcome in the Assembly unto the third or
tenth generations depending on their race.
It’s a bloody stupid idea from the Pentateuch
that leaves the children blamed for the “sins”
of the parents in general, myself as a bastard
also totally screwed over, same as my kids,
grandkids, etc. “Forbidden” marriages also
tricky there, makes me glad I turned my back
on the crap decades ago.

... 

(/user/Vexxd)

[new]


Vexxd (/user/Vexxd) vexed weasel

Dec 28 · 05:54:18 AM (/comments/1614959

/64948220#comment_64948220)

Recommended 6 times

Evangelicals will take anyone willing to parrot their
beliefs. They fully believe that god has their back and
do not apply critical thinking skills. 

That said i have no idea how the orthodox Jews think.



(/user/HM1028)

[new]


HM1028 (/user/HM1028) vexed weasel

Dec 28 · 10:30:17 AM (/comments/1614959

/64950878#comment_64950878)

Recommended 3 times

Interesting discussion - re the Trump Family Jews.
How about this: The son in law is a de facto Kappo
collaborator and the daughter is the modern day
equivalent of the conductor of the orchestra at the
Auschwitz train station (you know, masking the
horror). Yes, definitely Jewish. The Nazi-label fits them
too. (If the Ivanka Trump boot fits...) just sayin'



(/user/kovie)

[new]


kovie (/user/kovie) Navy Vet Terp

Dec 27 · 07:52:08 PM (/comments/1614959/64946643#comment_64946643)

Recommended 16 times

Not exactly. There are complex rules about what sort of
conversion you have to undergo to be considered Jewish by all
denominations, the Orthodox and ultra-Orthodox ones being
the most stringent. So, if she didn’t undergo the latter, then
they won’t see her or her children as Jews. Which means no
secret decoder codes.



(/user/Holgar)

[new]


Holgar (/user/Holgar) kovie

Dec 27 · 08:33:38 PM (/comments/1614959

/64946863#comment_64946863)

Recommended 7 times

Shh!  Nobody’s supposed to know about those!



(/user/bigal523)

[new]


bigal523 (/user/bigal Holgar

Dec 28 · 10:36:22 AM (/comments/1614959

/64950961#comment_64950961)

Wait. You mean there really are secret
codes? Why didn't you tell me sooner? Oh,
it's a secret.....

... 
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Recommended 3 times

(/user/lurch394)

[new]


lurch394 (/user/lurch394) kovie

Dec 28 · 10:54:34 AM (/comments/1614959

/64951221#comment_64951221)

Recommended 2 times

Per Wikipedia, she may have gone to the trouble:
“Trump was raised Presbyterian
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Presbyterian).

 Before
her wedding, in July 2009, after studying for over a
year

 with Rabbi Elie Weinstock
from the Modern Orthodox (https://en.wikipedia.org
/wiki/Modern_Orthodox_Judaism) Ramaz School
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ramaz_School),
she converted to Orthodox Judaism
(https://en.wikipedia.org
/wiki/Conversion_to_Judaism)

 and took the Hebrew
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hebrew) name "Yael
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yael_(name))".

 She
describes her conversion as an “amazing and
beautiful journey” and that her father supported her
studies from day one, due to his respect for the Jewish
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jewish) religion.

 “



[77]

(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ivanka_Trump#cite_note-77)

[78] (https://en.wikipedia.org

/wiki/Ivanka_Trump#cite_note-78)

[79] (https://en.wikipedia.org

/wiki/Ivanka_Trump#cite_note-auto-79)[80] (https://en.wikipedia.org

/wiki/Ivanka_Trump#cite_note-haaretz-80)[81] (https://en.wikipedia.org

/wiki/Ivanka_Trump#cite_note-81)

[82]

(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ivanka_Trump#cite_note-82)[83]

(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ivanka_Trump#cite_note-83)

[43]

(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ivanka_Trump#cite_note-

algemeiner.com-43)

(/user/kovie)

[new]


kovie (/user/kovie) lurch394

Dec 28 · 01:36:32 PM (/comments/1614959

/64953316#comment_64953316)

Recommended 1 time

Except that ultra-Orthodox sects don’t accept
merely Orthodox conversions. It’s not really a
problem for her, unless she plans to move to
Israel and apply for free benefits.



(/user/Mercy Ormont)

[new]


Mercy Ormont (/user/Mercy Or Navy Vet Terp

Dec 27 · 08:43:16 PM (/comments/1614959/64946920#comment_64946920)

Recommended 16 times

I think different parts of Judaism interpret that differently. 
Judaism is about as monolithic as Christianity.  Get two Jews
together to talk about anything and you’ll hear at least three
different and competing opinions.  I’m thinking about my
relatives.

... 

(/user/gtghawaii)

[new]


gtghawaii (/user/gtghawaii) newdawg

Dec 27 · 07:41:54 PM (/comments/1614959/64946582#comment_64946582)

Recommended 9 times

I think the lineage is supposed to be passed on through the maternal line.
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(/user/Mercy Ormont)

[new]


Mercy Ormont (/user/Mercy Ormont) gtghawaii

Dec 27 · 08:44:03 PM (/comments/1614959/64946926#comment_64946926)

Recommended 5 times

Entirely.  Paternity is irrelevant.



(/user/Hellcat1031)

[new]


Hellcat1031 (/user/Hellcat1031) Mercy Ormont

Dec 28 · 12:47:55 AM (/comments/1614959/64947623#comment_64947623)

Recommended 4 times

Yeah, you know, the old, “Mother’s baby; Daddy’s maybe”
school of thought, perhaps?



(/user/gtghawaii)

[new]


gtghawaii (/user/gtghawaii) Hellcat1031

Dec 28 · 01:12:43 PM (/comments/1614959

/64953017#comment_64953017)

Recommended 1 time

Well I think that it was because rape was used as a
tool of war so it was a defense to continue the
lineage.  As opposed as rape being a shame on the
family.



(/user/Hellcat1031)

[new]


Hellcat1031 (/user/H gtghawaii

Dec 29 · 12:04:30 AM (/comments/1614959

/64958013#comment_64958013)

Recommended 0 times

True too.

... 

(/user/Rumaikiya)

[new]


Rumaikiya (/user/Rumaikiya) newdawg

Dec 28 · 03:49:18 AM (/comments/1614959/64947822#comment_64947822)

Recommended 10 times

Ivanka can be Orthodox. She’s clearly not haredi, but she and Kushner are
supposed to go to a Modern Orthodox shul. That makes them Modern Orthodox.
I don’t know the details about Ivanka’s conversion, but it’s unlikely that she had
anything less than an Orthodox conversion.  

If your daughter wasn’t converted by Orthodox rabbis, ultra-Orthodox and
possibly some Modern Orthodox won’t recognize either her or her son as Jewish.
Most other denominations will unless there was something else dodgy about her
conversion. 



(/user/SusiesPurl)

[new]


SusiesPurl (/user/SusiesPurl) Rumaikiya

Dec 28 · 10:54:01 AM (/comments/1614959/64951211#comment_64951211)

Recommended 4 times

Ivanka converted Modern Orthodox via the Ramaz School on the Upper
East Side.  By the current standards of Israel, that’s not Orthodox
enough to give her automatic Israeli citizenship status if she applied for
it; only a few rabbis in this country are currently approved as guides to
conversions orthodox enough for the Israeli government.  But her
conversion is Orthodox enough to count in most non-haredi Jewish
contexts.



(/user/Raven)

[new]


Raven (/user/Raven) SusiesPurl

Dec 28 · 08:05:48 PM (/comments/1614959/64957075#comment_64957075)
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Recommended 0 times

Yes, the question is always “Jewish enough for what?”

Thought experiment: if Adolf Eichmann, hiding out for a
decade in Argentina, had thought to deepen his disguise by
converting to Orthodox Judaism — assuming he could have
found a rabbi willing to believe and accept his persona — and
had credibly adopted it by the time Israeli agents found him
and took him to Israel… well, he’d have been entitled to
citizenship under the Right of Return, wouldn’t he?…

Would that really truly honestly have done one bit, one iota [to
borrow a different religious controversy’s term], to move him
from the set of perpetrators — to the set of victims — of the
attempted genocide just past?

Would he have escaped prosecution?

(/user/SusiesPurl)

[new]


SusiesPurl (/user/SusiesPurl) Raven

Dec 28 · 10:53:17 PM (/comments/1614959

/64957856#comment_64957856)

Recommended 1 time

Sounds like a question for a diary.



(/user/Raven)

[new]


Raven (/user/Raven) SusiesPurl

Dec 29 · 02:01:33 AM (/comments/1614959

/64958165#comment_64958165)

Recommended 0 times

I really don’t think it sustains more than a
“No and no.”



(/user/Raven)

[new]


Raven (/user/Raven) SusiesPurl

Dec 29 · 02:06:21 AM (/comments/1614959

/64958171#comment_64958171)

Recommended 0 times

To answer a little longer: in that hypothetical
case, there could hardly be a better human
example of a wolf dressed in sheep’s
clothing.



(/user/SusiesPurl)

[new]


SusiesPurl (/user/Sus Raven

Dec 29 · 02:01:06 PM (/comments/1614959

/64963890#comment_64963890)

Recommended 1 time

Being (counted as) Jewish does not absolve
one of genocidal crimes against Jews.  But
this is a discussion highly tangential to the
OP, which is why I suggested you diary it.

... 

(/user/Anna Lemma)

[new]


Anna Lemma (/user/Anna Lemma) anon004

Dec 27 · 04:46:29 PM (/comments/1614959/64945410#comment_64945410)

Recommended 14 times

.. and what they are going to do when they find out. Trump had better get serious about
his personal protection and lose the amateurs he is using and go all secret service.



(/user/Captain Frogbert)

[new]


Captain Frogbert (/user/Captain Frogbert) anon004

Dec 27 · 05:56:34 PM (/comments/1614959/64945951#comment_64945951)
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Recommended 15 times

Don’t forget, Trump’s goal, along with Breitbart, is world-wide Russian hegemony. The
neo-nazis are just useful idiots for them. Besides, who are the racists going to vote for in
four years if not for Trump? Joe Biden?

(/user/super390)

[new]


super390 (/user/super390) Captain Frogbert

Dec 27 · 09:29:15 PM (/comments/1614959/64947123#comment_64947123)

Recommended 21 times

I don’t think that he wants Russian hegemony, he wants Russia rewarded for
recognizing his greatness and lending him money and support.  Given that all the
respectable White people in other countries hate his guts, he thinks he and Putin
alone deserve to dominate the world together.

But note the “White” part.  He and Putin share a pattern of alliances that is
getting to be awfully pale-hued with all those racist parties in Europe.  The key
exception to that is Russia’s membership in the Shanghai Cooperation
Organization, which was designed to counter American power.  Well, which
alliance matters more to Putin now?

A White bloc.  Imagine it.  Fascists in control from Washington to Paris to
Moscow, funneling money to extremists to complete the whiteout in the rest of
the Continent.  That, then, becomes a trade bloc in an attempt to break the rising
power of China.  With an implied threat of at least three nuclear arsenals behind
it.

Unlikely, but no stranger than the convolutions between fascists, communists
and capitalists in Europe from 1938 to 1948.



(/user/Vexxd)

[new]


Vexxd (/user/Vexxd) super390

Dec 28 · 05:57:04 AM (/comments/1614959/64948237#comment_64948237)

Recommended 5 times

Unlikely yes, turns out truth is stranger then fiction.



(/user/StellaRay)

[new]


StellaRay (/user/StellaRay) anon004

Dec 27 · 07:47:33 PM (/comments/1614959/64946614#comment_64946614)

Recommended 8 times

Neither her husband or Ivanka are Orthodox Jewish. Do you have any idea of the onus in
lifestyle that Orthodox Jews must accept? I guarantee you neither of the are living that
lifestyle. Which is fine, one doesn’t have to be orthodox to be a faithful member of the
Jewish religion. But let’s keep our facts straight on this. 



(/user/Catte Nappe)

[new]


Catte Nappe (/user/Catte Nappe) StellaRay

Dec 27 · 08:56:32 PM (/comments/1614959/64946990#comment_64946990)

Modern Orthodox?
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Recommended 22 times

When she married Kushner in 2009, Ivanka joined a distinctive
Jewish world. It’s very New York: Upper East Side, private schools,
lots of wealth and connections. Jerry Kestenbaum, a longtime
member of their synagogue—Congregation Kehilath Jeshurun,
also known as KJ—said it’s not out of place to have the likes of a
presidential candidate’s daughter and son-in-law show up on
Saturday mornings….

KJ is affiliated with the small, somewhat-disparate Modern
Orthodox movement, which accounts for roughly 3 percent of
the American Jewish population. It’s more ritually traditional than
many other parts of Judaism; Ivanka has said in interviews that
she and her husband keep a kosher home and observe the rules
of Shabbat, including not working or using electronics, which is
typical of that community. While more than two-thirds of
American Jews tend to vote Democratic, according to Pew
(http://www.pewforum.org/2013/10/01/jewish-american-beliefs-
attitudes-culture-survey/), the Orthodox are a bit more politically
conservative: In a 2013 survey, 57 percent said they lean
Republican, including both Modern and other Orthodox Jews.

www.theatlantic.com/... (http://www.theatlantic.com/politics
/archive/2016/09/what-should-american-jews-make-of-ivanka-
trump/498476/)

(/user/StellaRay)

[new]


StellaRay (/user/StellaRay) Catte Nappe

Dec 27 · 10:12:51 PM (/comments/1614959/64947297#comment_64947297)

Recommended 13 times

Interesting, and thanks for adding in more info. Will read your link when
I’m not as tired as I am right now. 

The rules of Shabbat---I am assuming this means the orthodox
forbidding of work from sunset on Friday, till sunset on Saturday. In
traditional Jewish Orthodox, this is very stringent, and does not only
require not using electronics, but for instance, not even carrying
anything, as this is regarded as work.

My doctor niece works with and is friends with an orthodox Jewish
woman who is also a doctor. She walks out of any surgery or patient
interaction she is involved in at sunset on Friday and everyone else fills
in for her. Since the prohibition against work goes to sunset on
Saturday, she effectively never works a weekend and is never on call on
a weekend. My niece tells me that while this could cause resentment, it
doesn’t in her group, because this woman is a very good doctor and
does her share in every way she can, that doesn’t argue with her
religion. 

And, IF she misses the sunset by a minute, she leaves all her belongings
at the hospital and walks home without carrying anything, as to carry is
to work. 

I really don’t care about or judge Ivanka or her husband’s religion. But I
don’t think either of them would qualify for orthodoxy to most Jews who
are orthodox.  And forgive me, but I have a very hard time believing that
Ivanka uses no electronics from sunset Friday to sunset Saturday. I just
highly doubt that, on instinct, but I could be wrong.

My point is, by your own post, very few orthodox jews would consider
Ivanka and husband to be part of their community. 



(/user/bigal523)

[new]


bigal523 (/user/bigal523) StellaRay

Dec 28 · 10:44:58 AM (/comments/1614959/64951066#comment_64951066)

Recommended 0 times

Does it matter?



(/user/StellaRay)

[new]


StellaRay (/user/StellaRay) bigal523

Dec 28 · 02:14:47 PM (/comments/1614959

/64953773#comment_64953773)
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Recommended 0 times

No. Was in response to a poster naming Ivanka and
husband as Orthodox Jews, which didn’t seem factual
to me by appearances, but it seems there are more
moderate Orthodox Jewish sects these days, which
was interesting to know. 

(/user/Rumaikiya)

[new]


Rumaikiya (/user/Rumaikiya) StellaRay

Dec 28 · 03:58:18 AM (/comments/1614959/64947840#comment_64947840)

Recommended 8 times

Unless you actually know Kushner or Ivanka, there is no way you can know that.
She’s obviously not haredi, but Modern Orthodox are Orthodox. It’s not that
much more of a restriction to be Modern Orthodox than it is to be any other
denomination that observes Shabbos… with all their wealth, it’s probably easier
in many ways. They aren’t going to have any problems ensuring they always have
kosher meals available to them, and they can set their own work agenda so they
don’t have to worry about Shabbos restrictions against work affecting their
careers. 



(/user/lurch394)

[new]


lurch394 (/user/lurch394) Rumaikiya

Dec 28 · 11:01:50 AM (/comments/1614959/64951312#comment_64951312)

Recommended 0 times

Effectively, the household staff are their shabbas goyim (probably
getting that wrong—grew up Presbyterian myself).



(/user/c4714dy)

[new]


c4714dy (/user/c4714dy) lurch394

Dec 28 · 11:56:36 AM (/comments/1614959/64951973#comment_64951973)

Recommended 0 times

Isn’t it not allowed to drive during that time frame?



(/user/jwoolman)

[new]


jwoolman (/user/jwoolman) c4714dy

Dec 28 · 04:54:22 PM (/comments/1614959

/64955294#comment_64955294)

Recommended 0 times

One Orthodox fellow who needed to attend a
scientific conference on a Saturday just stayed with a
friend within walking distance. Not having money in
his pockets was actually an advantage.....

My mother said that her Jewish friends growing up
had non-Jewish servants (this was back when middle
class often had servants) who would work the light
switches and such on the Sabbath. Timers can be
used today, apparently. Vital medical equipment or
emergencies would be different, they would just make
exceptions for that.

While I was a kid, American Catholics abstained from
meat on Fridays and that didn't kill us, and neither did
the custom of fasting before taking Communion. Such
things are more reminders of what's important and
what isn't than anything else. I suppose if you grew up
with no formal religious practices or in a bland
Protestant church, it all seems onerous. But it really
isn't.



(/user/jwoolman)

[new]


jwoolman (/user/jwoolman) StellaRay

Dec 28 · 04:45:11 PM (/comments/1614959/64955236#comment_64955236)
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Recommended 0 times

I've known Orthodox Jews. They aren't Amish.... Really, it's not that hard. They
keep kosher but that's not terribly difficult. Not carrying money or using
machines on the Sabbath is not such a big deal as it sounds. Especially with
timers and non-Jewish friends.... :) It's just for 24 hours every week, people!

(/user/Tamar Mag Raine)

[new]


Tamar Mag Raine (/user/Tamar Mag Raine) anon004

Dec 27 · 10:04:30 PM (/comments/1614959/64947259#comment_64947259)

Recommended 4 times

yep, played for the fools they are.



(/user/Hellcat1031)

[new]


Hellcat1031 (/user/Hellcat1031) anon004

Dec 28 · 12:45:34 AM (/comments/1614959/64947618#comment_64947618)

Recommended 3 times

Yeah, not too bright of them to fail to notice that.



(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) anon004

Dec 28 · 03:05:03 PM (/comments/1614959/64954282#comment_64954282)

Recommended 0 times

Don’t hold your breath, is all I can say. . .



(/user/Champurrado)

[new]


Champurrado (/user/Champurrado) Dec 27 · 03:24:59 PM (/comments/1614959/64944627#comment_64944627)

Recommended 53 times

 “I don’t need your vote anymore. In four years I might need it again, but I don’t need it anymore
now”. 

Joe and Jane Trumpvoter: “Aww! Don’t he say the kyewtest thaaaaangs?”

(/user/Murfster35)

[new]


Murfster35 (/user/Murfster35) Champurrado

Dec 27 · 03:28:41 PM (/comments/1614959/64944670#comment_64944670)

Recommended 28 times

If that’s what they actually think, then they deserve whatever shit he does to them...



(/user/Champurrado)

[new]


Champurrado (/user/Champurrado) Murfster35

Dec 27 · 03:46:39 PM (/comments/1614959/64944824#comment_64944824)

Recommended 55 times

I’ve said that from the beginning. It’s just that WE don’t deserve it.



(/user/Murfster35)

[new]


Murfster35 (/user/Murfster35) Champurrado

Dec 27 · 04:07:03 PM (/comments/1614959/64945025#comment_64945025)

Recommended 19 times

No, we don’t...But it is what it IS, so now we fight it tooth and nail...



(/user/MufsMom)

[new]


MufsMom (/user/MufsMom) Champurrado

Dec 27 · 04:41:16 PM (/comments/1614959/64945367#comment_64945367)
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Recommended 21 times

Exactly, but we have to fight as though our lives depend on it...because
they do.

(/user/flavor411)

[new]


flavor411 (/user/flavor411) Champurrado

Dec 27 · 08:30:41 PM (/comments/1614959/64946851#comment_64946851)

Recommended 24 times

“I don’t need your vote anymore”, “Get the baby out of here”

How can people be so gullible as to actually think Trump is sincere? I think he enjoys
pulling one over on people, it probably gives him a sense of power as in ‘he is smarter
than the idiots that take what he says as sincere’. Scamming millions of people must really
inflate his ego and make him feel REAL BIG. His idea of heaven.



(/user/Murfster35)

[new]


Murfster35 (/user/Murfster35) flavor411

Dec 27 · 08:43:35 PM (/comments/1614959/64946921#comment_64946921)

Recommended 10 times

flavor411, I think you just nailed it right on the head!!! As much as he loves the
applause and screaming, the thought as he’s standing there at the podium,
looking out over the screaming throng and thinking to himself, “Man, did I just
pull one over on these idiots or what?” must be an overpowering sense of
satisfaction to him, which means a long night for Melania once he gets back to
Trump Tower most likely...



(/user/IARXPHD)

[new]


IARXPHD (/user/IARXPHD) Murfster35

Dec 27 · 11:28:35 PM (/comments/1614959/64947494#comment_64947494)

Recommended 7 times

Doubtful, at 70 and his weight, I’m sure he needs Vitamin V and
probably lasts about 20 seconds, if he’s not winded and half dead by
that point. And she knew what she was getting into, oldest profession
for sure.



(/user/Herectus)

[new]


Herectus (/user/Herectus) IARXPHD

Dec 28 · 12:27:28 AM (/comments/1614959/64947590#comment_64947590)

Recommended 9 times

She is not a prostitute, if that's what you're implying. For all I
know she loves the idiot, but even if she doesn't, marrying for
money doesn't make her a prostitute. Having sex for money
makes a person a prostitute. Being someone's marriage
partner encompasses much more than sex.



(/user/IARXPHD)

[new]


IARXPHD (/user/IARXPHD) Herectus

Dec 28 · 10:07:43 AM (/comments/1614959

/64950593#comment_64950593)

Recommended 1 time

Oldest profession=marrying for money/wealth.



(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) Herectus

Dec 28 · 03:09:38 PM (/comments/1614959

/64954333#comment_64954333)

Recommended 0 times

Especially if that ‘somebody’ is Rumpie.  Probably lots
of grovelling and telling him he’s the most wonderful
creature on earth!
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(/user/paulahik)

[new]


paulahik (/user/paulahik) Murfster35

Dec 28 · 10:01:20 AM (/comments/1614959/64950510#comment_64950510)

Recommended 0 times

Or Ivanka.  Just sayin’



(/user/Leftfacing)

[new]


Leftfacing (/user/Leftfacing) Murfster35

Dec 28 · 12:56:07 PM (/comments/1614959/64952793#comment_64952793)

Recommended 1 time

I don’t think Trump says to himself “Man, did I just pull one over on
these idiots or what? ”I see Trump as similar to a “method” actor. He
throws himself into whatever role he is playing to the extent he actually
believes his lines (lies) at the moment he is saying them. Then, the next
moment, he plays another role and believes other lines (lies).



(/user/Barbwire1954)

[new]


Barbwire1954 (/user/Barbwire1 Leftfacing

Dec 28 · 03:39:40 PM (/comments/1614959/64954645#comment_64954645)

Recommended 0 times

Called an "As-if personality/self. The person does not hold the
particular characteristics,beliefs, feelings, etc but acts as if in
lieu of having an authentic self. The self is largely void and the
as-if substitutes in the performance of self.

... 

(/user/LNK)

[new]


LNK (/user/LNK) flavor411

Dec 28 · 04:25:18 PM (/comments/1614959/64955075#comment_64955075)

Recommended 0 times

Brain science reveals WHY people believe Trump’s lies. He knows how to do it:

Brain. Beliefs. www.rawstory.com/... (http://www.rawstory.com/2016/12/your-
conservative-uncles-facebook-rants-trigger-the-anxiety-sectors-in-your-brain-
study-finds/)

Brain. Facts. www.rawstory.com/... (http://www.rawstory.com/2016/12/he-preys-
on-weaknesses-of-the-mind-acclaimed-author-uses-behavioral-psychology-
to-explain-trump/)



(/user/Beelzebabe)

[new]


Beelzebabe (/user/Beelzebabe) Champurrado

Dec 28 · 10:30:10 AM (/comments/1614959/64950876#comment_64950876)

Recommended 3 times

At the risk of sounding redundant:

“There are three kinds of men. The one that learns by reading. The few
who learn by observation. The rest of them have to pee on the electric
fence for themselves.”

— Will Rogers 

I’m guessing most of the tiny-fingered-Cheeto-faced-ferret-wearing-shit-gibbon’s
supporters are standing pretty damn close to the electric fence….



(/user/bigal523)

[new]


bigal523 (/user/bigal523) Champurrado

Dec 28 · 10:47:58 AM (/comments/1614959/64951114#comment_64951114)

Recommended 0 times

He sure do...but it doesn't matter any more than before he got "elected" by his good
buddy Vlad Putin.



(/user/Busted Flat in Baton Rouge)

[new]
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Busted Flat in Baton Rouge (/user/Busted Flat in Baton 

Dec 27 · 03:26:51 PM (/comments/1614959/64944645#comment_64944645)

Recommended 42 times

It’s almost as if trump voters didn’t see him for who he really is.

Sad.

...

(/user/Murfster35)

[new]


Murfster35 (/user/Murfster35) Busted Flat in Baton Rouge

Dec 27 · 03:31:10 PM (/comments/1614959/64944690#comment_64944690)

Recommended 42 times

I think some of them knew who he was, some of them told reporters during the campaign
that they didn’t actually think he would “build that wall”, but they were hungry for the
change he represented...Now they’re getting to see what his kind of change looks like...



(/user/nicky)

[new]


nicky (/user/nicky) Murfster35

Dec 27 · 04:47:33 PM (/comments/1614959/64945420#comment_64945420)

Recommended 31 times

He probably posted the Hanukkah greeting because he was just in touch with
Netanyahu over the NATO vote. That’s why he’s a danger as President, he’d
happily sell America off if he needed the leverage for his next deal.



(/user/Murfster35)

[new]


Murfster35 (/user/Murfster35) nicky

Dec 27 · 04:52:34 PM (/comments/1614959/64945457#comment_64945457)

Recommended 37 times

Yeah, that’s the problem with a President with about a 12 second
attention span, and no linear thinking...These damn impulses of his are
going to get us hurt...



(/user/MamaJax777)

[new]


MamaJax777 (/user/MamaJax777) Murfster35

Dec 28 · 05:35:33 AM (/comments/1614959/64948129#comment_64948129)

Recommended 16 times

I’m telling you….he must be suffering some sort of dementia.
Why do you think Ivanka is by his side 24/7?  She’s leaving the
“business” and moving to DC to take over some of the First
Lady responsibilities.   And why  do you think he won’t give
press conferences?   Because he can't answer any questions
logically.



(/user/nicky)

[new]


nicky (/user/nicky) MamaJax777

Dec 28 · 04:37:48 PM (/comments/1614959

/64955183#comment_64955183)

Recommended 0 times

I believe this too. Having the kids around all the time
is odd. He even seems to want them in meetings they
shouldn’t be in. Question is, whose his go to guy after
the kids, I think it’s Bannon. Flyn the other day was
looking at him as our new King, kinda troubling.
There’s something off about Trump.



(/user/Herectus)

[new]


Herectus (/user/Herectus) nicky

Dec 28 · 12:29:37 AM (/comments/1614959/64947593#comment_64947593)

Recommended 4 times

I doubt he posted that himself. If he had, it would have included
something vulgar or idiotic.
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(/user/lurch394)
[new]


lurch394 (/user/lurch394) nicky

Dec 28 · 11:04:20 AM (/comments/1614959/64951342#comment_64951342)

Recommended 1 time

It’s a win-win for him. The white supremacists aren’t attractive people,
he doesn’t need them anymore, and he can afford to piss them off. They
have nowhere else to go.



(/user/Barbwire1954)

[new]


Barbwire1954 (/user/Barbwire1954) nicky

Dec 28 · 03:41:19 PM (/comments/1614959/64954666#comment_64954666)

Recommended 0 times

Do you really believe the kkk in his Hanukkah tweet was accidental?



(/user/nicky)

[new]


nicky (/user/nicky) Barbwire1954

Dec 28 · 04:39:39 PM (/comments/1614959/64955203#comment_64955203)

Recommended 0 times

What did I miss? I don’t understand.



(/user/IARXPHD)

[new]


IARXPHD (/user/IARXPHD) Murfster35

Dec 27 · 11:29:45 PM (/comments/1614959/64947499#comment_64947499)

Recommended 5 times

Before it’s over , it could look like a forest of mushroom clouds that few of us will
witness being vaporized and all.



(/user/adigal)

[new]


adigal (/user/adigal) Busted Flat in Baton Rouge

Dec 27 · 05:55:58 PM (/comments/1614959/64945949#comment_64945949)

Recommended 24 times

A woman on FB today said he is a “good, God fearing man!” I swear, she had to be
messing with me!



(/user/MikePhoenix)

[new]


MikePhoenix (/user/MikePhoenix) adigal

Dec 27 · 06:44:28 PM (/comments/1614959/64946229#comment_64946229)

Recommended 20 times

No, probably not. Sad to say there actually a lot of people in this country who are
really that stupid and deluded.



(/user/washdclove)

[new]


washdclove (/user/washdclove) MikePhoenix

Dec 28 · 09:42:54 AM (/comments/1614959/64950252#comment_64950252)

Recommended 9 times

62,979,879 to be exact



(/user/vexed weasel)

[new]


vexed weasel (/user/vexed weasel) adigal

Dec 27 · 06:55:06 PM (/comments/1614959/64946289#comment_64946289)

Recommended 28 times

He fears both Corinthians?



(/user/gffish)

[new]
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Dec 27 · 06:55:52 PM (/comments/1614959/64946295#comment_64946295)

Recommended 12 times

Right—Mr. 2 Corinthians who tried to put money in a communion plate and who
brags about assaulting women is a “good, God fearing man.”

(/user/LNK)

[new]


LNK (/user/LNK) gffish

Dec 28 · 04:28:20 PM (/comments/1614959/64955110#comment_64955110)

Recommended 1 time

Man who said he has done nothing that requires asking God for
forgiveness. . . . If there ever was a candidate for conversion via the
treatment given to Ebenezar Scrooge, we have it now.



(/user/alamancedem)

[new]


alamancedem (/user/alamancedem) adigal

Dec 27 · 07:22:34 PM (/comments/1614959/64946473#comment_64946473)

Recommended 14 times

That reminds me of this comedy routine.



(/user/mikeytee)

[new]


mikeytee (/user/mikeytee) alamancedem

Dec 28 · 10:53:06 AM (/comments/1614959/64951199#comment_64951199)

Recommended 0 times

God, I love that man.



(/user/flavor411)

[new]


flavor411 (/user/flavor411) adigal

Dec 27 · 08:31:24 PM (/comments/1614959/64946854#comment_64946854)

Recommended 0 times

HAHA! Not from NYC, I assume.



(/user/vexed weasel)

[new]


vexed weasel (/user/vexed weasel) Busted Flat in Baton Rouge

Dec 27 · 06:53:54 PM (/comments/1614959/64946284#comment_64946284)

Recommended 4 times

Umm, that was the story of the scampaign, no?



(/user/Holgar)

[new]


Holgar (/user/Holgar) Busted Flat in Baton Rouge

Dec 27 · 08:35:10 PM (/comments/1614959/64946877#comment_64946877)

Recommended 9 times

They say they took him seriously, but not literally.  Perhaps they should have paid
attention...
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(/user/Mustang3)
[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) Holgar

Dec 28 · 03:13:06 PM (/comments/1614959/64954358#comment_64954358)

Recommended 2 times

Maybe those rubes don’t know the difference between ‘seriously’ and ‘literally’?



(/user/Holgar)

[new]


Holgar (/user/Holgar) Mustang3

Dec 28 · 03:37:13 PM (/comments/1614959/64954616#comment_64954616)

Recommended 0 times

I hope none of them literally die as a result of that lack of knowledge,
but I think it’s a forlorn hope.



(/user/SJHS)

[new]


SJHS (/user/SJHS) Busted Flat in Baton Rouge

Dec 28 · 03:06:49 PM (/comments/1614959/64954298#comment_64954298)

Recommended 0 times

Almost?



(/user/annieli)

[new]


annieli (/user/annieli) Dec 27 · 03:26:58 PM (/comments/1614959/64944646#comment_64944646)

Recommended 25 times

 This has to be a bitter blow to the alt-right. Back during the campaign, when he
disavowed them and their beliefs, they nodded and winked at each other. He had
to say that publicly, but they were getting his subliminal messages loud and clear,
kind of like Charlie Manson getting secret messages from the Beatles through their
songs. This is a direct slap to their faces, first Trump slammed Obama for allowing
the UN Security Council resolution to go through, and now he Tweets “Happy
Hanukkah”  to one of their greatest enemies. What are they suppo0sed to do with
their bed sheets and torches now?

(/user/annieli)

[new]


annieli (/user/annieli) annieli Dec 27 · 04:24:54 PM (/comments/1614959/64945218#comment_64945218)

Recommended 38 times

Left: Let's debate whether race was a factor in
Trump's election.

Trump fans: Let's fight over where we should do
Nazi salutes. https://t.co/xi8vemhceR (https://t.co
/xi8vemhceR)

— LOLGOP (@LOLGOP) December 27, 2016
(https://twitter.com/LOLGOP/status
/813889147601584128)
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(/user/Raven)

[new]


Raven (/user/Raven) annieli

Dec 28 · 08:10:01 PM (/comments/1614959/64957114#comment_64957114)

Recommended 0 times

Trump fan peacemaker: Oh, let’s not fight about it, just go to All Of The Above!



(/user/Pauley Wallnutz)

[new]


Pauley Wallnutz (/user/Pauley Wallnutz) annieli

Dec 29 · 05:21:49 AM (/comments/1614959/64958511#comment_64958511)

Recommended 0 times

Don’t Worry!!!!!!! Everything will be altright…………..



(/user/B Goode)

[new]


B Goode (/user/B Goode) Dec 27 · 03:27:01 PM (/comments/1614959/64944648#comment_64944648)

Recommended 60 times

Good post, as always Murfster, but can we stop calling them alt-right? Let’s call them what they are:
neo-Nazis, racists, KKK. Alt-right is too much of a euphemism.

(/user/Murfster35)

[new]


Murfster35 (/user/Murfster35) B Goode

Dec 27 · 03:33:30 PM (/comments/1614959/64944706#comment_64944706)

Recommended 30 times

I agree, but it’s a euphemism people are familiar and comfortable with, actually I did call
them Nazi’s in the article, but your point is well taken...It’s time to take the polite kid
gloves off...Thanks for the reminder...



(/user/B Goode)

[new]


B Goode (/user/B Goode) Murfster35

Dec 27 · 03:42:59 PM (/comments/1614959/64944789#comment_64944789)

Recommended 21 times

There’s nothing to get comfortable about with these assholes.



(/user/Mercy Ormont)

[new]


Mercy Ormont (/user/Mercy Ormont) Murfster35

Dec 27 · 08:48:56 PM (/comments/1614959/64946954#comment_64946954)

Recommended 28 times

The correct term is “white supremacist”.  It’s accurate, it’s old and well-known,
and not a single hearer or reader will miss the meaning.  “Alt Right” sounds like a
neighborhood garden club or maybe a brand of toothpaste.



(/user/Murfster35)

[new]


Murfster35 (/user/Murfster35) Mercy Ormont

Dec 27 · 10:06:19 PM (/comments/1614959/64947267#comment_64947267)

Recommended 8 times

Duly noted, and will be used in the future...Thank you...



(/user/Hellcat1031)

[new]


Hellcat1031 (/user/Hellcat1031) Mercy Ormont

Dec 28 · 01:06:01 AM (/comments/1614959/64947659#comment_64947659)

Recommended 4 times

Oh, I dunno, I could go for “Alt-wrong.” That pretty well describes them.



(/user/Katakana)

[new]
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Dec 28 · 07:19:17 AM (/comments/1614959/64948738#comment_64948738)

Recommended 6 times

I prefer “Alt-Reich”.

(/user/polliwonk)

[new]


polliwonk (/user/polliwonk) Hellcat1031

Dec 28 · 10:27:44 AM (/comments/1614959/64950841#comment_64950841)

Recommended 1 time

Or Alt-Reality or even Non-Reality-based life forms



(/user/c4714dy)

[new]


c4714dy (/user/c4714dy) polliwonk

Dec 28 · 12:06:49 PM (/comments/1614959

/64952126#comment_64952126)

Recommended 1 time

No, those are easily found on the holodeck. These
yah-hoos actually walk around and breathe up
everybody elses’ oxygen.



(/user/Mercy Ormont)

[new]


Mercy Ormont (/user c4714dy

Dec 28 · 08:07:36 PM (/comments/1614959

/64957089#comment_64957089)

Recommended 0 times

Do you have a holodeck I could visit?

... 

(/user/T Maysle)

[new]


T Maysle (/user/T Maysle) B Goode

Dec 27 · 04:12:02 PM (/comments/1614959/64945078#comment_64945078)

Recommended 31 times

Really what they are is fucking Nazis, racist fucks & the fucking Klan.



(/user/flavor411)

[new]


flavor411 (/user/flavor411) T Maysle

Dec 27 · 08:32:52 PM (/comments/1614959/64946860#comment_64946860)

Recommended 16 times

“Illinois Nazis, I hate Illinois Nazis”   Jake Elwood



(/user/Murfster35)

[new]


Murfster35 (/user/Murfster35) flavor411

Dec 27 · 09:50:29 PM (/comments/1614959/64947196#comment_64947196)

Recommended 8 times

YESSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS!!! The Blues Brothers, one of my all time
favorite movies!!! Thanks for the memories...



(/user/pucklady)

[new]


pucklady (/user/pucklady) B Goode

Dec 27 · 04:53:56 PM (/comments/1614959/64945471#comment_64945471)

Recommended 14 times

Don’t forget Fascists. They are that, too.



(/user/Old Gardener)

[new]
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Old Gardener (/user/Old Gardener) pucklady

Dec 27 · 07:03:03 PM (/comments/1614959/64946339#comment_64946339)

Recommended 7 times

I don’t like the euphemism alt-right either, at all. But the rest does take a long
time to write.  What was that again?  Neo-Nazi, racist, KKK, fucking Nazi, racist
fucks, fucking Klan Fascists.  What did I miss?  Do we want to consolidate the
Nazis? Does fucking racist, Neo-Nazi, Klan Fascists work?  Is there an acronym?  



(/user/Holgar)

[new]


Holgar (/user/Holgar) Old Gardener

Dec 27 · 08:36:51 PM (/comments/1614959/64946883#comment_64946883)

Recommended 14 times

“White supremacist assholes” includes all of the above.



(/user/ChrisTS)

[new]


ChrisTS (/user/ChrisTS) Holgar

Dec 27 · 11:09:57 PM (/comments/1614959/64947462#comment_64947462)

Recommended 9 times

But that leaves out the MRA & homophobe elements.



(/user/Old Gardener)

[new]


Old Gardener (/user/Old G ChrisTS

Dec 28 · 12:14:45 PM (/comments/1614959

/64952256#comment_64952256)

Recommended 2 times

Chris and Holgar: 

Good catch.  Okay.  WSAMRAHNNKKKF…..What’s an
acronym?

SHWARMFANK.

KNAFSHWARMK

Can’t do it.  Need more vowels.

Can I buy an E? 

... 

(/user/wchever)

[new]


wchever (/user/wche Old Gardener

Dec 28 · 01:16:27 PM (/comments/1614959

/64953068#comment_64953068)

Recommended 2 times

Throw an Evil in there.

...

(/user/Holgar)

[new]


Holgar (/user/Holgar) Old Gardener

Dec 28 · 03:40:03 PM (/comments/1614959

/64954650#comment_64954650)

Recommended 0 times

Just calling’em dipshits works for me.



(/user/c4714dy)

[new]


c4714dy (/user/c4714dy) Old Gardener

Dec 28 · 12:10:07 PM (/comments/1614959/64952177#comment_64952177)

Recommended 1 time

‘Nazi Klan’?  ‘NeoNazFacs’? ‘Brotherhood/Sisterhood of the NNKKKFR’ ?



[new]
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(/user/Mustang3) Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) Old Gardener

Dec 28 · 03:14:55 PM (/comments/1614959/64954379#comment_64954379)

Recommended 0 times

How about just ‘buttheads’?  That about covers it.



(/user/vexed weasel)

[new]


vexed weasel (/user/vexed weasel) B Goode

Dec 27 · 06:57:27 PM (/comments/1614959/64946305#comment_64946305)

Recommended 7 times

Try this:

This Chrome extension replaces ‘alt-right’ with ‘white supremacist’ (http://thenextweb.com
/google/2016/11/29/this-chrome-extension-replaces-alt-right-with-white-supremacist/)



(/user/dragon695)

[new]


dragon695 (/user/dragon695) vexed weasel

Dec 27 · 07:25:18 PM (/comments/1614959/64946493#comment_64946493)

Recommended 0 times

No chrome.



(/user/vexed weasel)

[new]


vexed weasel (/user/vexed weasel) dragon695

Dec 27 · 07:27:13 PM (/comments/1614959/64946504#comment_64946504)

Recommended 0 times

reason?



(/user/Isara)

[new]


Isara (/user/Isara) vexed weasel

Dec 27 · 07:42:57 PM (/comments/1614959/64946586#comment_64946586)

Recommended 3 times

Chrome eats all your memory and you can’t have really
functional Tree-Style tabs.



(/user/Tamar Mag Raine)

[new]


Tamar Mag Raine (/user/T Isara

Dec 27 · 10:39:09 PM (/comments/1614959

/64947382#comment_64947382)

Recommended 0 times

also a year ago when i tried using t, it refused to work
w/my trackball.

... 

(/user/LNK)

[new]


LNK (/user/LNK) B Goode Dec 28 · 04:29:30 PM (/comments/1614959/64955117#comment_64955117)

Recommended 0 times

Agree. And preface with EXTREMIST. . .


(/user/lynn47)

[new]


lynn47 (/user/lynn47) Dec 27 · 03:40:57 PM (/comments/1614959/64944773#comment_64944773)

Recommended 30 times

Who would have thought the symbol for trumpie and his haters would be a Circular Firing Squad.

Have at it boys.

(/user/Murfster35)

[new]
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Dec 27 · 03:45:12 PM (/comments/1614959/64944808#comment_64944808)

Recommended 14 times

Have at it indeed my friend...

(/user/lynn47)

[new]


lynn47 (/user/lynn47) Murfster35

Dec 27 · 04:28:44 PM (/comments/1614959/64945255#comment_64945255)

Recommended 14 times

Thank you for the smile Murfster, they have been in short supply as of late.



(/user/Murfster35)

[new]


Murfster35 (/user/Murfster35) lynn47

Dec 27 · 04:30:52 PM (/comments/1614959/64945276#comment_64945276)

Recommended 18 times

I know lynn47, I know...Sometimes the negative attitude in here almost
drags me down, but I prefer to fight on and remain hopeful...Thanks for
reading my stuff!!!   :-)  



(/user/sleipner)

[new]


sleipner (/user/sleipner) Dec 27 · 03:41:24 PM (/comments/1614959/64944777#comment_64944777)

Recommended 5 times

Not to mention his wife is supposedly Jewish...guess they missed that bit amongst all the hatred
spewing...

(/user/Gwennedd)

[new]


Gwennedd (/user/Gwennedd) sleipner

Dec 27 · 04:39:20 PM (/comments/1614959/64945350#comment_64945350)

Recommended 5 times

Melania’s Jewish? That’s a new one on me.



(/user/dunnjen)

[new]


dunnjen (/user/dunnjen) Gwennedd

Dec 27 · 05:27:52 PM (/comments/1614959/64945739#comment_64945739)

Recommended 5 times

Who is the First lady. Honest mistake.



(/user/vexed weasel)

[new]


vexed weasel (/user/vexed weasel) Gwennedd

Dec 27 · 06:58:21 PM (/comments/1614959/64946310#comment_64946310)

Recommended 7 times

Must mean Ivanka...



(/user/Gwennedd)

[new]


Gwennedd (/user/Gwennedd) vexed weasel

Dec 27 · 07:04:05 PM (/comments/1614959/64946343#comment_64946343)

Recommended 5 times

And it’s a Freudian slip...right?



(/user/vexed weasel)

[new]


vexed weasel (/user/vexed weas Gwennedd

Dec 27 · 07:12:44 PM (/comments/1614959/64946404#comment_64946404)

... 
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Recommended 9 times

I don’t what kind of slip she wears. You’ll have to ask Big
Daddy.

(/user/Gwennedd)

[new]


Gwennedd (/user/Gwenne vexed weasel

Dec 27 · 07:17:51 PM (/comments/1614959

/64946440#comment_64946440)

Recommended 2 times

Who’d know better?

... 

(/user/vexed weasel)

[new]


vexed weasel (/user/ Gwennedd

Dec 27 · 07:25:40 PM (/comments/1614959

/64946495#comment_64946495)

Recommended 4 times

Indeed. Maybe it’s why he sniffs like that...

... 

(/user/Murfster35)

[new]


Murfster35 (/user/Murfste vexed weasel

Dec 27 · 07:45:00 PM (/comments/1614959

/64946600#comment_64946600)

Recommended 2 times

Got to be a Trump branded slip...

... 

(/user/polliwonk)

[new]


polliwonk (/user/pol Murfster35

Dec 28 · 10:30:08 AM (/comments/1614959

/64950875#comment_64950875)

Recommended 0 times

Donald’s or Ivanka’s?

... 

(/user/txsurfer13)

[new]


txsurfer13 (/user/txsurfer13) sleipner

Dec 27 · 06:25:08 PM (/comments/1614959/64946112#comment_64946112)

Recommended 0 times

She was raised in a Roman Catholic family, and married into an Episcopalian family... so
where is she Jewish?



(/user/Throw The Bums Out)

[new]


Throw The Bums Out (/user/Throw The Bum txsurfer13

Dec 27 · 07:26:53 PM (/comments/1614959/64946501#comment_64946501)

Recommended 2 times

You do know it is possible to convert to Judaism, right?

... 

(/user/Mercy Ormont)

[new]


Mercy Ormont (/user/Mercy Ormont) Throw The Bums Out

Dec 27 · 08:53:23 PM (/comments/1614959/64946973#comment_64946973)

Recommended 3 times

Jews don’t encourage conversion, except in the case of someone who is
not a Jew but is married to one.  (Hence Ivanka.)  In fact they make it
really difficult.  It can be done (consider Sammy Davis Jr) but it takes a
lot of persistence.  Melania was not born a Jew, she is not married to
one, and would you really credit her with much in the way of
persistence?
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(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) Mercy Ormont

Dec 28 · 03:16:27 PM (/comments/1614959/64954389#comment_64954389)

Recommended 1 time

Anyone who could stay married to Rumpie has a GREAT DEAL
of persistence, in my book.  OR she’s lost her sense of smell.



(/user/bronxdem)

[new]


bronxdem (/user/bronxdem) txsurfer13

Dec 28 · 07:58:33 AM (/comments/1614959/64949109#comment_64949109)

Recommended 1 time

Not Episcopalian,  he is basically Dutch Reformed/ Presbyterian.   Predestination.
It explains a lot.



(/user/Beelzebabe)

[new]


Beelzebabe (/user/Beelzebabe) txsurfer13

Dec 28 · 10:36:04 AM (/comments/1614959/64950956#comment_64950956)

Recommended 0 times

Oops!  My bad.  I thought she married into an “Eh-piss-on-Palin” family.  But then,
I heard Palin’s in the running for a cabinet post….



(/user/Catte Nappe)

[new]


Catte Nappe (/user/Catte Nappe) sleipner

Dec 27 · 08:58:26 PM (/comments/1614959/64946998#comment_64946998)

Recommended 7 times

I think you are thinking of his daughter Ivanka, who married into an Orthodox Jewish
family.



(/user/karmsy)

[new]


karmsy (/user/karmsy) Dec 27 · 03:42:32 PM (/comments/1614959/64944788#comment_64944788)

Recommended 22 times

In his own eyes, Trump is entitled to adulation, no matter how he acts.

He may find the inevitable turning-of-the-tide, in terms of his popularity, more than a bit
disorienting for this reason.

(/user/Murfster35)

[new]


Murfster35 (/user/Murfster35) karmsy

Dec 27 · 04:05:42 PM (/comments/1614959/64945009#comment_64945009)

Recommended 24 times

And that tide WILL turn, especially since he only got the minority in the popular vote in the
election, it’s going to be hard for him to even crack 50%...His ego won’t be able to handle
that...



(/user/karmsy)

[new]


karmsy (/user/karmsy) Murfster35

Dec 27 · 04:49:50 PM (/comments/1614959/64945441#comment_64945441)

Recommended 20 times

50%! Hah! It’s gonna be more like 17%, by 2018, if he’s lucky ;)

Mark my words.



(/user/Murfster35)

[new]


Murfster35 (/user/Murfster35) karmsy

Dec 27 · 04:54:34 PM (/comments/1614959/64945477#comment_64945477)

Hey, I hope you’re right!!! He’ll just pout and plot some kind of petty
revenge against us stupid peasants...
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Recommended 14 times

(/user/Rosa Sylvana)

[new]


Rosa Sylvana (/user/Rosa Sylvana) Murfster35

Dec 28 · 10:05:41 AM (/comments/1614959/64950568#comment_64950568)

Recommended 3 times

Murfster, he already has done that. He and Ryan want to tank
Social Security. My husband is disabled and I take care of him.
We get by OK on SS but would be out on the street without it.



(/user/c4714dy)

[new]


c4714dy (/user/c4714dy) Rosa Sylvana

Dec 28 · 12:13:06 PM (/comments/1614959

/64952225#comment_64952225)

Recommended 2 times

I’m on SSI-D & if it weren’t around I’d be living under a
bridge somewhere.



(/user/a2phil)

[new]


a2phil (/user/a2phil) c4714dy

Dec 28 · 03:26:56 PM (/comments/1614959

/64954487#comment_64954487)

Recommended 1 time

May I suggest that all us peasants march on
Washington on January 20????



(/user/Barbwire1954)

[new]


Barbwire1954 (/user c4714dy

Dec 28 · 03:55:36 PM (/comments/1614959

/64954798#comment_64954798)

Recommended 0 times

Here, hear. In the same boat and have a
disabled adult daughter (Aspergers) who
works, but sometimes isn't able to do so. She
is receiving services at the Alabama Institute
for the Deaf and Blind Gentry Center. They
serve the DD population. We are waiting for
their driving instruction course and then
work placement to be completed so she will
go back to work with job search support
from Voc Rehab. She has rejected the choice
of applying for SSSDI because she wants to
work which I champion, but if something
happens to my SS or Medicare we will be on
the street trying to herd her cats and my
pugs. A lil' visual for you folks.

... 

(/user/Barbwire1954)

[new]


Barbwire1954 (/user Barbwire1954

Dec 28 · 04:12:43 PM (/comments/1614959

/64954974#comment_64954974)

Recommended 0 times

Sorry: SSDI

... 

(/user/Mercy Ormont)

[new]


Mercy Ormont (/user/Mercy Ormont) karmsy

Dec 27 · 08:54:35 PM (/comments/1614959/64946979#comment_64946979)

Recommended 10 times

He won’t admit it.  The polls are wrong, the pollsters are all against him,
it’s a HUGE conspiracy….
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(/user/sooner2703)

[new]


sooner2703 (/user/sooner2703) karmsy

Dec 27 · 11:18:08 PM (/comments/1614959/64947475#comment_64947475)

Recommended 1 time

See Truman vs. Dewey 1948!!



(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) karmsy

Dec 28 · 03:17:17 PM (/comments/1614959/64954396#comment_64954396)

Recommended 0 times

If he's lucky enough to live that long. . .



(/user/Olds88)

[new]


Olds88 (/user/Olds88) Murfster35

Dec 27 · 07:26:16 PM (/comments/1614959/64946496#comment_64946496)

Recommended 6 times

He’ll have to get that war cooking soon.



(/user/KenBee)

[new]


KenBee (/user/KenBee) Olds88

Dec 27 · 07:41:48 PM (/comments/1614959/64946581#comment_64946581)

Recommended 1 time

I n the interests of world peace we can hope for the Russians to hack
the Poularity Meter…/s



(/user/Deep Dark)

[new]


Deep Dark (/user/Deep Dark) Murfster35

Dec 27 · 07:37:57 PM (/comments/1614959/64946560#comment_64946560)

Recommended 2 times

If the polls do not produce the results he requires, they will be stopped as
disrespecting the office of President.



(/user/super390)

[new]


super390 (/user/super390) Murfster35

Dec 27 · 09:31:52 PM (/comments/1614959/64947138#comment_64947138)

Recommended 4 times

George W. Bush proved that’s nothing that can’t be fixed with a war of
aggression.



(/user/LNK)

[new]


LNK (/user/LNK) super390

Dec 28 · 04:35:34 PM (/comments/1614959/64955170#comment_64955170)

Recommended 0 times

W got everything he wanted on his list except for privatization of Social
Security/Medicare.



(/user/mplo)

[new]


mplo (/user/mplo) Murfster35

Dec 28 · 12:46:17 AM (/comments/1614959/64947621#comment_64947621)

Recommended 4 times

It sounds as if the tide’s begun to turn already, since  Donald Trump’s base is
already disintegrating and turning against him.  It was bound to happen sooner
or later.  



(/user/c4714dy)

[new]
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c4714dy (/user/c4714dy) mplo

Dec 28 · 12:13:53 PM (/comments/1614959/64952237#comment_64952237)

Recommended 0 times

Too bad it was later rather than sooner.



(/user/polliwonk)

[new]


polliwonk (/user/polliwonk) Murfster35

Dec 28 · 10:41:15 AM (/comments/1614959/64951026#comment_64951026)

Recommended 2 times

With the proper gerrymandering, it's possible to win Electoral College with as
little as 21.8% (https://www.squarefree.com/2004/11/01/winning-an-election-
with-22-of-the-popular-vote/) of popular vote.



(/user/chicago minx)

[new]


chicago minx (/user/chicago minx) Dec 27 · 03:44:33 PM (/comments/1614959/64944804#comment_64944804)

Recommended 42 times

One “Happy Hanukkah” and these people lose their shit.

The honeymoon was over before it began.

Hi Murf!

(/user/webranding)

[new]


webranding (/user/webranding) chicago minx

Dec 27 · 04:05:45 PM (/comments/1614959/64945011#comment_64945011)

Recommended 19 times

His core wanted a wall. I mean a wall. Wanted a child born here not American. His
supporters not this or that, but they are forceful. I might have an issue wth Obama on this
or that. But I won’t turn on him. They will. It is going to get ugly,



(/user/Murfster35)

[new]


Murfster35 (/user/Murfster35) webranding

Dec 27 · 04:22:03 PM (/comments/1614959/64945189#comment_64945189)

Recommended 21 times

Yes, I think it is...Trump is about to learn that there are SOME people who will not
just turn the other cheek if you screw them over...



(/user/Deep Dark)

[new]


Deep Dark (/user/Deep Dark) Murfster35

Dec 27 · 07:39:51 PM (/comments/1614959/64946567#comment_64946567)

Recommended 8 times

Those people are in his camp because they have no power of their own.
What will they do when they “turn on him”? He was supposed to give
them a chicken in every pot and furriners, blacks and women in their
place because they can’t do it themselves.

Turn on him? With what?



(/user/Murfster35)

[new]


Murfster35 (/user/Murfster35) Deep Dark

Dec 27 · 09:52:36 PM (/comments/1614959/64947204#comment_64947204)

Recommended 7 times

Just what they always do, scream and yell and curse him...What
other recourse do most of us have...Just as long as they hate
him enough to sit out the 2018 midterms in protest...



(/user/Rumaikiya)

[new]


Rumaikiya (/user/Rumaiki Murfster35

Dec 28 · 04:02:19 AM (/comments/1614959

/64947851#comment_64947851)

... 
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Recommended 4 times

They have a lot more recourse if they use it. They
have GOP representatives in Congress. They can get
him impeaches because their representatives care
about them, their wants, and not losing their vote.
Unfortunately, that leaves us with President Pence.
There’s not a lot of obvious ways that dissension in
the Trump ranks can help Democrats unless we can
turn that sense of betrayal on the GOP itself and get
people motivated towards Democratic candidates.

(/user/Alden)

[new]


Alden (/user/Alden) Murfster35

Dec 27 · 07:57:31 PM (/comments/1614959/64946666#comment_64946666)

Recommended 5 times

Like Putin and his radioactive tea, which could just as easily become
coffee. Though I'm sure the WH must have passive sensors these days
to prevent another Litvinenko.

From Trump's POV, the best ending open to him is to go peacefully in
his sleep. All the other likely endings to his Presidency are going to be
unbearably humiliating for him.



(/user/Murfster35)

[new]


Murfster35 (/user/Murfster35) Alden

Dec 27 · 09:54:57 PM (/comments/1614959/64947210#comment_64947210)

Recommended 7 times

I agree Alden...And that’s why I strongly believe he would never
run for a second term...Once the drag of the job settles in on
him, and he realizes how difficult it is to please even 48% of the
population, this gig will wear thin for him very quickly...



(/user/f pie)

[new]


f pie (/user/f pie) Murfster35

Dec 28 · 12:43:21 AM (/comments/1614959

/64947610#comment_64947610)

Recommended 6 times

You think? I think he has no intention to do anything
but what he feels like. Pretty much what he's done his
whole life. Just let other people handle the job while
he poses and f**ks off. Isn't that what he's doing
now?



(/user/a2phil)

[new]


a2phil (/user/a2phil) Murfster35

Dec 28 · 03:47:57 PM (/comments/1614959/64954728#comment_64954728)

Recommended 0 times

Maybe one of those Second Amendment types could take care of the
problem by Inauguration Day….(I know, lame play on what he said
about Clinton)



(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) webranding

Dec 28 · 03:18:57 PM (/comments/1614959/64954413#comment_64954413)

Recommended 0 times

Is an auto da fe out of the question, perhaps on the south lawn of the White
House?



(/user/Murfster35)

[new]


Murfster35 (/user/Murfster35) chicago minx

Dec 27 · 04:08:21 PM (/comments/1614959/64945038#comment_64945038)

LOL!!! Some people just have NO sense of humor at all...And Hiya! right back chicago
minx!!! Howz my hometown these days???
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Recommended 4 times

(/user/newdawg)

[new]


newdawg (/user/newdawg) chicago minx

Dec 27 · 04:18:31 PM (/comments/1614959/64945155#comment_64945155)

Recommended 4 times

Make it so!



(/user/Alden)

[new]


Alden (/user/Alden) chicago minx

Dec 27 · 07:49:24 PM (/comments/1614959/64946623#comment_64946623)

Recommended 2 times

The premarital sex was great (as it almost always is) but the honeymoon is or will be over
before the big day and consummation.



(/user/neznamo)

[new]


neznamo (/user/neznamo) Dec 27 · 03:53:39 PM (/comments/1614959/64944885#comment_64944885)

Recommended 15 times

“he sure as shit is proving to be adept at tearing his own base apart from the inside out”

Yeah, Drumpf, let ‘er rip!!!

(/user/Murfster35)

[new]


Murfster35 (/user/Murfster35) neznamo

Dec 27 · 04:23:16 PM (/comments/1614959/64945201#comment_64945201)

Recommended 8 times

My thought exactly!!! Or as PBO told Romney, “Continue President Elect”...lol



(/user/triplem)

[new]


triplem (/user/triplem) Dec 27 · 03:57:50 PM (/comments/1614959/64944927#comment_64944927)

Recommended 2 times

This is actually not good. This gives more cover to those non-alt-right folks out there who voted for
him that he wasn't a racist to begin with. This may finally be his pivot.

Anyways I don't think anyone will lament him saying Happy Hanukkah.

(/user/newdawg)

[new]


newdawg (/user/newdawg) Dec 27 · 04:16:52 PM (/comments/1614959/64945126#comment_64945126)

Recommended 1 time

Excellent Diary! Might I suggest you change the title? This is explosive stuff. 

(/user/Murfster35)

[new]


Murfster35 (/user/Murfster35) newdawg

Dec 27 · 04:24:04 PM (/comments/1614959/64945208#comment_64945208)

Recommended 2 times

Hey, I’m always open to improvements my friend...Any suggestions as to what I should
change it to???



(/user/GlastoSara)

[new]


GlastoSara (/user/GlastoSara) Murfster35

Dec 27 · 04:51:32 PM (/comments/1614959/64945447#comment_64945447)

Recommended 18 times

CNTRL-ALT-DEL
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(/user/Murfster35)

[new]


Murfster35 (/user/Murfster35) GlastoSara

Dec 27 · 04:55:12 PM (/comments/1614959/64945487#comment_64945487)

Recommended 2 times

LOL...That’s good stuff...



(/user/aoeu)

[new]


aoeu (/user/aoeu) Dec 27 · 04:24:15 PM (/comments/1614959/64945211#comment_64945211)

Recommended 15 times

Galt-Blight. . .

(/user/Murfster35)

[new]


Murfster35 (/user/Murfster35) aoeu

Dec 27 · 04:26:47 PM (/comments/1614959/64945234#comment_64945234)

Recommended 5 times

LOL...Nice tag for them aoeu...



(/user/aoeu)

[new]


aoeu (/user/aoeu) Murfster35

Dec 27 · 04:28:31 PM (/comments/1614959/64945252#comment_64945252)

Recommended 4 times

I’ve been pushing it for months.



(/user/Murfster35)

[new]


Murfster35 (/user/Murfster35) aoeu

Dec 27 · 04:32:02 PM (/comments/1614959/64945287#comment_64945287)

Recommended 4 times

Keep at it, I’ve got to remember that one, although I hate righting about
those assholes...



(/user/drybones)

[new]


drybones (/user/drybones) Dec 27 · 04:27:20 PM (/comments/1614959/64945238#comment_64945238)

Recommended 15 times

I will lament like hell that SOB saying "Happy Hanukkah." He thinks Judaism is a bunch of quaint,
meaninless rituals. If Trump understood a tenth of a percent of Jewish ethics he would die of
shame the second he looked in a mirror.

(/user/Murfster35)

[new]


Murfster35 (/user/Murfster35) drybones

Dec 27 · 04:33:23 PM (/comments/1614959/64945295#comment_64945295)

Recommended 15 times

Yeah, kind of like when he Tweeted “Happy Cinco de Mayo” to Hispanics when it’s strictly a
Mexican holiday...The man flat out has NO clue whatsoever!!!



(/user/vexed weasel)

[new]


vexed weasel (/user/vexed weasel) Murfster35

Dec 27 · 07:01:22 PM (/comments/1614959/64946323#comment_64946323)
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Recommended 12 times

(/user/Murfster35)

[new]


Murfster35 (/user/Murfster35) vexed weasel

Dec 27 · 07:45:58 PM (/comments/1614959/64946605#comment_64946605)

Recommended 3 times

LMAO!!! Bring it on Hannibal!!! lol



(/user/Hellcat1031)

[new]


Hellcat1031 (/user/Hellcat1031) vexed weasel

Dec 28 · 01:11:20 AM (/comments/1614959/64947664#comment_64947664)

Recommended 4 times

Ugh, that’s enough to put me off Mexican food for quite awhile—mi
‘buela will be so disappointed!



(/user/defluxion10)

[new]


defluxion10 (/user/defluxion10) Dec 27 · 04:30:50 PM (/comments/1614959/64945273#comment_64945273)

Recommended 13 times

Wait till Caesar Trump says to The NRA: "You're Fired”. Now everyone turn in your Guns&Ammo, or
else!

(/user/Murfster35)

[new]


Murfster35 (/user/Murfster35) defluxion10

Dec 27 · 04:34:57 PM (/comments/1614959/64945309#comment_64945309)

Recommended 16 times

Ohhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh, I would SO love to see him pull a stunt like that!!! The Secret
Service would place him on lockdown and not let him out of the White House...



(/user/jayrob)

[new]


jayrob (/user/jayrob) Murfster35

Dec 27 · 06:13:07 PM (/comments/1614959/64946057#comment_64946057)

Recommended 12 times

    I can just see it now….

   (Sometime in the future)  Hey NRA!!!!  You were right!! You were right all along!
The Gubmint finally came to take your guns away.  Only problem…. It was a
Repuglican gubmint that you all donate to and support, as opposed to our side
which you constantly demonized and who in fact actually wanted to protect your
your 2nd Amendment rights but simply tweek it a little to keep guns out of the
hands of people who have no business having a gun, like terrorists , or  the
mentally unstable or domestic abusers...etc. 

   Enjoy the Gubmint you helped pay for..



(/user/vexed weasel)

[new]
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vexed weasel (/user/vexed weasel) Murfster35

Dec 27 · 07:06:27 PM (/comments/1614959/64946353#comment_64946353)

Recommended 32 times



(/user/Murfster35)

[new]


Murfster35 (/user/Murfster35) vexed weasel

Dec 27 · 07:47:01 PM (/comments/1614959/64946609#comment_64946609)

Recommended 11 times

LOL!!! You’re killing me here!!! But they’ll probably be a bit thinner...



(/user/Reallysuperscrappy)

[new]


Reallysuperscrappy (/user/Really Murfster35

Dec 28 · 12:13:07 PM (/comments/1614959/64952227#comment_64952227)

Recommended 3 times

Don’t know Murf...a steady diet of cheetos, diet soda, pork
cracklins, and ramen can make the poor pretty freaking fat...

... 

(/user/AMD)

[new]


AMD (/user/AMD) vexed weasel

Dec 28 · 12:01:55 PM (/comments/1614959/64952052#comment_64952052)

Recommended 2 times

OMG! I fucking love this!!! LMAO



(/user/Raven)

[new]


Raven (/user/Raven) vexed weasel

Dec 28 · 08:16:45 PM (/comments/1614959/64957172#comment_64957172)

Recommended 0 times

Fox News Asks 'Is It Time To End The Food Stamp Program?'
(https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2016/12/28/1615200/-Merry-
WTF-Fox-News-Asks-Is-It-Time-To-End-The-Food-Stamp-Program)



(/user/IheartBigfoot)

[new]


IheartBigfoot (/user/IheartBigfoot) vexed weasel

Dec 29 · 04:29:56 PM (/comments/1614959/64965204#comment_64965204)

Recommended 0 times

Poor guy. Looks like his brain broke. It was too much for the poor little
critter.



(/user/mplo)

[new]


mplo (/user/mplo) Murfster35

Dec 28 · 12:48:31 AM (/comments/1614959/64947624#comment_64947624)

You mean not let him into the White House...don’t you?
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Recommended 3 times

(/user/tsarconic)

[new]


tsarconic (/user/tsarconic) Dec 27 · 04:31:24 PM (/comments/1614959/64945283#comment_64945283)

Recommended 12 times

Hrm well I’ll be. As long as Trump’s New Year’s resolution is to continuously shoot himself in the
foot against those that rallied behind him, then he’ll be making our efforts rebuilding a lot easier
and even more if we undertake some action against his extremist base to consistently remind
them that he himself said the things they never wanted to hear in the first place. Discouraging
these extremists from voting, since they’ll never vote for anything that is progressive for those they
hate, will help a great deal against Trump and every Republican, though we may need to make it
clear ourselves that any of them can’t run or hide from associating with him, that coils themselves
around them. We just need to hold onto such opportunities as ammunition and use it as
contradictory pressure to put the heat on his lies. God forbid it fails as a ‘Shoots someone and
nobody would care’ since that would reaffirm just how strong the madness is and therefore what
the resorts would end up being just defeat it but it wouldn’t hurt to try.

(/user/Murfster35)

[new]


Murfster35 (/user/Murfster35) tsarconic

Dec 27 · 04:37:48 PM (/comments/1614959/64945337#comment_64945337)

Recommended 15 times

Well put...I said the same thing in a comment in a previous diary...I don’t want them to
vote, they’ll never vote for a progressive, I just want Trump to discourage them to the
point that they just say fuck it and stay home...



(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) tsarconic

Dec 28 · 03:21:44 PM (/comments/1614959/64954442#comment_64954442)

Recommended 1 time

TRUMP:  the self-cleaning oven of politics.



(/user/trumpeloeil)

[new]


trumpeloeil (/user/trumpeloeil) Dec 27 · 04:34:55 PM (/comments/1614959/64945307#comment_64945307)

Recommended 21 times

No, it doesn’t mean he won’t run again in 2020. It means he knows his fans are so stupid he can
push their buttons and make them vote for him again.

(/user/jayrob)

[new]


jayrob (/user/jayrob) trumpeloeil

Dec 27 · 06:14:42 PM (/comments/1614959/64946065#comment_64946065)

Recommended 5 times

     This (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X-eKR0GCwcI) guy could be a spokesperson for
many Trump Voters.

  After all what was it that Trump himself said during the GOP primaries (If only we could
go back to that point)

     I love the poorly educated (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1361fh5h58k)



(/user/mplo)

[new]


mplo (/user/mplo) trumpeloeil

Dec 28 · 12:51:01 AM (/comments/1614959/64947628#comment_64947628)

Recommended 5 times

The election of Barack Obama was, at least in part, a reaction to 8 years of G. W. Bush’s
Republican leadership.  Who’s to say that the people who voted Obama into office and
then went over to Trump won’t go over to another Democratic Candidate next time, when
they find that they’ve really been screwed by Trump and his policies?



(/user/OpposeThis)

[new]


OpposeThis (/user/OpposeThis) Dec 27 · 04:37:06 PM (/comments/1614959/64945327#comment_64945327)
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Recommended 3 times

Breitbart is simply creating news, conflict provides all kinds of media benefits, and manipulating
the stock market with the Trump name and Twitter. Can you boil it down into a shorter simple
factual statement of wtf is going on?? These guys are fucking running this show according to Glenn
Beck-style speaking and producing laws of entertainment ...

(/user/walkshills)

[new]


walkshills (/user/walkshills) OpposeThis

Dec 27 · 08:50:15 PM (/comments/1614959/64946958#comment_64946958)

Recommended 3 times

Maybe NewsCorpse should wean off FoxNews a while and watch those guys.  Someone
should be listing their lies if not debunking them, but not so different from doing the
same with FoxNews.



(/user/Jose Padilla)

[new]


Jose Padilla (/user/Jose Padilla) Dec 27 · 04:38:17 PM (/comments/1614959/64945344#comment_64945344)

Recommended 4 times

Cucks.

(/user/CASnyder)

[new]


CASnyder (/user/CASnyder) Dec 27 · 04:56:44 PM (/comments/1614959/64945495#comment_64945495)

Recommended 8 times

Even Trump’s family is expendable — if they ever cross DT and cost him $ instead of helping him
con ever more info his pockets, they won’t get so much as a Christmas card from him.

(/user/Toro Blanco)

[new]


Toro Blanco (/user/Toro Blanco) CASnyder

Dec 27 · 07:34:20 PM (/comments/1614959/64946541#comment_64946541)

Recommended 5 times

They probably don't get cards now.  Cards cost money, tweets are free.  He probably
figures they should be grateful he even acknowledges them at all.  As Tiffany can tell you,
even that much isn't guaranteed..



(/user/Black Olive)

[new]


Black Olive (/user/Black Olive) Toro Blanco

Dec 27 · 09:12:40 PM (/comments/1614959/64947059#comment_64947059)

Recommended 12 times

Tiffany knows what’s up.

Nice dodge!



(/user/CASnyder)

[new]


CASnyder (/user/CASnyder) Dec 27 · 04:59:07 PM (/comments/1614959/64945511#comment_64945511)

Recommended 14 times

The Alt Right has screwed other whites for years, if they even hint at dissent, this will be good for
them to be the ones exploited and then tossed under the bus.
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(/user/Murfster35)

[new]


Murfster35 (/user/Murfster35) CASnyder

Dec 27 · 05:02:50 PM (/comments/1614959/64945544#comment_64945544)

Recommended 6 times

Let the fun begin...



(/user/Gwennedd)

[new]


Gwennedd (/user/Gwennedd) CASnyder

Dec 27 · 05:14:29 PM (/comments/1614959/64945635#comment_64945635)

Recommended 8 times

Definitely!

But shouldn’t T***p worry about how vicious they’re going to be in retaliation? They’re
going to feel so used and fucked over!



(/user/PoliticalSteve90)

[new]


PoliticalSteve90 (/user/PoliticalSteve90) CASnyder

Dec 27 · 05:35:06 PM (/comments/1614959/64945801#comment_64945801)

Recommended 6 times

Yep, damn fuckin’ straight! And the reactionary Dixiecrats pulled a lot of that same crap
themselves; not only did they try to kibosh the New Deal(even as some other Southern
Democrats sought to help their Northern + Western counterparts pass it!) but a few of
them, like Ted Bilbo, even tried co-opting the original Progressive Movement a couple of
decades earlier(and unfortunately, with some success)!



(/user/ursulafaw)

[new]


ursulafaw (/user/ursulafaw) Dec 27 · 05:07:43 PM (/comments/1614959/64945587#comment_64945587)

Recommended 11 times

You know what’s weird? Trump should have p*ssed off the Ku Klux Klan when Eric was on the radio
in Denver saying that David Duke should be shot in the head.  Did you hear that? David Duke heard
it and refused to comment and then after the election the Klan was goose stepping right down the
same boulevard with the Nazis.  This bears watching, that’s for sure.

(/user/defluxion10)

[new]


defluxion10 (/user/defluxion10) Dec 27 · 05:08:40 PM (/comments/1614959/64945596#comment_64945596)

Recommended 3 times

Trump can now come out as Pro-Choice for Legal Abortion is also great for The Rich&Powerful to
have around especially for the Bottom-line, Pro-Consenting Adult Sex, Pro-Prostitution that would
lead it to being be made legal and regulated to protect the Prostitutes from harm and to ensure
their financial well being by keeping violent money-stealing "Pimping” illegal, Pro-Gambling
national legalization, Pro-Drugs legalization hey way should the Rich&Powerful fear getting busted
for snorting/shooting-up/inhaling/drinking drug-of-choice and losing everything, Pro-LGBTQ and
Anti-Fossil Fuels for there is far more money to be made in Non-Fossil Fuels for Trump&Family
than they can ever make by sucking up to Big Fossil Fuels Trump just has to realize that fact. Oh
and Anti-Guns&Ammo Trump can’t have Spartacus-wannabes running around shouting
“Wolverines” now can he. 

(/user/defluxion10)

[new]


defluxion10 (/user/defluxion10) defluxion10

Dec 27 · 05:20:42 PM (/comments/1614959/64945680#comment_64945680)

Recommended 3 times

About the Prostitution as long as it’s illegal the “Rich&Powerful” can get busted and jailed
if they get caught by “The Law" that money can’t buy or have a grudge against ‘em so why
take the risk just make it legal.



(/user/Hellcat1031)

[new]


Hellcat1031 (/user/Hellcat1031) defluxion10

Dec 28 · 01:14:18 AM (/comments/1614959/64947667#comment_64947667)

Recommended 5 times

Pretty sure if all that happens, it will be signs of the Apocalypse (not that I really worry
about such things, but it’ll be fun to watch those who do run around like the proverbial
headless chickens).
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(/user/Vexxd)

[new]


Vexxd (/user/Vexxd) defluxion10

Dec 28 · 06:20:07 AM (/comments/1614959/64948369#comment_64948369)

Recommended 4 times

This would be the single greatest < and probably last >  day in the United States history...



(/user/OleHippieChick)

[new]


OleHippieChick (/user/OleHippieChick) Dec 27 · 05:15:36 PM (/comments/1614959/64945645#comment_64945645)

Recommended 3 times

I like it.

(/user/PoliticalSteve90)

[new]


PoliticalSteve90 (/user/PoliticalSteve90) Dec 27 · 05:31:09 PM (/comments/1614959/64945767#comment_64945767)

Recommended 7 times

This does sound like desperation to me, TBH: Trump seems to be well aware, at least on a
subconscious level, that he isn’t exactly adored by the rest of the population outside the TeaGOP’s
immediate ideological bubble. And already, we’re seeing signs of dissatisfaction from more
mainstream conservatives and independents, and even earlier than most of us(myself included,
and I tend to lean towards optimism at that!) could have anticipated; made all the much sweeter by
even a few on the alt-right starting to turning against their idol-now, how much of a thing the latter
gets is not at all certain, but the former is definitely not going away, that much I do know. 

(/user/HonorFredHampton)

[new]


HonorFredHampton (/user/HonorFredHampton)

Dec 27 · 05:31:13 PM (/comments/1614959/64945769#comment_64945769)

Recommended 6 times

What a lot of us here miss is that Trump is NOT “a politician”. We need to adjust our references...

(/user/northcountry21st)

[new]


northcountry21st (/user/northcountry21st) Dec 27 · 05:31:20 PM (/comments/1614959/64945771#comment_64945771)

Recommended 4 times

Not enough of a sham for me.  Bannon is still his advisor.  (Then there’s everything else about him,
but just focusing on the facist/neo-Nazi part.)

(/user/squandered)

[new]


squandered (/user/squandered) northcountry21st

Dec 28 · 05:05:21 AM (/comments/1614959/64948004#comment_64948004)

Recommended 1 time

Jews were never named targets of his intended pogroms to begin with. It was always the
Muslims who were to be put on registries, the Mexicans who were to be rounded up, and
the black Americans who were to be stopped and frisked and law-and-ordered into
permanent underclass status (so, really, more of the same for black Americans, but I
guess with more gusto from the konfederate klan).

“Happy Hanukkah” isn’t a reversal. Jewishness is a subject of spirited debate and polite
disagreement in white supremacist discourse, with many white supremacists perfectly
happy to accept Jews as whites who can be educated against identifying with their
ethnicity instead of their race.



(/user/northcountry21st)

[new]


northcountry21st (/user/northcountry21st) squandered

Dec 28 · 07:00:57 AM (/comments/1614959/64948625#comment_64948625)

Recommended 2 times

Except for non-white Jews I assume.

I mentioned Bannon because of his connection with Breitbart.



(/user/squandered)

[new]


squandered (/user/squandered) northcountry21st

Dec 28 · 09:22:02 AM (/comments/1614959/64950003#comment_64950003)
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Recommended 0 times

I thought you mentioned him because he is a white supremacist. My
bad!

(/user/northcountry21st)

[new]


northcountry21st (/user/northco squandered

Dec 28 · 07:51:43 PM (/comments/1614959/64956980#comment_64956980)

Recommended 0 times

Well, I do consider him one.

... 

(/user/Raven)

[new]


Raven (/user/Raven) squandered

Dec 28 · 08:20:30 PM (/comments/1614959/64957192#comment_64957192)

Recommended 0 times

And he’d said he’d let his money be handled by Jews but not by blacks.



(/user/Free Jazz at High Noon)

[new]


Free Jazz at High Noon (/user/Free Jazz at High Noon)

Dec 27 · 05:40:37 PM (/comments/1614959/64945845#comment_64945845)

Recommended 0 times

So drumpf and I have one solitary thing in common. Who knew?       /s

(/user/Free Jazz at High Noon)

[new]


Free Jazz at High Noon (/user/Free Jazz at High No Free Jazz at High Noon

Dec 27 · 09:11:57 PM (/comments/1614959/64947055#comment_64947055)

Recommended 1 time

er this only makes sense with the original title

... 

(/user/catanddogma)

[new]


catanddogma (/user/catanddogma) Dec 27 · 05:49:31 PM (/comments/1614959/64945908#comment_64945908)

Recommended 4 times

Even though He Who Must Not Be Named is a bred-in-the-bone, dyed-in-the-polyester racist (see
Central Park 5) himself, I maintain that his (or his handlers/debt holders) fundamental agenda are
enriching the military-industrial complex at the taxpayers’ expense, & enabling Russian expansion
into the Baltic & eastern Europe.  Stomping on POC is a fringe benefit.

(/user/1stRepublic14thStar)

[new]


1stRepublic14thStar (/user/1stRepublic14thStar)

Dec 27 · 05:56:34 PM (/comments/1614959/64945952#comment_64945952)

Recommended 9 times

Do you get it yet, Trump voters? he was the con, and you were the marks. You've been fleeced by a
flimflam man.

When will you develop buyer's remorse and try to undo the damage you've done?

www.facebook.com/... (https://www.facebook.com/1strepublic14thstar/)

(/user/SJHS)

[new]


SJHS (/user/SJHS) 1stRepublic14thStar

Dec 28 · 03:20:28 PM (/comments/1614959/64954428#comment_64954428)

Recommended 2 times

Come January 20, 2017 what Trump voters did cannot be undone UNLESS a majority
House impeaches Trump and a majority Senate convicts him.   It will be 4 long years
before there is even any hope for the people who, in voting for Trump, voted AGAINST
their own self-interests and the interests of their families.  Tremendous guilt to carry
around.
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(/user/a2phil)

[new]


a2phil (/user/a2phil) SJHS

Dec 28 · 03:30:42 PM (/comments/1614959/64954542#comment_64954542)

Recommended 1 time

People ALWAYS vote against their own best interests!! It’s what the “news” in this
country is for!!!



(/user/Karl Rover)

[new]


Karl Rover (/user/Karl Rover) Dec 27 · 05:57:25 PM (/comments/1614959/64945957#comment_64945957)

Recommended 5 times

He’s a liar who can’t help but tell the truth part of the time. The guessing game is telling which is
which.

(/user/kurious)

[new]


kurious (/user/kurious) Dec 27 · 06:10:47 PM (/comments/1614959/64946041#comment_64946041)

Recommended 3 times

Trump already unleashed the white supremacists, and with or without him, they have plans: "Anti-
Semitic group plans armed march in small Montana town." (https://thinkprogress.org/daily-
stormer-armed-march-whitefish-richard-spencer-mother-c24e046d7973#.d5j6arj27)

Neo-nazis escalate their harassment campaign against Jews in the hometown of a
white supremacist leader’s mother…

In this dark and chaotic new world, with openly racist/ bigoted/ ‘leaders’ soon to gain almost total
control of the country, some people unbelievably still don’t seem to “get” what’s going on:

"The Jews Begging to Join the white supremacists 'alt-rght'" (http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles
/2016/12/25/the-jews-begging-to-join-the-alt-right.html)

(/user/Chocolate Fan)

[new]


Chocolate Fan (/user/Chocolate Fan) kurious

Dec 27 · 09:13:26 PM (/comments/1614959/64947062#comment_64947062)

Recommended 5 times

The march is tentatively planned for early January, I heard.  It’s pretty chilly in Whitefish in
January.  The Weather Channel forecast for January 3:  high 2 degrees and a low of minus
16.  Those boys will need to bring their longjohns, earmuffs and mittens!  Not too bright
this group — but we already knew that.  If they were, they would have planned a January
march in Florida, not Montana.



(/user/paytheline)

[new]


paytheline (/user/paytheline) Dec 27 · 06:11:05 PM (/comments/1614959/64946044#comment_64946044)

Recommended 6 times

I doubt all but the most extreme of the extremists give a shit about a Happy Hanukkah card.  If OS
loses those who would take to Twitter to bemoan “satanic jews” it means nichts.  

But that Richard Salazar — what a delightful, well-balanced chap he must be!

(/user/Murfster35)

[new]


Murfster35 (/user/Murfster35) paytheline

Dec 27 · 06:18:21 PM (/comments/1614959/64946081#comment_64946081)

Recommended 0 times

Yeah, he had some other ones in that thread that were even better!!! lol



(/user/Subterra)

[new]


Subterra (/user/Subterra) paytheline

Dec 27 · 06:46:35 PM (/comments/1614959/64946252#comment_64946252)

My wingnut uncle in Texas shared a few articles on Facebook about the War on Christmas,
real nutty stuff that made it sound like there would soon be a shooting war over the
liberal’s demonization of Christmas. 

The next day he sent out electronic Christmas cards to everyone in the family.  The cards
wished us all “Happy Holidays.”
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Recommended 9 times

So yeah, I think 90% of all wingnuts know the War on Christmas is bullshit, but because
they’re so addicted to outrage they can get a fix even when they know in the back of the
minds that it’s a bullshit fix.  

(/user/Toro Blanco)

[new]


Toro Blanco (/user/Toro Blanco) paytheline

Dec 27 · 07:39:28 PM (/comments/1614959/64946565#comment_64946565)

Recommended 2 times

Ah, but Trump only carried about 24% of the total electorate once you count everyone
who could have voted but didn't. If even 5% of the voters are extreme bigots, that's a tiny
fringe of the total population but also 1/5 of his voters



(/user/rscottp)

[new]


rscottp (/user/rscottp) Dec 27 · 06:20:11 PM (/comments/1614959/64946091#comment_64946091)

Recommended 3 times

Trump cares about Trump(and Ivanka), thats it folks.

(/user/qazplm)

[new]


qazplm (/user/qazplm) Dec 27 · 06:37:30 PM (/comments/1614959/64946194#comment_64946194)

Recommended 7 times

It wasn’t even a long con, it was just a plain old con. And not a very good one at that, but too many
folks don’t need a good con to be fooled.

(/user/Subterra)

[new]


Subterra (/user/Subterra) Dec 27 · 06:41:26 PM (/comments/1614959/64946212#comment_64946212)

Recommended 2 times

There’s a really obvious caption to that top photo that’s related to Trump’s tiny hands, but I won’t
go there.

(/user/vexed weasel)

[new]


vexed weasel (/user/vexed weasel) Dec 27 · 06:43:43 PM (/comments/1614959/64946224#comment_64946224)

Recommended 3 times

….kind of like Charlie Manson getting secret messages from the Beatles through
their songs.

tipped, recced

(/user/Murfster35)

[new]


Murfster35 (/user/Murfster35) vexed weasel

Dec 27 · 06:48:59 PM (/comments/1614959/64946265#comment_64946265)

Recommended 3 times

LOL...Thanks, I have no idea where that came from, but it seemed apropos…



(/user/TROU)

[new]


TROU (/user/TROU) Dec 27 · 06:46:20 PM (/comments/1614959/64946249#comment_64946249)

I guess I can’t believe that anyone here still believes a f**king word coming out of Donald the
Vulgarian’s mouth.

The Republican Party has long ago proved itself to be the Party of Bigotry, Lies and Greed. And
Trump is all that on steroids!

That puts him into the realm of psychopathy!

This checklist identifies the following as the symptoms and signs of psychopathy:
Superficial charm and glibness.
Inflated sense of self-worth.
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Recommended 5 times

Constant need for stimulation.
Lying pathologically.
Conning others; being manipulative.
Lack of remorse or guilt.
Shallow emotions.
Callousness; lack of empathy.

I will not listen to or contemplate a word this man says.

Just me.

(/user/whipple1078)

[new]


whipple1078 (/user/whipple1078) TROU

Dec 27 · 08:11:21 PM (/comments/1614959/64946750#comment_64946750)

Recommended 2 times

Well, the idea is go to your local political party and ask what they are doing.  we have the
election two years, every House up for grabs, plus 33/34 Senate.



(/user/Angiemomma)

[new]


Angiemomma (/user/Angiemomma) Dec 27 · 06:47:43 PM (/comments/1614959/64946257#comment_64946257)

Recommended 0 times

Heeeee-larious!

(/user/jasan)

[new]


jasan (/user/jasan) Dec 27 · 06:53:45 PM (/comments/1614959/64946283#comment_64946283)

Recommended 0 times

Oh, he is ready for 2020 and maybe even 2024.   Ask Spain how that worked out for them with
Franco.

(/user/TROU)

[new]


TROU (/user/TROU) Dec 27 · 07:07:56 PM (/comments/1614959/64946363#comment_64946363)

Recommended 7 times

Donald Trump is a seriously sick individual. That makes him a dangerous man when he has any
power over anything!

Multiply that danger exponentially when he is the most powerful man on the planet thanks to his
rabid hate-blinded supporters numbering some sixty-three million of our fellow Americans.

The leaders of the world cannot ignore this danger and they will move to minimize it by realigning
to protect themselves from a madman who is now president-elect of the most powerful and
influential nation on earth.

The fact that NO ONE can trust what he says is NO joke!

This is what worries me most.

(/user/OregonOak)

[new]


OregonOak (/user/OregonOak) Dec 27 · 07:08:49 PM (/comments/1614959/64946370#comment_64946370)

Recommended 2 times

So the Fascist Right has been officially Cuckolded. Buncha Cucks.

(/user/kovie)

[new]


kovie (/user/kovie) OregonOak

Dec 27 · 07:48:07 PM (/comments/1614959/64946616#comment_64946616)

Recommended 2 times

Party of Cabrons.



(/user/stevemb)

[new]


stevemb (/user/stevemb) Dec 27 · 07:10:56 PM (/comments/1614959/64946392#comment_64946392)
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Recommended 4 times

The only things that are not expendable to Trump are his family and his money.

And if it comes down to a choice between the two, his family are on their own.

(/user/killjoy)

[new]


killjoy (/user/killjoy) Dec 27 · 07:19:57 PM (/comments/1614959/64946454#comment_64946454)

Recommended 1 time

Oh no, cucked again!

(/user/TROU)

[new]


TROU (/user/TROU) Dec 27 · 07:31:28 PM (/comments/1614959/64946528#comment_64946528)

Recommended 5 times

This is just another con by Trump. He’s trying to con the vast majority that he’s not REALLY a racist.
But he LYING! He is all that he showed us he is and worse.

This is what he is doing right now to everyone with far less ingenuity;

Just my take.

Sidestep - Charles Durning - The Best Little Whorehouse in Texas.mp4

(/user/KenBee)

[new]


KenBee (/user/KenBee) TROU Dec 27 · 07:57:27 PM (/comments/1614959/64946664#comment_64946664)

Recommended 0 times

Mr Bus is hungry.

It’s a very big bus.



(/user/TROU)

[new]


TROU (/user/TROU) KenBee

Dec 27 · 08:02:48 PM (/comments/1614959/64946694#comment_64946694)

Recommended 0 times

Yes a world-sized bus indeed.

I agree.



(/user/travelynn93)

[new]


travelynn93 (/user/travelynn93) TROU

Dec 28 · 11:11:43 AM (/comments/1614959/64951436#comment_64951436)

Recommended 0 times

This is what he’s been doing all along.



(/user/splashy)

[new]


splashy (/user/splashy) Dec 27 · 07:37:27 PM (/comments/1614959/64946558#comment_64946558)
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Recommended 6 times

It’s how narcissists and sociopaths work. Once you aren’t useful any more, you are discarded.
(shrugs)

(/user/Murfster35)

[new]


Murfster35 (/user/Murfster35) splashy

Dec 27 · 07:49:59 PM (/comments/1614959/64946626#comment_64946626)

Recommended 1 time

*shrugs* He hasn’t axed anybody I give a shit about...



(/user/kovie)

[new]


kovie (/user/kovie) Dec 27 · 07:47:09 PM (/comments/1614959/64946610#comment_64946610)

Recommended 6 times

Honestly, I don’t know wtf he’s doing, and I’m not sure he does, either. I don’t buy the long con, at
least on his part. He’s not a strategic thinker that way. If there’s a big con here, then someone else
is behind it. Like Putin, or Bannon (although not so much with the Hanukkiah), or Ivanka and Jared
(who’s now boasting on the cover of Fortune or Forbes that he’s the genius behind his win).
Something else is going on here and while I’m not unhappy about his booting the Three Stooges
from his transition (Rudy, Christie & Newt) or insulting his batshit skinhead base, as they say in Star
Wars, I’ve got a bad feeling about this.

My guess is that he really does think that he doesn’t need them now that he’s about to take over (I
still have to suppress a vomit whenever I say or think it, so odious is the thought), and that his
attention is now focused on consolidating power and turning his billions and power into tens or
hundreds of billions (and erasing his vast debts), but that neither he nor his kids and in-laws have
fully thought through what they’re about to try to do, and what they’re up against in the form of
the GOP and GOP base. Those guys aren’t playing, and that’s all Donald ever does, play.

I feel like we’re best off staying out of this and letting them beat the shit out of each other, while we
rebuild and plan for the future, and of course block all the legislative shit that’s coming down. It’ll
be really messy and Dems are advised to steer clear of things for a while, at most pretending to be
Trump’s friends when he’s in need and hopefully getting as much out of it as they can (a la Senator
Geary in Godfather II), while doing the same with congressional Repubs. Playing both sides against
each other and being two-faced is what they need to do. Would serve them right for the shit
they’ve put the country through.

(/user/walkshills)

[new]


walkshills (/user/walkshills) kovie

Dec 27 · 09:09:56 PM (/comments/1614959/64947046#comment_64947046)

Recommended 0 times

I’ll have to check the National Enquirer just to make sure of that, you understand. 



(/user/TROU)

[new]


TROU (/user/TROU) Dec 27 · 07:57:29 PM (/comments/1614959/64946665#comment_64946665)

Recommended 3 times

Whoever's behind this con that’s all it is. He is hugely unpopular and he knows it and is moving to
try and sell himself now to a much larger audience of suckers.

Can't have the suckers believing they are supportive of a star studded bigot so he’ll play the marks
in the media and play us on the left who way outnumber the neo-nazis and provide cover for
the racist white culture that voted for him. Give them something to say to decent people who now
question their  values.

To him we’re all suckers. Let’s not prove him right.

Just the way I see it.

(/user/Nonpartay)

[new]


Nonpartay (/user/Nonpartay) Dec 27 · 08:01:10 PM (/comments/1614959/64946682#comment_64946682)

Recommended 5 times

I can’t imagine he’s going to run again. By the time he's finished screwing with his followers and the
rest of the country, they won’t be wanting him to run either.

(/user/Murfster35)

[new]
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Dec 27 · 09:57:45 PM (/comments/1614959/64947226#comment_64947226)

Recommended 4 times

Agreed...I don’t either...

(/user/whipple1078)

[new]


whipple1078 (/user/whipple1078) Dec 27 · 08:06:11 PM (/comments/1614959/64946716#comment_64946716)

Recommended 0 times

Perhaps Trump will turn out to be Obama II — Obama ended up costing, according to your
sources, 1000 to 1,400 to 1,500 Democratic elections nationwide.

That would in turn make the country Democrat because Trump oblivious to what he is doing.

We did see Obama ‘count’ on supporters when he needed them — then promptly ignore until
circumstances dictated listening to the masses.

We need real candidates!  Al Gore and Joe Biden Juniors (yes, probably not written correctly, it still
sounds good) both put family above career.  Biden I am not sure of, he might feel too old.

I sure am sick and tired — we saw this most prevalent with Clinton and George Wretched —
vacation at their private resort on off-years, and in a ‘one of the people’ National Park or where
most people go sort during election year.

I do not remember what happened with George Honorable.  (anyone who lies about his age to get
into combat, not deferred, gets my vote!  although Rather et. al. eventually lost jobs over the bogus
George Wretched deferment papers, I would not be surprised if we found out he did cheat to get
out of Viet Nam.)

Well, I guess in a sense Gore does not have to win — when Manhattan is seventeen feet below sea
level I think the ‘argument’ over burning fuel will be a moot point. 

(/user/Jaleh)

[new]


Jaleh (/user/Jaleh) Dec 27 · 08:07:56 PM (/comments/1614959/64946729#comment_64946729)

Recommended 12 times

I live in Aspen. The largest employer in this town is Aspen Skiing Company, which is owned by the
Crown family from Chicago, who are extremely wealthy and also Obama supporters.  One of the
main mission of this company has been fighting global warming. The CEO of the company wrote
this in our local paper…A feel good article: We will live to fight another day.

www.aspentimes.com/... (http://www.aspentimes.com/opinion/mike-kaplan-were-still-here/)

(/user/ccotenj)

[new]


ccotenj (/user/ccotenj) Jaleh Dec 28 · 07:08:23 AM (/comments/1614959/64948673#comment_64948673)

Recommended 4 times

as an owner of a skiing company, i bet they are fighting global warming.  in case anyone
hasn’t noticed, snow has been remarkably absent from many places.  i watch ski racing,
and once again this year, they are skiing on manmade snow.



(/user/Jaleh)

[new]


Jaleh (/user/Jaleh) ccotenj

Dec 28 · 08:23:59 AM (/comments/1614959/64949400#comment_64949400)

Recommended 2 times

I guess whatever it takes? However, this company’s main money is not from ski
company. They also have contributed to global warming, they made their money
in General Dynamics!!



(/user/megisi)

[new]


megisi (/user/megisi) Jaleh Dec 28 · 12:32:51 PM (/comments/1614959/64952487#comment_64952487)

Recommended 0 times

That would make a good diary.


(/user/misterwade)

[new]


misterwade (/user/misterwade) Dec 27 · 08:19:09 PM (/comments/1614959/64946787#comment_64946787)

Recommended 4 times

i wish you (and others) would use a more appropriate term than “alt right” and not help legitimize
it….. I appreciate your writing and all you do, but I don’t think we should be normalizing that term. 
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(/user/Murfster35)

[new]


Murfster35 (/user/Murfster35) misterwade

Dec 27 · 10:01:33 PM (/comments/1614959/64947243#comment_64947243)

Recommended 2 times

Thank you..I have received other similar requests and will here forward change my
syntax...Frankly I agree with you, but it is a phrase that most people are familiar with and
understand, without being as grating as calling them “Nazi’s”...But you’re right, I shouldn’t
sell out, and just call a spade a spade...



(/user/chelonia testudines)

[new]


chelonia testudines (/user/chelonia testudines)

Dec 27 · 08:23:10 PM (/comments/1614959/64946804#comment_64946804)

Recommended 2 times

I’m surprised that Herr tRumpf had the graciousness to acknowledge Hannukah, but then again his
daughter Ivanka and her husband and their children are Jewish. And it was probably some
secretary that reminded him to do it.

(/user/Nonpartay)

[new]


Nonpartay (/user/Nonpartay) Dec 27 · 08:25:56 PM (/comments/1614959/64946821#comment_64946821)

Recommended 7 times

Gotta love Frank Salazar’s “good Christian” love for his neighbor. LOL And I guess it never occurs to
him that Jesus was Jewish. Although He wouldn’t have celebrated Hannukah. But how anyone could
think Hair Furor was a “good Christian” is beyond me.

(/user/Murfster35)

[new]


Murfster35 (/user/Murfster35) Nonpartay

Dec 27 · 10:03:12 PM (/comments/1614959/64947252#comment_64947252)

Recommended 3 times

LOL!!! I know, that guy is a REAL piece of work, isn’t he???



(/user/Nonpartay)

[new]


Nonpartay (/user/Nonpartay) Murfster35

Dec 27 · 10:50:46 PM (/comments/1614959/64947414#comment_64947414)

Recommended 4 times

Really. I’ll never understand this anti-Jewish thing. I realize Jews don’t believe in
Jesus, but still, Jesus was Jewish, so you’d think people would be more
conciliatory to Jews just in case they might convince them of the truth of Jesus’
teachings. I mean really, there are few Jews would ever do anything but sneer at
Christianity after the way they’ve been treated by these good Christians over the
centuries. At least I have met a few like that although my father was a
nonreligious Jew, and the Jews in my family were either Reformed or nonreligious
and got along just fine with everyone.



(/user/Mercy Ormont)

[new]


Mercy Ormont (/user/Mercy Ormont) Dec 27 · 08:34:39 PM (/comments/1614959/64946870#comment_64946870)

Recommended 4 times

It would be nice if it meant that he doesn’t intend to run again, but I doubt it.  His tweets and
remarks are not calculated or based on his future intentions.  They are what he feels like saying at
that moment.  Besides, he’ll always be sure that no matter how he treats his supporters, they’ll
come groveling back when he snaps his fingers.  He may or may not be right about that, of course.

(/user/walkshills)

[new]


walkshills (/user/walkshills) Mercy Ormont

Dec 27 · 09:19:29 PM (/comments/1614959/64947088#comment_64947088)

Recommended 2 times

You presume he does all his own tweets. I don’t. I can see how this can be manipulated by
others ever so often to suit other needs. cough Bannon cough
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(/user/kiss my left behind)

[new]


kiss my left behind (/user/kiss my left behind)

Dec 27 · 08:35:43 PM (/comments/1614959/64946879#comment_64946879)

Recommended 7 times

His followers are in for many more disappointments.  “Hey, I still see brown people!  WTF?!”

PolitiFact did a magnificent job in following up on hundreds of promises that President Obama
made during his campaigns.  (http://www.politifact.com/truth-o-meter/promises/obameter/rulings
/promise-kept/)

I understand that PolitiFact is attempting to monitor Cheetolini’s campaign promises as well.  All I
can say is Good Luck with that.

In the meantime, PolitiFact has posted a lie scorecard for Mousse-olini. (http://www.politifact.com
/personalities/donald-trump/)

And he won Lie of the Year for 2015!  So much winning!

(/user/bertusikal)

[new]


bertusikal (/user/bertusikal) Dec 27 · 08:47:21 PM (/comments/1614959/64946942#comment_64946942)

Recommended 4 times

Another slice of his support gets thrown under the bus.  Won’t be the last.

(/user/TROU)

[new]


TROU (/user/TROU) Dec 27 · 08:50:02 PM (/comments/1614959/64946957#comment_64946957)

Recommended 4 times

In my opinion it is all about power enrichment and ( particularly) glory for Donald the Vulgar. He
has NO ideology or philosophy beyond that.

Those with agendas believe they can use him. But he’ll cut those strings and screw those who try to
control him and act to increase his own adulation and profit.

He doesn’t need the neo-nazis anymore and they are causing too many to shun him. He's being
dissed by world class talent already and his ego doesn’t like that.

If he is largely shunned he will do whatever he thinks will draw attention back to him.

That is why I believe a strategy that is dismissive of him and his tweets would be most effective.

Just my opinion.

(/user/StillAmused)

[new]


StillAmused (/user/StillAmused) Dec 27 · 09:15:32 PM (/comments/1614959/64947072#comment_64947072)

Recommended 2 times

… or “the spontaneity of personality disorder”.

(/user/Rosalie907)

[new]


Rosalie907 (/user/Rosalie907) Dec 27 · 09:28:45 PM (/comments/1614959/64947121#comment_64947121)

Recommended 3 times

Don’t these idiots know that his son-in-law is Jewish and his daughter, Ivanka, converted and his
grandchildren are being raised Jewish?  Guess the alt right missed that one.

(/user/mereed3929)

[new]


mereed3929 (/user/mereed3929) Rosalie907

Dec 28 · 10:12:22 AM (/comments/1614959/64950656#comment_64950656)

Recommended 1 time

Jared was actually the one behind the scenes, riling up the anti-Semites on the internet, to
maximum bigot votes for papa-in-law, along with Bannon. Which tells you how much of an
opportunist he is, like the rest of that disgusting family. Trump sent out his hannukah
message for his new bff, Netanyahu. Nothing has changed, they hate Jewish people, even
if they're Jewish themselves. Bannon said it outright, they love the Jews for their money,
but sure don't want their children going to school with Jews. These people have no moral
trappings, no ethics or integrity. They're all bottom feeders, no matter how much money
they have.



(/user/yunohu)

[new]


yunohu (/user/yunohu) Dec 27 · 09:33:10 PM (/comments/1614959/64947141#comment_64947141)
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Recommended 2 times

Well, at least there's some good news.

(/user/super390)

[new]


super390 (/user/super390) Dec 27 · 09:43:57 PM (/comments/1614959/64947172#comment_64947172)

Recommended 3 times

These acts are not contradictory at all.

The Christian Right has long led the Republican chorus for Israel at its worst.  Yet that same
Christian Right hates most American Jews as liberals and dangerous cosmopolitan elites.

Obviously, it wants those liberal Jews to emigrate to Israel and become part of the War on Islam
over there.  But that’s the same as saying, we want the Whitest people available to be in charge of
every square inch of the Earth.  Jews aren’t White enough for America, but they’re the lesser dark in
the Middle East.

Translate all that into White supremacist movement-speak.  A “natural home” for every race — but
crappier ones the darker you are.  America for the Whites alone, Israel for the Jews alone, south of
the Rio Grande for Latinos alone, and oh whatever will we do with all these Blacks and Palestinians
who lose this game of musical Fatherlands?

They know what to do.  Terrorize ordinary Jews into leaving America, while Trump looks the other
way to wink at Netanyahu, whom he’s sending new taxpayers and soldiers to.  Those very few Jews
wealthy enough to register on Trump’s consciousness as human beings are like him and all the
Gentile billionaires, not truly loyal to a country at all but part of the same transnational aristocracy
that rules the world by manipulating the nationalism of others.  They will have resort homes in
America right next to the Saudi princes and Chinese tycoons and Russian gangsters.  Maybe they’ll
even all buy condos from Trump.

(/user/Dancing Frog)

[new]


Dancing Frog (/user/Dancing Frog) Dec 27 · 09:55:55 PM (/comments/1614959/64947216#comment_64947216)

Recommended 5 times

Historically, the brown shirts got ejected from the power structure after they served their purpose.
Why did these guys who claimed to be their successors think that it would be any different this
time?

History doesn't repeat itself but it often rhymes,

~Mark Twain

(/user/mplo)

[new]


mplo (/user/mplo) Dancing Frog

Dec 28 · 01:05:05 AM (/comments/1614959/64947656#comment_64947656)

Recommended 2 times

Mark Twain’s above-mentioned quote is the most accurate quote when it comes to how
history carries out its patterns, if one gets the drift.   There’s a real pecking order:  Victims
often come up to be victimizers of others, because they’re put on the defensive, which the
victims-turned-victimizers attempt to get off of by victimizing another set of people, if one
gets the drift.



(/user/Proginoskes)

[new]


Proginoskes (/user/Proginoskes) Dec 27 · 10:32:50 PM (/comments/1614959/64947367#comment_64947367)

Recommended 1 time

Join the club, Frank.

(/user/TrueBlueMajority)

[new]


TrueBlueMajority (/user/TrueBlueMajority) Dec 27 · 10:55:09 PM (/comments/1614959/64947429#comment_64947429)

The only things that are not expendable to Trump are his family and his money.

I’ll even challenge that, depending on your definition of “family”.

He has already cast aside two ex-wives, daughter Tiffany seems to be on the outside looking in, and
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Recommended 7 times

poor Barron won’t even get to live in the same house with his father in 2017.

The only things that are not expendable to Trump are his money and his family members who
directly help him make money.

IMO Melania should be worried that he will start looking around for wife number four in 3… 2… 1...

(/user/mereed3929)

[new]


mereed3929 (/user/mereed3929) TrueBlueMajority

Dec 28 · 10:14:32 AM (/comments/1614959/64950682#comment_64950682)

Recommended 0 times

Maybe Jackie Evancho is available.



(/user/TrueBlueMajority)

[new]


TrueBlueMajority (/user/TrueBlueMajority) mereed3929

Dec 28 · 10:44:44 AM (/comments/1614959/64951064#comment_64951064)

Recommended 0 times

ouch that is too close for comfort



(/user/ZsteveM)

[new]


ZsteveM (/user/ZsteveM) Dec 27 · 11:18:10 PM (/comments/1614959/64947476#comment_64947476)

Recommended 3 times

As much as it is tempting to enjoy Trump dumping on his supporters, it’s a false enjoyment.  He will
hurt everyone.  Everyone will suffer.  

(/user/mplo)

[new]


mplo (/user/mplo) ZsteveM Dec 28 · 01:07:07 AM (/comments/1614959/64947660#comment_64947660)

Recommended 4 times

This:

As much as it is tempting to enjoy Trump dumping on his supporters, it’s a
false enjoyment.  He will hurt everyone.  Everyone will suffer.  

is absolutely spot-on, ZsteveM.  The people who voted for Donald Trump will get hurt just
as much, if not more, as well.  



(/user/Merryl)

[new]


Merryl (/user/Merryl) Dec 27 · 11:49:08 PM (/comments/1614959/64947534#comment_64947534)

Recommended 2 times

>>The only things that are not expendable to Trump are his family and his money. Not sure
his family would stand a chance if it was a choice between them and money. The guy’s got a very
dark soul.

(/user/EDR987)

[new]


EDR987 (/user/EDR987) Merryl Dec 28 · 07:42:11 AM (/comments/1614959/64948934#comment_64948934)

Recommended 1 time

His daughter would survive but not the boys.


(/user/voidstuff)

[new]


voidstuff (/user/voidstuff) Dec 28 · 12:24:11 AM (/comments/1614959/64947586#comment_64947586)

Trump’s whole campaign was a long con.
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Recommended 0 times

True, but I think the word is spelled “L-I-F-E”.

(/user/Hellcat1031)

[new]


Hellcat1031 (/user/Hellcat1031) Dec 28 · 12:38:48 AM (/comments/1614959/64947602#comment_64947602)

Recommended 0 times

“What are they suppo0sed to do with their bed sheets and torches now?”

My suggestion includes sticking said bed sheets and torches in sensitive places. I’ll also add this for
Herr Drumpf’s “Alt-Right” core: “suckers!”

How does it feel to be played like a Stradivarius?

(/user/SashaBirman)

[new]


SashaBirman (/user/SashaBirman) Dec 28 · 03:39:49 AM (/comments/1614959/64947798#comment_64947798)

Recommended 2 times

You elected a lunatic, even Hitler was sane.

(/user/tallen387)

[new]


tallen387 (/user/tallen387) SashaBirman

Dec 28 · 05:14:08 AM (/comments/1614959/64948039#comment_64948039)

Recommended 1 time

That’s why I think the comparisons to Hitler are unfair.

Trump is not Hitler; he’s Neville Chamberlain.  The deal-maker.  The Negotiator.

Yuuuge deals.  Amazing deals.



(/user/tallen387)

[new]


tallen387 (/user/tallen387) Dec 28 · 05:11:44 AM (/comments/1614959/64948026#comment_64948026)

Recommended 2 times

No worries.  When he needs them in four years, they’ll come back.

The slumlord knows one thing: they have nowhere else to go.

(/user/kamachanda)

[new]


kamachanda (/user/kamachanda) Dec 28 · 05:37:53 AM (/comments/1614959/64948138#comment_64948138)

Recommended 0 times

“The only things that are not expendable to Trump are his family and his money.”

Give the man enough Viagra and his family is toast too.

(/user/argusx2002)

[new]


argusx2002 (/user/argusx2002) Dec 28 · 05:53:02 AM (/comments/1614959/64948215#comment_64948215)

Recommended 2 times

He is totally a loose cannon.  I do not think the right can control him.  I suspect he will be all over
the place on every kind of issue.  

(/user/PissedGrunty)

[new]


PissedGrunty (/user/PissedGrunty) Dec 28 · 06:26:02 AM (/comments/1614959/64948399#comment_64948399)

 and you saidyou were a "good christians" 

Of all the things that Trump lies about, he couldn’t pull off the “Good Christian” at ALL. He fumbled
through the bells and whistles his staff gave him and mangled every one of them (Two Corinthians
walk into a bar...)

Plus, this loon is a clinical narcissist. Not exactly a personality ripe to elevate a God figure above
him.

No Salazar, you elected the first Atheist president, one without a single fiber of morality.
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Recommended 1 time

(/user/Raven)

[new]


Raven (/user/Raven) PissedGrunty

Dec 28 · 08:28:13 PM (/comments/1614959/64957246#comment_64957246)

Recommended 0 times

Trump’s attitude toward Christ doubtless matches his attitude toward John McCain:

“I like people who weren’t captured.”



(/user/Raven)

[new]


Raven (/user/Raven) PissedGrunty

Dec 28 · 08:33:20 PM (/comments/1614959/64957275#comment_64957275)

Recommended 0 times

… but do you mean to suggest that atheists lack “a single fiber of morality” ?



(/user/PissedGrunty)

[new]


PissedGrunty (/user/PissedGrunty) Raven

Dec 29 · 06:52:40 AM (/comments/1614959/64959093#comment_64959093)

Recommended 1 time

Of course not. I consider myself an Atheist. THIS ONE, ie TRUMP, is without
morals.



(/user/Matt Z)

[new]


Matt Z (/user/Matt Z) Dec 28 · 06:42:05 AM (/comments/1614959/64948503#comment_64948503)

Recommended 3 times

God, neo-Nazis are so fucking stupid. Did they really expect as President Trump would never send
out Hanukah greetings or cards? That shit is expected from every President. I find Trump doing it
about as insincere and insulting as his Taco Bowl thing, but it’s ridiculous the Nazis expected
anything different.

(/user/global citizen)

[new]


global citizen (/user/global citizen) Dec 28 · 06:56:04 AM (/comments/1614959/64948589#comment_64948589)

Recommended 0 times

I’ll be impressed when he actively goes after those that march against minorities and attack them
physically. I am willing to bet that that will not happen.

(/user/AnnieR)

[new]


AnnieR (/user/AnnieR) Dec 28 · 07:05:12 AM (/comments/1614959/64948649#comment_64948649)

Recommended 2 times

They deserve each other and they deserve him.  How ignorant do you have to be not to see that
man just making crap up as he goes whenever he spoke, and then changing it around at the same
event.  He’s nothing but a liar.  And now we’re stuck with him for four years.  I hope he continues
giving his base the finger.  Truly.   

(/user/EDR987)

[new]


EDR987 (/user/EDR987) Dec 28 · 07:40:33 AM (/comments/1614959/64948913#comment_64948913)

Recommended 1 time

I wouldn’t be surprised to see the second woman running in 2020, his daughter. I’d bet that’s one
of the reasons he wants her involved in secret meeting and international relations now. Groom her
for four years then sell her as the next Trump for president and the first woman president. Winner
for Trump.

(/user/mbh1023)

[new]


mbh1023 (/user/mbh1023) Dec 28 · 08:05:34 AM (/comments/1614959/64949178#comment_64949178)

Changing my middle name to “schadenfreude”… :-D
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Recommended 0 times

(/user/rbzbos)

[new]


rbzbos (/user/rbzbos) Dec 28 · 08:24:02 AM (/comments/1614959/64949401#comment_64949401)

Recommended 1 time

“Trump’s whole campaign was a long con.”

PLEASE — Trump’s whole LIFE has been a long con.  The con predated the campaign.  The
campaign was a con.  THE CON CONTINUES.  AND WILL CONTINUE.

Never forget this. 

(/user/howabout)

[new]


howabout (/user/howabout) Dec 28 · 08:44:12 AM (/comments/1614959/64949626#comment_64949626)

Recommended 0 times

Thanks, Murf!

(/user/JamesWNewton)

[new]


JamesWNewton (/user/JamesWNewton) Dec 28 · 08:44:16 AM (/comments/1614959/64949627#comment_64949627)

Recommended 1 time

Hey Murf — First of all, I hope you are having a great holiday season. Secondly, re this article:
thanks for bringing it up, it’s very interesting. Like others have said, and Trump himself has shown,
he doesn’t know what the hell he is saying from one minute to the next, nor remembers it for that
long either, but, whatever, I’m glad he’s pushing the Nazi’s away, whether inadvertently or
purposefully.

Maybe. Hmmmm……...

Because I’m then lead to wondering what is really going on here, and I can’t help but think about
Steve Bannon — because I honestly believe that guy is always thinking at least a couple steps
ahead.

So, given this was a controlled statement from the Trumps, and not Trump speaking off the cuff, it
would seem likely that chief strategist Bannon would be involved, right? So now it seems that he is
trying to piss off his own (Breitbart, alt-right, nazi) people?  What’s that all about? Is there no one
against whom he won’t sow seeds of chaos?

If I’m even close to right, Bannon is, straight up, batshit crazy, and is using Trump like the
two-dollar whore he is to get this country closer to his goal of self-destruction. If he weren’t evil, I’d
admire the guy for his strategy. 

(/user/SNash676)

[new]


SNash676 (/user/SNash676) Dec 28 · 09:17:54 AM (/comments/1614959/64949956#comment_64949956)

Recommended 2 times

Trump might want to hold off pissing off his voters for a bit yet.  He might now know it but he does
need their continued support and reverence.

A lot of people think congress is going to dominate Trump.  I don’t.  Threat of impeachment only
works if you’ve got the votes to pull it off.  You only have those votes if your members feel they can
safely gain re-election come next cycle.  As long as Trump has the support of his voters he will be
able to effectively dominate congress.  You may wind up with stale mates until the mid-terms
where Trump will support new blood that he perceives as on his side.  I don’t think most members
of congress will have the balls to stand up to Trump, but there can be some stragglers who don’t
have to rerun for election like McCain who can form blocks big enough to prevent the Republican’s
from pushing  some of their agenda through.  I don’t look for Trump to do anything that makes him
look like a wimp.  I look at him to get revenge on those who didn’t support him.  Watch out Ryan! 
I’d say it’s his highest priority.

(/user/Proudscalawag)

[new]


Proudscalawag (/user/Proudscalawag) SNash676

Dec 28 · 09:52:39 AM (/comments/1614959/64950377#comment_64950377)

Recommended 2 times

If Trump and Ryan tear each other to shreds, I for one say: so much the better for our
country and our people!



(/user/Reginald Bronner)

[new]


Reginald Bronner (/user/Reginald Bronner) Dec 28 · 09:18:16 AM (/comments/1614959/64949963#comment_64949963)
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Recommended 2 times

Couldn’t happen to nicer folks.

(/user/inventzilla)

[new]


inventzilla (/user/inventzilla) Dec 28 · 09:20:49 AM (/comments/1614959/64949992#comment_64949992)

Recommended 2 times

I wont be impressed unless he gets rid of bannon his chief of staff. That sample tweet you showed
looks like it was written by bannon. Its typical of the vile garbage you find on beritbart- his internet
fake news rag.

(/user/Allenmcquarrie)

[new]


Allenmcquarrie (/user/Allenmcquarrie) Dec 28 · 09:24:52 AM (/comments/1614959/64950030#comment_64950030)

Recommended 0 times

A person with no regard for Democracy, even though it elected him, has spoken against his
loyalists as if they're of absolutely no consequence. How can anyone with half a brain trust him?

(/user/Mustang3)

[new]


Mustang3 (/user/Mustang3) Allenmcquarrie

Dec 28 · 03:32:52 PM (/comments/1614959/64954572#comment_64954572)

Recommended 0 times

Easy, no one WITH at least half a brain SUPPORTED him anyway.



(/user/HM1028)

[new]


HM1028 (/user/HM1028) Dec 28 · 09:26:24 AM (/comments/1614959/64950048#comment_64950048)

Recommended 0 times

Loving that silver lining thinking, Murfster!

(/user/ResqDogz)

[new]


ResqDogz (/user/ResqDogz) Dec 28 · 09:32:00 AM (/comments/1614959/64950106#comment_64950106)

Recommended 0 times

Could it truly be, that his “base*” were the ONLY ones who couldn’t seem to recognize all those
patently obvious signs throughout Cheetos Jesus’ campaign??? www.merriam-webster.com/…
(https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/base)  

*SYNONYM DISCUSSION OF BASE

base (https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/base), low (https://www.merriam-webster.com
/dictionary/low), vile (https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/vile) mean deserving of
contempt because of the absence of higher values. base (https://www.merriam-webster.com
/dictionary/base) stresses the ignoble and may suggest cruelty, treachery, greed, or
grossness <base motives>. low (https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/low) may connote
crafty cunning, vulgarity, or immorality and regularly implies an outraging of one's sense of
decency or propriety low talk>. vile, (https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/vile%2C) the
strongest of these words, tends to suggest disgusting depravity or filth vile remark>.

(/user/chutta 7)

[new]


chutta 7 (/user/chutta 7) Dec 28 · 09:32:28 AM (/comments/1614959/64950112#comment_64950112)

Recommended 0 times

How is he going to recruit more stormtroopers?

(/user/DFW Dallas)

[new]


DFW Dallas (/user/DFW Dallas) Dec 28 · 09:35:39 AM (/comments/1614959/64950154#comment_64950154)

Recommended 0 times

May they choke on their hate. It’s not like any of these morons would have voted Democratic if they
had known who Trump really is, but it’s amusing to see them frothing at the mouth before he has
even been sworn in.
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(/user/God the Father)

[new]


God the Father (/user/God the Father) Dec 28 · 09:36:57 AM (/comments/1614959/64950177#comment_64950177)

Recommended 0 times

At the very least, money and family are values we all respect. Why any of this is any sort of shock is
aboiut as thoughtless as electing a guy like him as President

(/user/tuma)

[new]


tuma (/user/tuma) Dec 28 · 09:36:58 AM (/comments/1614959/64950178#comment_64950178)

Recommended 0 times

because FOX didn’t run  with it...

... For some reason this didn’t get the coverage it should have,

(/user/franjipani)

[new]


franjipani (/user/franjipani) Dec 28 · 09:38:17 AM (/comments/1614959/64950198#comment_64950198)

Recommended 0 times

Looks like Trump is learning to be a politician after all and sucking up to his Israeli supporters now
(they are more powerful afterall). 

(/user/spolite)

[new]


spolite (/user/spolite) Dec 28 · 09:40:34 AM (/comments/1614959/64950220#comment_64950220)

Recommended 1 time

Do not believe anything the ultimate con man says. Watch his actions. Actions always speak louder
than words. Example his appointees.

(/user/Raven)

[new]


Raven (/user/Raven) spolite Dec 28 · 08:51:33 PM (/comments/1614959/64957382#comment_64957382)

Recommended 0 times

“Carry with thee this tale. A hunter went killing sparrows one cold day, and his eyes gave
forth tears as he went. Said one bird to another, ‘Behold, this man weeps.’ Said the other,

‘Turn thine eyes from his tears. Watch his hands.’”
— Dorothy Dunnett, The Disorderly Knights



(/user/mitchmatt)

[new]


mitchmatt (/user/mitchmatt) Dec 28 · 09:43:08 AM (/comments/1614959/64950253#comment_64950253)

Recommended 1 time

We all knew Trump will put people he does not care about under him and will blame all his
problems and say he did not know they would do that  and fire them and bring in more trash to
replace them.  He always protect himself first  his money second  and everything else is
expendable for any reason   Welcome to Trump World. You wanted him you got him  myself I’m
going on a 4 year vacation

(/user/Proudscalawag)

[new]


Proudscalawag (/user/Proudscalawag) Dec 28 · 09:50:42 AM (/comments/1614959/64950354#comment_64950354)

Recommended 0 times

Verrrry eenteresting….we can hope and do what we can behind the curtains to ensure such an
outcome, ja?

(/user/thelazydog)

[new]


thelazydog (/user/thelazydog) Dec 28 · 09:53:11 AM (/comments/1614959/64950386#comment_64950386)

Recommended 1 time

LMAO!!!   I knew it. Tried to tell them---but NO----they went for him like a bunch of lemmings going
over a cliff.  And basically told US—the people who tried to warn them, that we could go
F-— ourselves.  So now I hope they get everything they deserve.
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(/user/Wayne Johnson)
[new]


Wayne Johnson (/user/Wayne Johnson) Dec 28 · 09:54:38 AM (/comments/1614959/64950402#comment_64950402)

Recommended 0 times

among his other pathological qualities, trump is a pathological liar and manipulator and
misanthrope///I read above where the only thing not expendable are his family and his
money//well, money, by definition, is expendable and if any of his family crossed him or failed to
be of some value to his ego, they would be taken out with the trash///that orange turd blossom has
lied to everyone, his alt right and establishment republican supporters, white and rural trump
voters, his staff, his cabinet picks and probably himself since weaving such a tangled web of
lies//he can’t keep up with them, like trying to chase chickens (and he’s in bad shape physically) or
trying to hold on to a wildcat or leopard by the tail….when all those chickens come home to roost,
it will look like a scene from ‘The Birds’ peckin’ out his little maggot eyes///I could probably make a
safe bet that he’ll be impeached within 2 years///some of these republican lawmakers and some of
his cabinet picks, he’ll find out, are not his company underlings, these people play for keeps and
have years of experience//they’ll eat his fat ass alive!!! Bigly!!!!

(/user/hipichick7)

[new]


hipichick7 (/user/hipichick7) Dec 28 · 09:55:41 AM (/comments/1614959/64950420#comment_64950420)

Recommended 1 time

Let's stop calling them the "alt-right". They are NATZIS!

(/user/david5372)

[new]


david5372 (/user/david5372) Dec 28 · 09:56:43 AM (/comments/1614959/64950434#comment_64950434)

Recommended 1 time

He got what he wanted. He played the Alt-Right for Patsies. THEY GOT SCAMMED. HE is WALKING
ALL OVER THEM, and they refuse to believe it. Now they will not get ANYTHING — not even a vote;
it is my opinion (And I HOPE to God I am Wrong!!) he will cancel the ‘18 and the ‘20 elections. May
Our Collective Common Sense Save us from REPEATING the History of 1932 and forward!!

(/user/Mustellus)

[new]


Mustellus (/user/Mustellus) Dec 28 · 09:57:33 AM (/comments/1614959/64950447#comment_64950447)

Recommended 3 times

Actually some of his family are disposable too.   And they know it.

(/user/david5372)

[new]


david5372 (/user/david5372) Dec 28 · 09:58:48 AM (/comments/1614959/64950465#comment_64950465)

Recommended 1 time

(This is what happens when you don’t care what the change is, you just want change. Welcome to
the New World Order. Democracy has failed for the last time!)

(/user/RareBird0)

[new]


RareBird0 (/user/RareBird0) Dec 28 · 09:59:38 AM (/comments/1614959/64950478#comment_64950478)

Recommended 0 times

Maybe after his dumb Tweet about broadening our nuclear capabilities someone briefed him
about Stuxnet and which right wing paranoiac world leader *coughs* netenyahu *coughs* let it
loose on the world where his buddy Putin and his legions of cyber warriors have it queued to make
America go dark and our commerce stop happening. Happy Hanukkah mother fuckers.

(/user/ToniAJ)

[new]


ToniAJ (/user/ToniAJ) Dec 28 · 10:00:26 AM (/comments/1614959/64950489#comment_64950489)

Recommended 0 times

Trump' family members are not expendable only as long as they don't criticize or buck him. Once
they do they become scum to him...Which is how he sees anyone who criticizes him.

(/user/dirk holger)

[new]


dirk holger (/user/dirk holger) Dec 28 · 10:05:29 AM (/comments/1614959/64950564#comment_64950564)

NEVER would I have thought loud: “Bring out the pitchforks AND the torches!”: thrown over

those walls of ‘gated communities’, the fire will find its way!  But this “I love moneyyy!”-CON

MAN brings out the very WORST (‘kakistos’) in every person…..and China applauds…..Haha..
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Recommended 1 time

(/user/Stuart Shaffer)

[new]


Stuart Shaffer (/user/Stuart Shaffer) Dec 28 · 10:10:38 AM (/comments/1614959/64950629#comment_64950629)

Recommended 1 time

‘Alt-Right’ is too innocuous a term for this gang of cowards and miscreants.  Their ill-meaning and
anarchic foolishness requires a more appropriate descriptor.

(/user/sanityrules)

[new]


sanityrules (/user/sanityrules) Dec 28 · 10:12:13 AM (/comments/1614959/64950651#comment_64950651)

Recommended 0 times

A two-state solution is the only road to peace in the Middle East. trump is against that; he’s aligning
himself with Israel and its illegal settlements to antagonize Obama and to further his agenda,
which is all-out war against Muslims.

(/user/ctpete96)

[new]


ctpete96 (/user/ctpete96) Dec 28 · 10:13:19 AM (/comments/1614959/64950666#comment_64950666)

Recommended 2 times

Please stop using “alt-right” to refer to white supremacists.

(/user/JerryK33)

[new]


JerryK33 (/user/JerryK33) Dec 28 · 10:13:40 AM (/comments/1614959/64950671#comment_64950671)

Recommended 0 times

Hate, divisiveness, war mongering, lies, deceit, GOON Squad cabinet, Physco
maniac..welcome our new leader. OH almost forgot Tweet Bully!

(/user/Kayette)

[new]


Kayette (/user/Kayette) Dec 28 · 10:15:03 AM (/comments/1614959/64950693#comment_64950693)

Recommended 0 times

Somehow it’s tied to the strong Israel, anti-Palestinian (they’re Muslims ya’ know) pillar of the
traditional Republican party. Maybe he got the message that Netanyahu is important to back; after
all he didn’t agree with the US abstaining from voting at the UN on the Israeli settlement issue. 

(/user/pdfender)

[new]


pdfender (/user/pdfender) Dec 28 · 10:16:13 AM (/comments/1614959/64950708#comment_64950708)

Recommended 1 time

What? Is he trying to get our Jewish vote now? That wouldn’t happen in a million years!

Our votes don’t matter anyway.

(/user/glb3)

[new]


glb3 (/user/glb3) Dec 28 · 10:29:12 AM (/comments/1614959/64950860#comment_64950860)

Recommended 0 times

SUCKERS.

(/user/sendtheasteroid)

[new]


sendtheasteroid (/user/sendtheasteroid) Dec 28 · 10:36:58 AM (/comments/1614959/64950973#comment_64950973)

Recommended 1 time

He never actually wanted the job----all he wanted was the “reality show” of the campaign.  I don’t
think he would run again.  He’s already trying to delegate as much of the real work as possible
to his swamp creatures so he can take his show on the road for 4yrs.

[new]
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(/user/gwellborn) gwellborn (/user/gwellborn) Dec 28 · 10:38:10 AM (/comments/1614959/64950985#comment_64950985)

Recommended 0 times

Watch out, after he finishes with the GOP he will declare he has been a Democrat all along. Then
he will sucker them in and completely destroy our government. Once that is done he will get his
advisors ( seeing as how he has so many generals) to vote him as King Donald the 1st. Hey, with
this guy, anything could happen.  

(/user/RedFlame)

[new]


RedFlame (/user/RedFlame) Dec 28 · 10:43:26 AM (/comments/1614959/64951050#comment_64951050)

Recommended 1 time

This is a fun story. Makes me happy, but I don’t believe it makes a difference really. The white
nationalists are not going to stop supporting this guy. 

Between now and inauguration day, it’s a bit of phony war. I’m recovering from this elections along
with other lefties. Any kind of prediction on what he will say or do during his term(s) in office is a
futile parlor game. And it’s a set up for disappointment because through lying, cheating and
stealing he has defied most predictions and won.

That said, I’m expecting, to use another WWII metaphor, an inauguration blitzkrieg speech. Looking
at all of his nominees there is a hard right turn like we’ve never seen. Therefore that inauguration
speech, in my opinion, will reflect that. Again every single thing you hold dear will be torn down or
attempted to be torn down and it will just make your head spin.

Repeal and replace Obamacare, Education Vouchers, Medicare, Social Security, Muslim registration,
leaving NATO, EPA.

Heads will explode to the delight of the right, and as part of the plan even if they don’t think they
are going to get all of these things. Just to see everyone’s knee-jerk outrage will be enough for
them.

Be outraged but do something. You won't know what to fight so just pick up a rock and throw it
anywhere in his direction. 

(/user/Citrine2)

[new]


Citrine2 (/user/Citrine2) Dec 28 · 10:43:55 AM (/comments/1614959/64951056#comment_64951056)

Recommended 0 times

Trump is a textbook sociopath.  They will say whatever the people around them want to hear to
gain their favor and then use it to their own benefit.  It changes with each group.  Sociopaths  are
very dangerous because they have no loyalty to anyone but themselves. They’re ruthless and don’t
care if those they cultivate are hurt.  Before he’s through, Trump will have betrayed everyone.

(/user/travelynn93)

[new]


travelynn93 (/user/travelynn93) Dec 28 · 10:44:18 AM (/comments/1614959/64951060#comment_64951060)

Recommended 0 times

I’m hoping enough of his supporters will realize they were conned and not vote for him again.
What I’m most concerned about though is the lack of leadership or a plan from the Democrats. 

(/user/MandyDR)

[new]


MandyDR (/user/MandyDR) Dec 28 · 10:47:50 AM (/comments/1614959/64951112#comment_64951112)

Recommended 0 times

The only things that are not expendable to Trump are his family and his money.

And if it comes down to it, his family can go straight under that bus if need be.

destroying what he built so that nobody else in the GOP can use it in the future.

Sometimes I wonder if he really IS that clever and that is the point: dismantling 40 years of
destructive work and show it to be the fallacy it is.

Then I remember this is reality and that would give the Orange Cheeto more credit than he would
ever deserve!

(/user/mstaggerlee)

[new]


mstaggerlee (/user/mstaggerlee) Dec 28 · 10:49:56 AM (/comments/1614959/64951150#comment_64951150)

1) crooked donnie’s recent rallies are not at all about “Thank You.”  They are really about “I KNOW I
won the damned election, but I STILL need you idiots to me show how much you still love me, even
though I’ve started loading my Cabinet with the very people who’ve been screwing you over for the
past 8+ years.”  It’s decidedly NOT a "Thank you” tour.  It's more like a “F*#k You” tour.  Ane the
fools who attend are essentially cheering “YES!  do me harder & deeper, daddy!”
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Recommended 0 times

2) Can we take this as a clue that he already has no intention of running for
another term in 2020? 

OF COURSE we can!  He never really wanted the job in the first place — all he wanted was the
publicity that running for President affords one, as a boost for his brand.  He’s not worried about
re-election because he never wanted to win THIS  election!  Which also explains why he seems to
be taking as many steps as possible to get himself impeached.  Which when/if it happens, will be
blamed on someone else (Priebus?) in any public statement he makes about it, and the mindless
horde that hasn’t yet figured him out, who live by and for their hate, will love him more than ever
for it.

(/user/Classicalgregg)

[new]


Classicalgregg (/user/Classicalgregg) Dec 28 · 10:51:03 AM (/comments/1614959/64951166#comment_64951166)

Recommended 0 times

The picture with this article shows Trump FINALLY showing the size of his penis AND his intellect!

(/user/lawrence2015)

[new]


lawrence2015 (/user/lawrence2015) Dec 28 · 11:16:46 AM (/comments/1614959/64951495#comment_64951495)

Recommended 0 times

Well, he did say he’d run as a Republican because they’re so dumb they’d believe anything…  But
then if Hillary were being honest she could've said exactly the same thing about Democrats.  Note
all the democrats who continue to believe, despite her in-your-face corruption, that she represents
a shining example of progressive liberalism.  This country just endured the illusion of a”yuge”
divisive election when in fact both candidates belong to the same old boy's club (the one George
Carline talked about).  

(/user/KnotIookin)

[new]


KnotIookin (/user/KnotIookin) Dec 28 · 11:17:16 AM (/comments/1614959/64951503#comment_64951503)

Recommended 0 times

Today a tiny hands trump supporter with Jesus in his twitter handle told me he hopes a ICBM
missile gets shot up my C—T.    I am sure he expected me to be shocked and upset…   Poor little
tiny hands trump supporter engaged with the wrong progressive.    #Jesusweeps
 #BigMouthLittleDick.  and remember folks…  Nothing feels great like telling off a trump jerk and
then.... Immediately blocking him so he doesn't have a way to respond 

ACT UP taught me everything I know about responding to RWAHs. :)

(/user/Bluegeorgia)

[new]


Bluegeorgia (/user/Bluegeorgia) Dec 28 · 11:21:29 AM (/comments/1614959/64951567#comment_64951567)

Recommended 0 times

It seems odd that these people are ticked off when Trump wishes a "Happy Hanukkah", but they
seem to be so "pro Israel". Haven't they forgotten what most of the population of Israel is??

(/user/SJHS)

[new]


SJHS (/user/SJHS) Dec 28 · 11:23:44 AM (/comments/1614959/64951597#comment_64951597)

Recommended 0 times

Are you sure that “I need you thiiiiiiiiiis much” is the correct caption for the picture with this article?
 It appears to be Trump using his stubby fingers on his small hand to show the length of his penis.  

(/user/Anne Elk)

[new]


Anne Elk (/user/Anne Elk) Dec 28 · 11:24:09 AM (/comments/1614959/64951605#comment_64951605)

Recommended 0 times

Trump has surprisingly good instincts. He knows that, as the most unpopular incoming President
ever, he has to claw his way to the middle. So, what is he going to do? He is going to have his
minions and Congress take the shit, make the awful decisions and try to be the godlike being who
steps in at the last minute to save the situation. He has no real beliefs about anything and that
gives him tremendous freedom. Ultimately, of course, it won’t work out and there will be just a
huge mess, but his goal is for him personally to walk away unscathed.
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(/user/Darryl 007)

[new]


Darryl 007 (/user/Darryl 007) Dec 28 · 11:34:41 AM (/comments/1614959/64951729#comment_64951729)

Recommended 0 times

HAHAHAHAHAHAAAHAHHAAAHAAA. Saw it coming… and they’ll be much more…
HAHAHAAHAAAHAAAA

(/user/Darryl 007)

[new]


Darryl 007 (/user/Darryl 007) Dec 28 · 11:35:40 AM (/comments/1614959/64951739#comment_64951739)

Recommended 1 time

Impeachment or WW3? Which comes first? Place your bets...

(/user/Smeagel4T)

[new]


Smeagel4T (/user/Smeagel4T) Darryl 007

Dec 28 · 11:44:30 AM (/comments/1614959/64951834#comment_64951834)

Recommended 1 time

Won't be WW3 with China.  China at least has mature grown-ups running it.  China will
“play” Loser Donny for the immature buffoon he is.  Won’t be WW3 with Russia because
Putin is a very skillfully evil while Loser Donny is a bumbling kind of evil.  Both China and
Russia will be busy expanding their sphere’s of influence while treating Loser Donny like
the kindergartener he is.  Putin will keep feeding Lost Donny doggie treats to keep Loser
Donny happily panting by Putin’s side while Putin grabs everything he can get away with. 
Keep in mind Putin will want Loser Donny reelected, so Putin will be coordinating with
Loser Donny’s new Ministry of Propaganda.



(/user/PissedGrunty)

[new]


PissedGrunty (/user/PissedGrunty) Smeagel4T

Dec 28 · 12:04:11 PM (/comments/1614959/64952084#comment_64952084)

Recommended 2 times

I don’t think we are worried about China STARTING the war.



(/user/Michael39301)

[new]


Michael39301 (/user/Michael39301) Dec 28 · 11:38:57 AM (/comments/1614959/64951778#comment_64951778)

Recommended 0 times

Hey Trump, put your middle finger where the sun doesn’t shine.

(/user/Smeagel4T)

[new]


Smeagel4T (/user/Smeagel4T) Dec 28 · 11:40:27 AM (/comments/1614959/64951795#comment_64951795)

Recommended 1 time

This is why Hitler had his SS murder his Brown Shirts once Hitler solidified his power and didn’t
need the Brown Shirts anymore.  Loser Donny is probably chomping at the bit to be crowned
dictator so he can use the justice department to get rid of the threats to him.

(/user/ruthpage)

[new]


ruthpage (/user/ruthpage) Dec 28 · 11:41:42 AM (/comments/1614959/64951810#comment_64951810)

Recommended 1 time

Trump supporters, congress, the supreme court, progressives nor Jesus Christ cannot or will not
stop this maniac.

(/user/SJHS)

[new]


SJHS (/user/SJHS) ruthpage Dec 28 · 05:29:29 PM (/comments/1614959/64955640#comment_64955640)

Certainly not the Electoral College — no protection from a dangerous, autocratic
demagogue who is under the influence of a foreign power, which is the Electoral College’s
 single reason for existence.  

The Electoral College, which is simply a partisan hack, must be eliminated in favor of
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Recommended 0 times

one-person-one-vote popular vote for President and Vice President.  

At the same time, a law must be passed that says clearly “No vote  totals (local, state, or
national) or estimates or predictions may be announced until: [1] all states have voted,
their polls have closed, their election day votes have been totaled by state; and [2] all
absentee and early voting ballots from all states have been totaled; and [3] added to
election day totals (#2 above) to obtain the grand total for each candidate in each state.

(/user/GrandPoobah)

[new]


GrandPoobah (/user/GrandPoobah) Dec 28 · 11:50:46 AM (/comments/1614959/64951899#comment_64951899)

Recommended 0 times

Hitler created and supported the SA...a bunch of brawling thugs who supported his campaigns by
beating the crap out of the Communists, the Social Democrats, and anybody else who challenged
him prior to 1933.  Once in power, the Nazi Party pretty much ignored the SA, using them when
convenient, such as Kristallnacht (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kristallnacht) and a few other times.
Finally, when the large industrialists started complaining about Hitler’s thugs, he decided to chop
them off at the knees, killing their leadership and basically telling them they were no longer useful
to him.  Here again, Herr Drumpf is following the Nazi playbook word for word, and yet people are
somehow surprised when he does that.  Why?  He’s never told the truth in his life, and yet his racist
supporters somehow believed him enough to elect him.  Now he’s tossing them into the basket of
Deplorables (which is where they truly belong) and they are angered.  Sucks to be a Deplorable.

(/user/NYVegan)

[new]


NYVegan (/user/NYVegan) Dec 28 · 11:55:54 AM (/comments/1614959/64951963#comment_64951963)

Recommended 0 times

Anyone who had any expectations from Trump will be disappointed.  His only constant in life is his
devotion to himself.

From Doonesbury (http://doonesbury.washingtonpost.com/):

"I have an absolute way of defeating ISIS."
-- Trump, during the campaign

"ISIS will be gone if I am president. And they'll be gone quickly."
-- Trump, during the campaign

"I know more about ISIS than the generals do."
-- Trump, during the campaign

"All I can tell you, it is a foolproof way of winning."
-- Trump, during the campaign

"I don't think they have a strategy. I think that what they know, which is important, is that they are
going to need a strategy."
-- adviser Newt Gingrich, on Trump and transition team's plan for defeating ISIS

(/user/patriciamdaygmailcom)

[new]


patriciamdaygmailcom (/user/patriciamdaygmailcom)

Dec 28 · 12:04:18 PM (/comments/1614959/64952087#comment_64952087)

Recommended 0 times

It is the nature of Trump to “middle-finger” everyone eventually.  In the end no-one who is
responsible for his winning the election, neither the most ignorant among us nor the educated, will
find that they have made the right choice.  

(/user/Wee Mama)

[new]


Wee Mama (/user/Wee Mama) patriciamdaygmailcom

Dec 28 · 12:14:40 PM (/comments/1614959/64952252#comment_64952252)

Sadly, only after he has done immense harm.
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Recommended 0 times

Hello, new user at Daily Kos! Our site guidelines and unique community moderation
system are explained in the Rules of the Road (http://www.dailykos.com/rules-of-the-
road).

If you have any questions about how to participate you can learn more at
the Knowledge Base (http://helpdesk.dailykos.com/kb) and the Site Resource Diaries
(http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/01/08/1177381/-New-Diarists-More-Resources-
for-All?detail=hide). Diaries tagged Open Thread  (http://www.dailykos.com
/search?status=&species=&search_type=search_tags&text_expand=contains&
text_type=tag_compare&text=open+thread&time_type=time_last_story&
time_begin=Start+Date&time_end=End+Date&count_min=%28min%29&
count_max=%28max%29&submit=Search)are also great places to ask any questions.

~~ from the DK Partners & Mentors Team (http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/03
/22/1196175/-Announcing-Partners-Mentors?detail=hide)

(/user/rouxsca)

[new]


rouxsca (/user/rouxsca) Dec 28 · 12:09:11 PM (/comments/1614959/64952165#comment_64952165)

Recommended 1 time

Well isn’t that special !!!

(/user/dsnottselliott)

[new]


dsnottselliott (/user/dsnottselliott) Dec 28 · 12:21:40 PM (/comments/1614959/64952354#comment_64952354)

Recommended 2 times

Don’t go celebrating just yet.  IF he dumps Steve Bannon (the White Nationalist/Neo Nazi — I refuse
to “legitimize them with their new label — mouthpiece from his White House Staff AND refuses to
have anything to do with him AND takes Bannon down publicly only then should people think ole
Don The Con is washing his hands of this part of his coalition.

I’m not holding my breath.  In fact, it’s the presence of Bannon in such a prominent role that makes
me think someone (perhaps Bannon himself) suggested this to Trump in order to grease the skids
a bit with nervous Republicans.

(/user/megisi)

[new]


megisi (/user/megisi) Dec 28 · 12:24:26 PM (/comments/1614959/64952382#comment_64952382)

Recommended 1 time

How can you tell when he raises a finger?

(/user/Codder)

[new]


Codder (/user/Codder) Dec 28 · 12:28:03 PM (/comments/1614959/64952426#comment_64952426)

Recommended 1 time

He’s opened Pandora’s Box of hate, racism, misogyny, anti-intellectualism and just plan narcissistic
f**k-headedness. He owns it and since he took slop to the pigs, it’s only fitting that some splashes
back on him, the twit!

(/user/chinakatimir)

[new]


chinakatimir (/user/chinakatimir) Dec 28 · 12:28:13 PM (/comments/1614959/64952430#comment_64952430)

Recommended 0 times

Small, but oh so satisfying….more please.

(/user/AMD)

[new]


AMD (/user/AMD) Dec 28 · 12:29:57 PM (/comments/1614959/64952449#comment_64952449)

Recommended 1 time

Of course this was a con job against his dumb as dogshit, hillbilly hick, redneck voters! And, I don't
think he values his family enough to not screw them over either. I think he's only valued 2 things:
money & power. Also, as someone else suggested...can we PLEASE stop referring to these bigoted
bastards as "the alt-right"? These are white supremacists, Klansmen, neo-Nazis & giving them
euphemisms like, "alt-right" & "white nationalists" only sugarcoats this shit & sweeps it under the
rug.
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(/user/Jennifer Lee)

[new]


Jennifer Lee (/user/Jennifer Lee) Dec 28 · 12:31:07 PM (/comments/1614959/64952468#comment_64952468)

Recommended 0 times

 You know what I like about Trump saying “In 4 years, I’ll need your vote.”? He isn’t asking for his
supporters to vote for GOP candidates in 2018! I’ll take any advantage we can get.

(/user/twocrows1023)

[new]


twocrows1023 (/user/twocrows1023) Jennifer Lee

Dec 28 · 01:31:55 PM (/comments/1614959/64953270#comment_64953270)

Recommended 0 times

It’s obvious, isn’t it?  He doesn’t give a rat’s ass about any candidate but hisownself.



(/user/zhitro108)

[new]


zhitro108 (/user/zhitro108) Dec 28 · 12:48:33 PM (/comments/1614959/64952684#comment_64952684)

Recommended 0 times

These people don’t pay attention.  Ivanka and her husband Jared are Jewish for god’s sake wake up
and smell the roses!

(/user/Wee Mama)

[new]


Wee Mama (/user/Wee Mama) zhitro108

Dec 28 · 02:45:44 PM (/comments/1614959/64954081#comment_64954081)

Recommended 0 times

Highly selective attention, and irrefrangible to facts.

Hello, new user at Daily Kos! Our site guidelines and unique community moderation
system are explained in the Rules of the Road (http://www.dailykos.com/rules-of-the-
road).

If you have any questions about how to participate you can learn more at
the Knowledge Base (http://helpdesk.dailykos.com/kb) and the Site Resource Diaries
(http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/01/08/1177381/-New-Diarists-More-Resources-
for-All?detail=hide). Diaries tagged Open Thread  (http://www.dailykos.com
/search?status=&species=&search_type=search_tags&text_expand=contains&
text_type=tag_compare&text=open+thread&time_type=time_last_story&
time_begin=Start+Date&time_end=End+Date&count_min=%28min%29&
count_max=%28max%29&submit=Search)are also great places to ask any questions.

~~ from the DK Partners & Mentors Team (http://www.dailykos.com/story/2013/03
/22/1196175/-Announcing-Partners-Mentors?detail=hide)



(/user/Graydon Wilson)

[new]


Graydon Wilson (/user/Graydon Wilson) Dec 28 · 12:53:50 PM (/comments/1614959/64952761#comment_64952761)

Recommended 0 times

“The only things that are not expendable to Trump are his family and his money.”

Hmmmm. Ivana Trump and Marla Maples might have something to say about that.

(/user/DJW59)

[new]


DJW59 (/user/DJW59) Dec 28 · 01:05:22 PM (/comments/1614959/64952927#comment_64952927)

Recommended 0 times

And Nero played the fiddle as Rome burned LMAO. Do you think the buyers remorse has set in yet
lol.

(/user/twocrows1023)

[new]


twocrows1023 (/user/twocrows1023) DJW59

Dec 28 · 01:30:40 PM (/comments/1614959/64953253#comment_64953253)
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Recommended 0 times

(/user/fastermx)

[new]


fastermx (/user/fastermx) Dec 28 · 01:06:42 PM (/comments/1614959/64952951#comment_64952951)

Recommended 0 times

These pious followers of Trump deserve to know they’ve been dumped. If they had applied a few
brains to the matter, they’d have known this was coming all along.

It’s too late now for them to be outraged. They could easily have seen it coming, but didn’t, and so
they condemned America to fascism.

Trump isn’t worried about needing votes for re-election. He wont need to. By 2020, all elections will
have been canceled, nationwide. So he’d never have to run a campaign again.

The fact that he can be this blunt with his supporters can only mean one thing. America will no
longer be a democracy, and nobody will ever be able to vote again.

He plans to stiff his supporters, and has planned it the whole time. Now that he’s begun doing so,
his supporters have lost ALL standing to gripe.

And they have no right to expect other people to sympathize with their suffering from now on.
They were too stupid to see that destroying rights for people they hate could only result in having
their own rights destroyed. Could they really believe that a mega-rich narcissist could give two
potatoes about THEIR self-interests? He wasn’t planning to reward ANYBODY. All he planned to do
was to HARM lots of people, including his pious believers.

So TRY to imagine how sorry I’ll be about the harm being done to the ones who made it possible.

We DID try to warn them that this would happen. Their hate overrode everything, and now they’ll
have to pay for it. They made their beds in the sewer, and it’s the sewer in which they will remain,
for good.

(/user/charliehall2)

[new]


charliehall2 (/user/charliehall2) Dec 28 · 01:16:38 PM (/comments/1614959/64953071#comment_64953071)

Recommended 1 time

Not that I like either one, but….. I would prefer him to be in bed with the 1%ers than with the
alt-right. Once he screws the 99% we can come back and win in 2018 and 2020. But if he governs
from the alt-right I might not survive that long. (I am a Jew.)

(/user/twocrows1023)

[new]


twocrows1023 (/user/twocrows1023) Dec 28 · 01:26:33 PM (/comments/1614959/64953208#comment_64953208)

Recommended 1 time

I hope this move presages a decision not to run in four years but I fear that it may be more sinister
than that.  Everything I’ve seen — from his attempt to destroy the system by claiming that the
election was rigged to his promise to abide by it if he won — leads me to the conclusion that we
may not be allowed to vote four years from now. 

Please may I be wrong.  Please.

(/user/ultimateliberal)

[new]


ultimateliberal (/user/ultimateliberal) twocrows1023

Dec 28 · 01:43:27 PM (/comments/1614959/64953398#comment_64953398)

Recommended 0 times

How about a decision not to show up on inauguration day?
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(/user/richard latimer)

[new]


richard latimer (/user/richard latimer) Dec 28 · 01:31:16 PM (/comments/1614959/64953259#comment_64953259)

Recommended 0 times

Please, people, do not use the term “alt-right.”  That is Orwellian newspeak for neo-fascism, racism,
homophobia, sexism and everything else that is deplorably obscene about Trump’s hard-core
base.  That is letting David Duke get away with saying white supremacy has become mainstream.  It
will only be mainstream if we let it by accepting newspeak like “alt -right.”

Whenever anyone uses that term, in conversation, in the media, on a blog, don’t let them get away
with it.  The first response, in whatever medium is available, should be -no.  We are talking about
neo-fascism and racism, and that “alt-right” nonsense is like  trying to put lipstick on a pig.

(/user/ultimateliberal)

[new]


ultimateliberal (/user/ultimateliberal) Dec 28 · 01:41:29 PM (/comments/1614959/64953374#comment_64953374)

Recommended 0 times

Is this azzzz going to be sworn in on the 20th, or will someone save our country from the
megalomaniac?

(/user/So fedup2)

[new]


So fedup2 (/user/So fedup2) Dec 28 · 01:55:06 PM (/comments/1614959/64953530#comment_64953530)

Recommended 0 times

His Christmas wish shows how many cobwebs are in that overinflated head.  He stands in front of
a Christmas tree with his fist raised.  How much of an embecile is he!!!!

(/user/ZedMont)

[new]


ZedMont (/user/ZedMont) Dec 28 · 02:03:39 PM (/comments/1614959/64953647#comment_64953647)

Recommended 0 times

No, I think it was just another clumsy misstep by the Orangu-Fuhrer, momentarily forgetting that
Israel and Jews in general are polar opposites in the feeble minds of his own undermenschen.

(/user/Magik1369)

[new]


Magik1369 (/user/Magik1369) Dec 28 · 02:29:59 PM (/comments/1614959/64953917#comment_64953917)

Recommended 0 times

F$&king POS. You'd have to be dumb as dirt to not know that a fraud thats shits on a gold plated
toilet is using and grifting you.

(/user/WhiteDog)

[new]


WhiteDog (/user/WhiteDog) Dec 28 · 02:55:38 PM (/comments/1614959/64954184#comment_64954184)

Recommended 0 times

If the alt right is disillusioned with Trump, that would be one good thing he has accomplished even
before taking office. Flushing that poison out of our political system is no small thing—even though
their votes and their influence were probably insignificant in the grand scheme of things. It’s an
easy bet that Trump would support Bibi Netanyahu because he was an open foe of President
Obama’s. Anything/anyone Obama doesn’t like, or who doesn’t like him, the Donald automatically
approves. So his unqualified support for Israel is a given. And, of course, he’s bound to like Bibi,
who’s just another puffed up blowhard bully—Trump’s favorite kind of leader.

That the alt right was gulled by Trump should be no surprise to the rest of us. They are gulled by a
great many things; that’s how and why they exist. They are angry, stupid, ignorant and foolish.
Trump has hoodwinked much smarter men then they. Chump change, literally.

As for Trump’s fondness for Putin and Russia, he’s begun to run into significant opposition from
Republicans in Congress, not to say Democrats. One more good thing he’s accomplished before
being sworn in. Even John McCain believes the testimony of the intelligence community that Russia
meddled in our election, big time. Though McCain is not known for his perspicacity, even he can
see that if Putin can hack the Democratic Party, he can, and probably has, hacked the Republican
Party as well. Which means that they are just as vulnerable as Democrats to malicious Russian
cyber attacks. McCain knows war when he sees it, as does his buddy Lindsey Graham. As well, they
oppose Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell’s plan for closed hearings on the matter,
preferring open, public hearings in a special, joint committee of Congress.

Though McCain couldn’t resist taking jabs at President Obama’s foreign policy, which he has all
along seen as too tepid and passive. He’s a sore looser to the bitter end. And it’s easy for him and
Graham to decry Russian hacking now that it has helped defeat the Democratic candidate for
president. They are free to vex Trump whenever it suits them. I wish them luck with that.

[new]
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(/user/Terry Lunsford) Terry Lunsford (/user/Terry Lunsford) Dec 28 · 03:14:23 PM (/comments/1614959/64954373#comment_64954373)

Recommended 0 times

Trump will screw us all!  Wait and see!

(/user/sandyoestreich)

[new]


sandyoestreich (/user/sandyoestreich) Terry Lunsford

Dec 29 · 02:22:57 PM (/comments/1614959/64964122#comment_64964122)

Recommended 0 times

won’t have to wait….has Already been at it for a while. am waiting for trumpvoters to spit
out their rebukes as theylose the ACA etc etc

I feel NO pity for those Stupids.  I feel ONLY 8)(^R(*E#+++# at them for ruining America
and the mid-class.  I BLAME THE EDUCATION SYSTEM FOR NEGLECTING TO TEACH
CRITICAL THINKING BETTER.  Not that I am sure they’d assimilate it anyhow. But it IS what
brought us all down. I believe.



(/user/a2phil)

[new]


a2phil (/user/a2phil) Dec 28 · 03:21:57 PM (/comments/1614959/64954446#comment_64954446)

Recommended 0 times

“Can we take this as a clue that he already has no intention of running for another term in 2020?”

Don’t worry, dear Trumpkins,  Lush Windbag (or someone even WORSE) will be running by then...

(/user/kitten6126)

[new]


kitten6126 (/user/kitten6126) Dec 28 · 03:39:27 PM (/comments/1614959/64954640#comment_64954640)

Recommended 0 times

I never needed him nor did I EVER want him. Ignorant slug.

(/user/jwoolman)

[new]


jwoolman (/user/jwoolman) Dec 28 · 03:54:46 PM (/comments/1614959/64954788#comment_64954788)

Recommended 0 times

The antisemitic white supremacists didn't notice Trump's daughter and her husband and his
grandchildren are Orthodox Jews?!? And that they are his closest advisors? It's not as though he
ever tried to hide that fact.

His attachment to Protestant Christianity is also rather tenuous and recent, just for political
purposes. Poor Mike Pence probably thinks he made a convert. But I doubt that Trump knows
much about that radical rabbi Jesus, who said the worker hired at the end of the day should be
paid for the full day (clutch pearls! the horror!) and that it would be easier to push a camel through
the eye of a needle than for a rich man to enter heaven and that you should pray for your enemies
rather than killing them.

Trump isn't too fond of blacks (he deliberately kept them out of his apartment buildings, has said
they are lazy and that he doesn't want black accountants handling his money). But he has a kind of
reverse bigotry about Jews. He thinks they are great about handling money and make great tenants
(he wanted them given preference in rental applications) and he wants Jewish accountants
handling his money. Heaven forbid he ever runs into an arithmetic-challenged Jew who can't keep
a checkbook balanced.... It will blow his tiny little mind. His world view will be shattered.

(/user/1Madjack)

[new]


1Madjack (/user/1Madjack) Dec 28 · 04:07:05 PM (/comments/1614959/64954921#comment_64954921)

Recommended 0 times

By Alt-right do we mean White Supremacists? They are finally waking up in the same toilet that
we’re all in.
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(/user/Boca Babs)

[new]


Boca Babs (/user/Boca Babs) Dec 28 · 04:23:58 PM (/comments/1614959/64955063#comment_64955063)

Recommended 0 times

My mother is convinced that the Republicans were OK with this election because they are going to
impeach Donald Trump and then Miike Pence takes over, as he is the person the party is more in
tune with.

(/user/bdeems1)

[new]


bdeems1 (/user/bdeems1) Dec 28 · 05:20:43 PM (/comments/1614959/64955541#comment_64955541)

Recommended 0 times

RELAX, Everybody! “Little” Donny Trump’s “Daddy,” the Multimillionaire Fred Trump “Paid For ”Little”
Donny’s Bachelors in “Business” at The University of Pennsylvania in “Phila PA” and then “Little”
Donny’s Doctor “Found” a Bone SPUR in one of “Little” Donny’s “FEET,” for “HIS 5th” Draft
“DEFERMENT” so “Little” Donny’s” Daddy could PAY Little “Donny’s” Tuition to the “Wharton School
of Business” in “Phila PA”!

“OUR” Country HAS THE US Constitution and “Mister” Donald “WILL BE” in “Violation” of “OUR”
Constitution’s Emoluments Clause on January 20, 2017, the “Second” BIG “Donald” SWEARS “His
OATH” of Office on “The Bible”!

PS; Hasidic Jews “Don’t” have to “Join” the Israeli Military when “THEY” turn 18! Israeli PRESIDENT
Netanyahu “IS a Hasidic Jew” but “HE Served-In” the Israeli Military in “The WARS” Against “The
Palestinians”! Jesus WAS a Hasidic Jewish Carpenter “IN Palestine” and Mohammed WAS a Hasidic
Jewish Professor in Teheran, Persia when “HE (Mohammed!) Wrote the Koran (Quaran???) in
“Modern” Iran almost 700 (800???) Years “Later” in Ancient Persia!

I “HOPE” All of the “Make America” GREAT “AGAIN(??? The USA has ALWAYS “BEEN” Great!)” Trump
VOTERS realize that “Their” great Presidential “Winner” is actually a LOSER, since Donald Trump
INCORPORATED has ONLY “Declared” Bankruptcy “6 Times,” so FAR! “OOPS,” I “Forgot” to
“Mention,” Little Donny Trump “ONLY Got” 5 Draft “DEFERMENTS”! OUR “Last” VP, the “BIG Dick
Cheney “Beat Little Donny” with “28 Draft DEFERMENTS” and BIG DICK Cheney (from Wyoming!)
Didn’t KILL “His” Lawyer-Friend HUNTING a couple of Years Ago!

IF “OUR” Republican-Controlled “Legislative” BRANCH of Government “Re-Instates” Draft
REGISTRATION and BIG “President” Donald “Signs” that “LAW,” every young (17 to 35yrs. “Old”)
American Citizen WILL “Go To” a US Army, Navy, or Air Force “Enlistment Office,” Sign-Up and “GO
TO” their Doctor’s for “Their Draft PHYSICAL” and “AFTER” YOU “Get Your’s,” the “Brand NEW” US
Draft “Board” (Another “Former” Federal Government “Department”!!!) WILL “Mail” You your “Very
Own” Draft “CARD”! Don’t “WORRY, "young” Little “Donny’s” Daddy’s Doctor “Found” a “Bone SPUR”
in 0one of “Little Donny’s” FEET!

Happy New Years, ALL 17 to 35 American MEN and WOMEN, Young “17yr. old” Girls will ALSO “Have
To” Register For the “Draft” Next Year too! WELCOME to “Reality” Young 17yr. “Old” ladies, Young
WOMEN “ARE Equal,” and Seal Team 6 “HAS” a “Lady Seal” Member TODAY! (I’ve “Heard” She
“Speaks” Arabic too!)

(/user/ehart)

[new]


ehart (/user/ehart) Dec 28 · 05:26:29 PM (/comments/1614959/64955602#comment_64955602)

Recommended 0 times

Hahahaha. I love it! Keep up the good work there Drumph 😂

(/user/ehart)

[new]


ehart (/user/ehart) Dec 28 · 05:50:54 PM (/comments/1614959/64955829#comment_64955829)

Recommended 0 times

Hahahaha. I love it! Keep up the good work there Drumpf. You obviously have more than enough
rope to hang yourself 😂

(/user/lil devil)

[new]


lil devil (/user/lil devil) Dec 28 · 06:04:01 PM (/comments/1614959/64955986#comment_64955986)

Recommended 0 times

This moron does not ever remember what he tweets or says….what a BOOB!

(/user/OutforRest15)

[new]


OutforRest15 (/user/OutforRest15) Dec 28 · 06:16:21 PM (/comments/1614959/64956118#comment_64956118)
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Recommended 0 times

Oh well.... Not surprise. What is sad is that some of these same morons will vote for him again.

(/user/CathyM)

[new]


CathyM (/user/CathyM) Dec 28 · 06:28:14 PM (/comments/1614959/64956256#comment_64956256)

Recommended 1 time

Can we take this as a clue that he already has no intention of running for another
term in 2020?

No, no — he has no clue that acting like a 5 year old is bad for elections — he won this one, didn’t
he? And I’m very pleased to see him backstabbing his fans… this, I hope will keep them all from
voting in 2018 and beyond. Let’s hope we can minimize the damage. I’m still partly in shock… is this
really happening?? Can the US survive?

Looking forward to an “et tu, Bruti” moment as his followers wake up.

(/user/libre)

[new]


libre (/user/libre) Dec 28 · 06:55:17 PM (/comments/1614959/64956494#comment_64956494)

Recommended 0 times

It pleases me so much to know that Trumpf's bigoted, racist, hooded followers are upset with him!!

(/user/689r6g4w5f)

[new]


689r6g4w5f (/user/689r6g4w5f) Dec 28 · 06:56:49 PM (/comments/1614959/64956514#comment_64956514)

Recommended 0 times

Reminds me of this photo...

(/user/bcuzisaidso)

[new]


bcuzisaidso (/user/bcuzisaidso) Dec 28 · 07:35:23 PM (/comments/1614959/64956864#comment_64956864)

Recommended 0 times

Trump blunders about mindlessly. Some of his un-thought-out positions get respect from the
deplorables. He doesn’t know what he’s going to do or say until he does or says it. There was a
Peter Sellars movie years ago called “Being There” about an idiot gardener who said mindless
things and people read great, profound meaning into them, just like with Trump.  Can’t believe
what has happened to America. 

(/user/Wayne Johnson)

[new]


Wayne Johnson (/user/Wayne Johnson) bcuzisaidso

Dec 29 · 06:09:32 AM (/comments/1614959/64958760#comment_64958760)

Recommended 0 times

saw that movie and loved it and yes, trump is a very good gardener, millions have tweeted
him so and his garden is bigly yuuuuuuuge---yes that movie is a great reference to the age
of trump, that and ‘Idiocracy’



(/user/Angela Marx)

[new]


Angela Marx (/user/Angela Marx) Dec 28 · 08:02:59 PM (/comments/1614959/64957052#comment_64957052)

Recommended 0 times

If only Trump was a Trojan Horse in the midst of the GOP, intending to give them all the Middle
Finger for the next four years. If only...
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(/user/berkekalman)

[new]


berkekalman (/user/berkekalman) Dec 29 · 05:15:44 AM (/comments/1614959/64958477#comment_64958477)

Recommended 0 times

The night of the Long Knives! Uncannily line 1933 elections in Germany, everyday Trumpists are
repeating history. How far we will allow this to go?

(/user/tidewatertech)

[new]


tidewatertech (/user/tidewatertech) Dec 29 · 07:22:10 AM (/comments/1614959/64959324#comment_64959324)

Recommended 0 times

I don't know which is more hilarious. That people actually thought this moron Trumphf had
something, anything, to contribute in the first place, other than the mean spirited nonsense he
spewed. But now these fools went for it they are acting like he is double crossing them as he
jettisons any and all obligations they seem to think he has to them. Good luck with that. How
Trumphf successfully sold the notion he was a departure from the establishment; I will never know.
But remember one detail. Even though Trumphf is not a politician, about the only credit he can
claim, he is a contractor. And contractors and politicians have one tactic in common that both
professions feel is a vital asset to the proper conduct of what they consider to be their profession.
That is......they are perfectly willing to lie to you for your own good…..have fun boys and girls. You
should have voted otherwise. But truly I am glad you didn’t. Hillary is an actual human being. These
morons you now have before you….well good luck with that. But in all truth I really think, after
viewing the aftermath of recent events, there is really no way anyone could have protected Hillary
from these Jackels and psychopaths before us.…..and I take much more comfort in knowing Hillary
exists than she be president, always did. She is special, and after all, the US citizen long ago
abandoned his obligations as a citizen, which would have somehow assured the continuation of
this charade called the American way of life, never gonna happen…..

(/user/SAGibson)

[new]


SAGibson (/user/SAGibson) Dec 29 · 07:33:01 AM (/comments/1614959/64959397#comment_64959397)

Recommended 0 times

Well, let’s hope his upset white supremacist base isn’t among the “Second Amendment” people that
he threatened Hillary with last summer.

(/user/kathymcg)

[new]


kathymcg (/user/kathymcg) Dec 29 · 10:01:04 AM (/comments/1614959/64960953#comment_64960953)

Recommended 0 times

“ , , , destroying what he built so that nobody else in the GOP can use it in the future.”  We can only
hope!!

(/user/TGREEN)

[new]


TGREEN (/user/TGREEN) Dec 29 · 11:20:18 AM (/comments/1614959/64961913#comment_64961913)

Recommended 0 times

Can you people stop using the term “alt-right?”  The term is actually “white supremest” (I think
that’s spelled right).  As for rump, those people didn’t listen to a word Orange Julius said, he told
them from the very beginning that he and his 1% goonies were going to fuck the lower/middle
class good and proper.  And now they whine when he sends a tweet to all his Jewish friends?  Oh
wait, I don’t think he has any.  And while I’m at it, the article says he only cares for his family and
money, personally, I believe that if it came down to it, he’d throw his family under the bus just as
quickly as he did Christie et. al.

(/user/LOrion)

[new]


LOrion (/user/LOrion) Dec 29 · 01:46:40 PM (/comments/1614959/64963738#comment_64963738)

Recommended 0 times

Spectacular… SHARING every gem in here! TY!

(/user/sandyoestreich)

[new]


sandyoestreich (/user/sandyoestreich) Dec 29 · 02:20:01 PM (/comments/1614959/64964088#comment_64964088)

Recommended 0 times

But, trump hasn’t been heard dissing the GOP that I have heard. Where’s that?

[new]
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(/user/mcmom) mcmom (/user/mcmom) Dec 29 · 05:22:21 PM (/comments/1614959/64965628#comment_64965628)

Recommended 0 times

He will have quadrupled his income through “special” relationships with Russia and other countries
and will take the money and run. That is all he really cares about, except rallies, of course.

(/user/Maerzie)

[new]


Maerzie (/user/Maerzie) Dec 29 · 10:42:36 PM (/comments/1614959/64967753#comment_64967753)

Recommended 0 times

Obviously Trump doesn’t need his support here, who got him elected.  He has Putin!

(/user/LOrion)

[new]


LOrion (/user/LOrion) Dec 30 · 03:39:58 PM (/comments/1614959/64974791#comment_64974791)

Recommended 0 times

Good blog sharing .. around but I guess Murfster didn’t get memo…Progressive bloggers last
month chose to use the appropriate term for today’s US  #WhiteSupremacists… e.g.
#Christofascists 

(/user/Alonso del Arte)

[new]


Alonso del Arte (/user/Alonso del Arte) Dec 31 · 04:04:51 PM (/comments/1614959/64982761#comment_64982761)

Recommended 0 times

Hey, maybe Trump doesn't hate Jews as much as he hates blacks, Mexicans, Muslims, people with
disabilities, prisoners of war, etc.
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